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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advent of digital mobile communication systems has complicated RF circuit design. Additional
demands such as cost, efficiency and system constraints have altered and complicated the design
paradigm. Concomitantly, complex digital communications signals with broad bandwidth, varying
envelope power and a relatively large crest factor have rendered inadequate traditional verification
methods based on the use of CW signals. Furthermore, the increasing use of monolithic solutions based on
silicon integrated circuits has emphasized the importance of accurate, physically based compact transistor
models when trading off system demands.

Motivation
The dynamic nature of mobile communication systems as well as intense competition between the players
in this market, significantly limits profit margins. Merges, sales, reorganization and instability in share
prices reflect the gravity of the situation. In order to increase the chance of survival in this turbulent
business segment innovative techniques are needed, on the one hand to reduce the costs of research,
development and production and on the other to decrease the time to market. Realization of these goals is
quite complex due to the diverse levels involved within the design paradigm.
This complexity has rendered inadequate the conventional, autonomous design and production of system
blocks. Although existing design methods for RF circuits have been reasonably indicative concerning
system performance, the accurate prediction of power amplifier response to increasingly complex signals
requires the use of advanced computer aided design, CAD, and computer aided manufacturing, CAM.
Diversity in contemporary and upcoming digital mobile communication systems has significantly
intensified the need for new, flexible CAD tools.
In fact, design and prototyping of RF products gradually has shifted from hardware to software
realizations. A top contemporary RF designer must not only be technically competent, but also must be
adept in the use of advanced commercial software packets.
Recent development in CAD/CAM application software has provided a limited, though straightforward
link between the topologically oriented circuit level and the more physical world of device process
technology. Projection of system demands to the circuit level and more recently to the device level is of
increasing importance to the designer's daily tasks. There is also a growing awareness of the efficiency of
mixed level simulators in trading-off different circuit topologies. The variety of available semiconductor
1

processes has also confronted the designer with the non-trivial task of evaluating and comparing the
system performance of different competitive technologies. The idiosyncrasy of an implanted device
doping profile complicates, however, this assessment.
One of the delights of the last few years has been the development of a theoretically sound approach to the
analysis of nonlinear microwave circuits. One straightforward way to characterize a large-signal circuit
such as an amplifier is to graph on a Smith chart the contours of load impedance values that result in
prescribed values of gain and output power. Load-pull data has been the mainstay of RF and (especially)
microwave power amplifier, PA, design for many years. It gives the designer a simple target area on the
Smith chart on which to base one’s strategy for suitable matching network design. Conventional load pull
systems share, however, a major theoretical problem namely the lack of vectorial determination of the
device input reflection coefficient. This hinders a proper assessment as well as discrimination between the
operating power gain, the available power gain and the input-mismatch gain.
In order to rapidly respond to the continuous, seemingly relentless, evolution in personal communication
equipment a new and unprecedented flexibility in measurement hardware and software is also required.
The availability of RF signal generators designed for use with externally generated customized signals is
prerequisite to providing an adequate platform for mobile communication system research. In addition,
attendant demands on cost, efficiency and system specific constraints as well as the growing use of
balanced circuits in broadband wireless applications has increased the need for accurate modeling and
characterization of nonlinear balanced circuits.
To explore the impact of these mutual relationships on RF-circuit design practice, Philips Discrete
Semiconductors Nijmegen helped to define and initially funded this project. Early on in the study it
became evident that proper circuit level realization of modern communication system specifications is of
such a complexity that an alternative multi-disciplinary approach, encompassing all phases of the design
cycle including hardware verification and test would be required.
Objectives
The traditional translation of communication system conceptualization to hardware realization is for the
most part a four level disjunctive process consisting of:
•

•

An abstract level, where a broad assortment of programs such as Matlab, Omnisys, Advanced Design
System, ADS, (system level) are used to study system concepts.
A large assortment of functional blocks are available in simulator specific libraries for components
that may be represented by a mixed mode predefined n-port. These functional blocks represent a particular subsystem level component based on an ideal transfer function. A given communication system may be configured using these blocks. Noise and jamming signals are added externally. RF
circuit blocks are often modeled based on the third order intercept point, TOI and the 1 dB gain compression point. Idealized combinations of blocks can be used to evaluate system performance, e.g.
Power Added Efficiency, PAE, Adjacent Channel Rejection, ACPR, Error Vector Magnitude, EVM,
Bit Error Rate, BER, etc. System response is computed sequentially, the mutual nonlinear relation
between the individually implemented RF blocks being most often neglected.
A circuit level, where programs such as Microwave Design System, MDS, and Advanced Design
System, ADS, or Spice like simulators are in widespread use among analog designers.These programs
are indispensable CAD tools for RF designers and they are frequently employed with the following
options:
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•
•
•

modern compact transistor models, suitable for the RF-Integrated Circuit environment,
various integrated circuit foundry's libraries, providing an indispensable link between the design
environment and the production line,
a large and varied assortment of substrate and packaging technologies libraries.

RF and microwave designers often use frequency domain simulation engines based on harmonic balance techniques. Due to the relatively large bandwidth of CDMA signals and the nonlinear behavior
of RF circuits, an accurate result using transient harmonic balance simulation fails due to computer
limitations. In 1996 HP-EEsof introduced their Circuit Envelope Simulator combining features of
time and frequency analysis which offered a fast and complete analysis of complex signals. Briefly
Circuit Envelope permits the input waveform to be represented as a series of RF carriers with modulation “envelopes” that are described in the time domain. More specifically, each node voltage is represented by a discrete spectrum with time varying, Fourier coefficients. This means that the amplitude
and phase at each spectral frequency can vary with time, so the signal representing the harmonic is no
longer limited to a constant coefficient as it is with harmonic balance.
•

A device level, where programs such as MEDICI and Atlas are used to optimize the design of
constituent semiconductor components. These programs find an electrical circuit solution for a given
semiconductor device doping profile by solving Poisson’s equation. The scope of these programs is
usually confined to the characterization of the linear performance for a given profile.

•

A test and measurement level, where programs such as AgilentVEE or LabView drive commercially
available instruments in order to excite the RF hardware and determine its response. The signals
generated are, however, not readily accessible to the simulator in use and form a significant bottleneck
for the verification. In general, these instruments provide a limited set of standard signals. Long term
research goals and the need for rapid response capability to developments in the communication
business, mandate a more flexible approach for customizing signals.

Existing design methods based on the third order intercept point, TOI, for RF circuits are to some extent
indicative concerning system performance. On the other hand, excessive simulation time and limited
arithmetical capacity prevent the analysis and iterative synthesis of RF circuit blocks consisting of linear
and nonlinear components. Carrying out the required verification procedure one can make use of
commercially available instruments. The signals generated are, however, not readily accessible to the
simulator in use and form a significant bottleneck to ensuring commensurability of the measured and
simulated results obtained. In general, these instruments provide a limited set of standard signals, which in
its turn limits one’s ability to adequately respond to the dynamics of the mobile communication business.
The perceived need to link these levels while avoiding excessive simulation times is the thread which
binds this thesis leading to a methodology for studying a) the interaction between levels and b) trade-off of
various system specifications versus methods of linearization, circuit topologies, device technologies and
architectures. Put in other terms, the very dynamics of the mobile communications business in which the
incessant need to supply new and more sophisticated hardware to the marketplace is paired with a steadily
shorter turn around cycle begs for an integrated interactive RF-System computer aided design
environment. This should facilitate almost real time monitoring of the impact of the interplay of system,
circuit and device design on the required system specifications, as well as the incorporation of multiple
supplier cellular design libraries. In overcoming these constraints within the context of long-term research,
this thesis is devoted to the introduction of an integral simulation and test strategy for the second and third
generation of mobile communications thereby encompassing the entire physical layer of the OSI reference
model [1].
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New contributions
The diversity and the complexity of contemporary and upcoming wireless communication systems have
rendered inadequate traditional segregated specification on a subsystem basis of analog RF and IF circuit
blocks, device technology, etc. In fact, the most efficient use of available technology for the realization of
analog RF circuit blocks in current and future communications systems can only be achieved through a
thorough understanding of the interplay of all the levels involved in the design flow. Concomitantly,
designers are confronted with the non-trivial task of rapidly responding to the vagaries of the mobile
communication business.
The RF-system-measurement system introduced here provides the contemporary RF designer with the
synthesis and analysis tools required, enabling effective monitoring of the interplay between the system
specifications, circuit topologies, device technologies and appropriate verification procedures. The
complexity of evolving systems places demands on new and enhanced CAD tools, ensuring a transparent
data flow within the entire simulation environment and to the measurement gear.
Employing a single tone harmonic balanced simulator facilitates characterization of the RF circuit block's
transfer function, which in its turn will be used by the LaGrange interpolation algorithm to calculate the
RF circuit block's response to instantaneous power levels of a large variety of wireless communication
stimuli. Innovative use of the nonlinear components quasi steady state property in conjunction with the
stochastic features of the wireless signals facilitates:
•
•
•
•
•

Real time evaluation of system specifications, obviating the need for and use of imprecise methods
based on the TOI.
Simultaneous evaluation of the system specifications of various wireless systems.
The use of numerical optimization tools to enhance the results achieved.
Co-simulation with device simulators.
Processing a large variety of wireless data steams, combined with noise or distortion as well as predistortion in a form suitable for feeding arbitrary waveform generators.

Studying the relationship between actual system performance and the theoretically obtainable upper bound
leads in a natural way to the introduction of a new measure of optimality the “improvement margin”. The
results compare the saturated and theoretically obtainable output power levels associated with the
predetermined ACPR norm. The ultimate desire of the RF designer is to reduce the margin. This definition
plus the introduced aid and auxiliary definitions provides the designer with objective criteria to judge the
performance achieved.
The most efficient use of available technology for the realization of analog RF circuit blocks in current and
future communications systems can only be achieved through a thorough understanding of the interplay of
system specifications and device characteristics. A combination of the RF-system simulator enables the
realization of a mixed mode simulation. The device simulator MAIDS, which functions in a manner
analogous to a compact bipolar transistor model in Agilent's Microwave Design System MDS forms an
important link between circuit level and device design. Its use in combination with our CDMA system
block implementation in MDS facilitates the optimization of device technology for a specific
communication system, demonstrating the feasibility of optimizing complex system performance based on
collector epilayer engineering, The method chosen facilitates system performance appraisal for different
process technologies.
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An integral simulation and measurement system will be presented which has been tailored for use by
contemporary RFIC designers. The variety of the instruments employed enables an integral extraction of
semiconductor device properties including DC, small signal and large signal parameters under single or
multi-tone excitation. This measurement technique, based on vectorial measurement, forms a conceptional
alternative to conventional load pull methods. Employing this method facilitates correct error estimation
involved with the measurement. The generality of the approach enables the performance assessment of all
balanced and unbalanced mixed configurations embodying devices with four, three or two-port mixed
mode scattering matrices. Theoretical as well as practical results suggest that the use of an input matching
network, during the performance assessment of the operating power gain of semiconductor devices is often
dispensable.
The perceived need to link these levels while avoiding excessive simulation times is the thread which
binds this thesis leading to a methodology for studying a) the interaction between levels and b) trade-off of
various system specifications versus methods of linearization, circuit topologies, device technologies and
architectures. Put in other terms, the very dynamics of the mobile communications business in which the
incessant need to supply new and more sophisticated hardware to the marketplace is paired with a steadily
shorter turn around cycle begs for an integrated interactive RF-System computer aided design
environment. This should facilitate almost real time monitoring of the impact of the interplay of system,
circuit and device design on the required system specifications, as well as the incorporation of multiple
supplier cellular design libraries. In overcoming these constraints within the context of long-term research,
this thesis is devoted to the introduction of an integral simulation and test strategy for the second and third
generation of mobile communications thereby encompassing the entire physical layer of the OSI reference
model[1].
The RF-system simulator concept introduced here provides contemporary RF designers with the synthesis
and analysis tools needed to achieve maximum feasible performance. The software solution introduced
here has been proven in an industrial setting with respect to application of all offered features and options.
During this thesis the capability of this method will be exemplified using power amplifiers, however the
generality of this method can be served to characterized all RF-circuits implemented in the analogue path
such as LNA, mixers, etc.

Organization of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows:
•
Chapter 2 presents an oversight of the evolution of mobile communication systems. Various forms of
modulation with an emphasis on spread spectrum techniques are introduced. The chapter ends with a
discussion of GSM edge, multi-carrier CDMA and the introduction of multistage MC CDMA.
•

Chapter 3 examines the path to the proposed RF-system simulator. Initial attempts to employ
commercially available software packages including Agilent’s OMNISYS and MDS, forging a link
between circuit and system levels, [130] and [131] are described. The methodology which evolved is
then applied in Agilent’s next generation software the Advanced Design System, ADS. In practice,
the time required to carry out iterative synthesis and analysis cycles proved often prohibitive. This has
led to a reassessment of the problem at hand and in turn a considerably faster approach which
combines efficiency and portability.
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•

Chapter 4 illustrates two implemented wireless systems, IS-95 and EDGE GSM. The former is
implemented according to the conventional method, however the latter is based on the alternative
approach using the RF-System simulator. In this chapter, the implemented systems are used to study
the interplay between system aspects and nonlinear behavior of RF circuits embodied in AM-AM and
AM-PM distortion model.

•

Chapter 5 discusses two methods of linearization, feed-forward error control, and pre-correction.
Based on the assumption that the non-linear characteristics of semiconductor devices are describable
using mixed mode n-port components, these methods try to improve the system specifications using
system flow and architecture. The RF-system simulator described in chapter 3 facilitates monitoring
system performance during the design cycle with the RF circuit design space embedded in a given
system architecture.

•

Chapter 6 is devoted to a theoretical study geared to achieving optimum hardware performance in
terms of ACPR, EVM, efficiency, etc. In practice, RF circuit realizations must be configured to
maximize the benefit of linearization leading to the growing use of balanced circuit implementations
in wireless applications. The inherent nonlinear behavior of the semiconductor components used
serves to make simulated mixed mode harmonic load and source tuning attractive for assessing
system performance. Topics covered include:
•
characterization of mixed mode n-port components based on a precise definition of operating
power gain, input mismatch gain and transducer gain,
•
the impact of mixed mode (differential as well as common mode) harmonic load and source tuning,
•
system performance prediction capability based on the modeling of large signal behavior,
•
a comprehensive design procedure for power amplifiers employed in wireless applications.

•

Chapter 7 considers the implementability of translinear circuits in modern wireless applications. The
inherent large fluctuation in the power envelope distinguishes modern broadband wireless signals
from traditional FM signals, such as GSM, which possess a constant power envelope. This
characteristic necessitates strict adherence to constant amplification, independent of input or output
power level. Otherwise, different parts of the signal will be amplified non-uniformly impairing the
signal's spectrum. This leads in turn to spectral re-growth, which is incompatible with multiple access
use of the system. The severe linearity demands imposed are proving to be an enormous stimulus for
exploring new and innovative circuit topologies.

•

Chapter 8 studies the impact of device engineering on system performance. Recent developments in
CAD/CAM software provide an important link between circuit design and device optimization.
Projection of system demands to the circuit level and more recently to the device level is of increasing
importance to the designer's daily tasks. There is also a growing awareness of the efficiency of mixed
level simulators in trading-off different circuit topologies for Class A or AB services.

•

Chapter 9 offers a comprehensive automatic tuner based solution employing an externally generated
input data stream to characterize balanced and unbalanced circuits. The primary objective of
conventional load-pull measurements is the construction of constant output power contours as a
function of output terminations with the input conjugately matched. In practice, verification is carried
out using source pulling in which the device performance is studied for different input tuner states.
The locus of the source tuner states associated with the lowest reflected power from the input of Rf
circuit block. Unfortunately the loss in the input tuner and the finite number of available calibrated
positions of the automated tuner limit the accuracy. The applicability of traditional measurement
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technique is shown to be lacking, leading inevitability to the need for vectorial determination of the
device input/output reflection coefficient. (The dynamic nature of the mobile communication business
has confronted designers with the non-trivial task of rapidly responding to the vagaries of the mobile
communication systems, emphasizing the need of a flexible facility for customizing signals.) The
generality of this method facilitates its employment for on chip, as well as mounted power amplifiers.
•

In Chapter 10 conclusions are drawn and recommendations given for future work.
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Chapter 2
A Glimpse of History
The desire to be free from cable connections to communication networks and the companion desire for
mobility in communications are perhaps the clearest constituents of all the aspects of wireless
communications. These passions drive the growth in mobile communication networks and channel the
development of mobile communication technology. Pioneering experiments were first carried out in the
early 1920s in Detroit, using one way broadcasting to medium wave receivers in police cars tuned to the 2MHz band. In spite of the many problems encountered in the design of reliable mobile receivers, this
system demonstrated the first operational mobile radio system. A bilateral mobile system had to wait for
the advent of mobile transmitters in the early 1930s. The police and fire departments of Bayonne, New
Jersey, first employed this system. The bulky radio equipment occupied most of the trunk of a police
vehicle. Although the performance was far from satisfactory, the utility of bilateral mobile communication
was immediately recognized and the demand for such systems grew rapidly. By 1934 there were 194
municipal police radio systems and 58 state police radio stations serving more than 5000 police cars.
Increasing use of the new facility provoked the first spectrum crisis for the recently established United
States radio frequency regulatory body known as the Federal Communications Commission, FCC. At that
time, the FCC allocated 40 traffic channels to law enforcement agencies. Initially, mobile radio systems
employed amplitude modulation, AM, which is relatively sensitive to propagation difficulties. In the early
1940s, frequency modulation, FM, was adopted for mobile system use and proved resistant to the
propagation problems inherent to mobile radio transmission.
Word War II was an enormous stimulus to the use of mobile communications. A huge number of mobile
radios were built for military use. Almost every manufacturer of radio equipment in the U.S. undertook the
production of mobile radio systems that were most often based on the FM technique. These developments
established the foundation of commercial mobile communications in the United States. By the end of the
Second Word War, with the reduction of military orders, the production of these companies found a ready
outlet in the commercial sector. The first mobile telephone service was introduced in the U.S. in 1946 by
the American Telephone and Telegraph company (AT&T). This system was used to connect mobile users
(usually in automobiles) to the public telephone land-line network. It operated at 150 MHz and spanned
three channels with a bandwidth of 150 kHz to transmit voice signals with an effective bandwidth of 3
kHz. A single powerful transmitter provided coverage to a distance up to 50 miles or more from the base
station. The demand for mobile telephony quickly surpassed the available capacity. Service quality was
terrible; the probability of blocking was higher than sixty-five percent. To meet the growing need for
mobile telephone services, the introduction of new methods became imperative.

8

2. 1 The Cellular Concept
The cellular concept began to appear in the Bell system during the 1940s. This concept replaced the
broadcast model of a high power transmitter characteristic of radio transmission with a large number of
low power transmitters designed to serve only a small area called a “cell” [2], [3]. Dividing the total area
covered into small cells enabled the reuse of the same frequencies in different cells. The heart of the
cellular concept is that interference is not related to the absolute distance between the cells but rather to the
distance between cells sharing the same frequency. In this case the signal to interference ratio is related to
the number of channel groups. A higher number improves the signal to interference ratio. The value
normally used for channel groups is seven in North American systems and four in GSM applications (see
Sec. 2.2.5).
It is enormously expensive to build a system with thousands of cells starting from scratch. A large radius
cell can evolve over a period of time into a number of small radius cells, using cell splitting. It is possible
that the traffic in a particular cell reaches a point such that the existing allocation of channels in that cell
can not support a good grade of service. In that case the cell is subdivided into a number of smaller cells
with lower transmitter power to fit within the area of the former cell.
Essential elements of a cellular system are:
•
Low-power transmitters and small coverage areas or cells.
•
Frequency re-use.
•
Cell splitting to increase network capacity.

2. 2

Multiple Access Technologies

The objective of wireless communication systems is to provide communication channels “on demand”
between a portable radio station and a radio port or base station that connects the user to the fixed network
infrastructure. Design criteria for such systems include capacity, cost of implementation and quality of
service. All of these factors are influenced by the method used for providing multiple access capabilities.
Multiple access in a wireless radio system is based on isolating users from each other [4], [5], [6], [7]. The
support of parallel transmission from the mobile to the base station (uplink or reverse link), and from the
base to the mobile station (downlink or forward link) is termed multi(ple) access, whereas the exchange of
information in both directions (bilateral) is referred to as duplexing. Both, multi access and duplexing are
methods that facilitate the sharing of the broadcast communication medium.
The isolation required can be achieved through the use of orthogonality. In other words, each transmission
is assigned different components of the domains containing the signals. In order to realize this property,
various methods and techniques have been developed including:
•
•
•
•

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA).
Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA).
Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA).
Multi-Carrier Code-Division Multiple Access (MC CDMA).

These will be discussed in this chapter.
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2.2.1

FDMA/TDMA

Traditional network architectures for analog and digital wireless systems make use of individual channels
in a frequency-division multiple access scheme [4], [5], [8]. In a channelized system, the total spectrum is
divided into a large number of relatively narrow radio channels that are each defined by a unique carrier
frequency. Guard bands are maintained between adjacent signal spectrum to minimize cross talk between
channels. The forward and reverse channels are assigned widely separated frequencies to keep the
interference between transmission and reception to a minimum. A narrowband channelized system
requires precise control of the output frequency for each individual transmitter. Furthermore, narrowband
technology involves narrowband filters, which are usually not realizable in very large-scale integrated
(VLSI) digital circuits. The latter can contribute to both higher cost and a more voluminous system.
In order to increase system capacity, the transmitted signal can be conveyed in non-overlapping time slots.
The signals occupy the same frequency band and are separated based on their time of arrival. This multi
access method is usually referred to as Time Division Multiple Access [8], [9]. Several TDMA slots make
up a frame. Each slot is made up of a preamble plus information bits addressed to various stations. The
preamble carries identification and incidental information. Guard times are used between each user’s
transmission to minimize channel cross talk. This approach offers the opportunity for frame–by-frame
monitoring of signal strength/bit error rates.
Depending on the data rate used and the number of slots per frame, a TDMA system can be extended to
encompass the entire bandwidth or one can choose to combine a mixture of frequency and time division
multiplexing as in FDMA-TDMA [8].

2.2.2

CDMA

On the eve of World War II, H. Lamarr and G. Antheils proposed an interesting scheme for controlling
torpedoes over long distances that was in principal immune to enemy detection and jamming. Their ahead
of its time invention is the basis of a modern encoding technique. It was conceived to be innately robust to
intentional jamming, to have noise-like signals and thereby be covert, and to have some inherent security
due to the use of coding.
The allies experimented with spread spectrum in World War II. Early research and development efforts
tried to provide countermeasures for radar, navigation and communications. One of the first known
applications of CDMA communications was its use to ensure secure communications between Winston
Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt. Spread spectrum techniques have been widely used by military and
intelligent forces since Word War II.
In 1949, John Pierce wrote a technical memorandum discussing a multiplexing system in which a common
medium carries coded signals that need not be synchronized. This can be classified as a time hopping
spread spectrum system. Claude Shannon and Robert Pierce [10] introduced the basic ideas of CDMA
(Code Division Multiple Assess) when they described the interference averaging effect [11].
In 1950, De Rosa-Rogoff proposed a direct sequence spread spectrum system, introducing the processing
gain equation and the concept of noise multiplexing. In 1956, Price and Green filed for the anti-multipath
RAKE patent [12]. Probably the best-known satellite application using spread spectrum technology is
navigation. Both GPS (Global Positioning System) and GLONASS (Global Navigation System, the
Russian counterpart) use spread spectrum waveforms for obtaining accurate pseudo-range measurement
data used to calculate a position fix. Many newer commercial satellite systems are now converting to the
spread spectrum technique to increase channel capacity.
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A few large-scale mobile satellite systems have been proposed and are being pursued. Perhaps the best
known is Motorola’s short lived Iridium [14]. Until 1990, spread spectrum technology had not been used
in any commercial telephony applications. One of the main drawbacks in developing spread spectrum for
commercial applications was the lack of relatively low cost enabling technologies, for example affordable
high speed Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chips. Experiments with OmniTracs at the end of the 1980’s
and the availability of cheap DSP chips accelerated the development of spread spectrum based systems. In
the fall of 1989, the first experiments using cellular Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) were
conducted by Qualcomm. These experiments were followed by a large-scale test at the end of 1991. These
tests demonstrated that the CDMA system could provide high quality and ten times the capacity of the
exciting AMPS cellular system [15], [16].
In 1992 the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Associations (CTIA) conducted a series of open forums
on wideband technologies. These efforts led to the development of the IS-95 wideband standard for 800
MHz cellular radio by the Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA) which was published in July
1993, titled “Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread
Spectrum Cellular System” [17], [21]. From that moment CDMA moved from myth to reality.
CDMA uses special codes to mask the original data as well as to create a framework of individual channels
in a code division multiple access scheme. A CDMA system uses locally generated codes to encode digital
data to be transmitted. A CDMA receiver uses a locally generated replica code and a receiver-correlator to
separate only the desired coded information from all possible signals. A CDMA correlator can be thought
of as a very special matched filter, which responds only to signals that are encoded with a specific code
that matches its own code. Thus, a CDMA correlator can be “tuned” to different codes simply by changing
its local code. This correlator does not respond to man-made natural or artificial noise or interference. It
responds only to spread spectrum signals with identical matched signal characteristics and encoded with
the identical code. Most current CDMA communication systems employ the pseudo noise source [22],
GOLD codes [23], Turbo Codes [24]or Walsh matrix [25], a square matrix with binary elements.

2.2.3

Time Hopping

A time hopping system is a CDMA system in which the period and the duty cycle of a pulsed RF carrier
are varied in a pseudo random manner under control of a coded sequence [4], [22], [31]. In particular,
consider segmenting time into intervals of Tf seconds and further segment each Tf interval into MT
increments of Tf / MT (see Fig. 2.1). Time hopping CDMA modulation can be formulated as
c (t ) =

∞

a

n 
T
∑ p t –  n + ------M T f

(2.1)

–∞

Where an denotes the pesudo random position of the pulse within the Tf second interval.
The transmitted time hopping spread spectrum can be formulated as:
( j ⋅ 2 π fc + ϕ T ) 

x (t ) = ℜ  c ( t – d( t) ) ⋅ e




(2.2)

where d(t) is digital information modulation at rate 1/Ts .

2.2.4

Frequency Hopping

In frequency hopping spread spectrum systems, the carrier frequency of the transmitter abruptly changes
or hops in accordance with a pseudo random code sequence [22]. In fact the frequency hopping
modulation c(t) is formed by nonlinearly modulating a train of pulses with a sequence of pseudo-randomly
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generated frequency shifts (see Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.1). Frequency hoping modulation can be formulated as:
c (t ) =

∞

∑e

(j ⋅ 2π f n + ϕ n )

⋅ p ( t – nTh )

(2.3)

–∞

where p(t) is the basic pulse shape having a duration of Th, called the hop time and ϕn is a sequence of
random phases associated with the generation of the hops. In practice, the transmitted hopped frequencies
are generated by a digital frequency synthesizer, controlled by a pseudo noise generator. The frequency
hopping system produces a spreading effect by pseudo randomly hopping the RF carrier frequency over
the available RF frequency, f1 , f 2 ,…,fM., (see Fig. 2.1) with M=2k frequencies processed and controlled by
a pseudo noise generator [32].

PSD

Data Burst

Carrier Frequency hops from channel to channel

Time
Tf

Freq

2Tf

3Tf

Fig 2.1:

Left: Frequency hopping spread spectrum.
Right: Time hopping spread spectrum system. Each burst consists of k bits of data and the exact
time of each burst is determined by a PN sequence.

Fig 2.2:

Frequency hopping spread spectrum
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2.2.5

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

Direct sequence is perhaps the most widely known and utilized CDMA technique and it is relatively
simple to implement [10], [30], [22]. A direct sequence system uses a locally generated code to encode
digital data to be transmitted (see Fig. 2.3). The local code runs at a much higher rate than the data rate.
Data for transmission is simply logically modulo-2 added (an EXOR operation, see Fig. 2.3). The speed of
the code sequence is called the chip(ping) rate, measured in chips per second (cps).
A direct sequence spread spectrum receiver uses a locally generated replica code and a receiver-correlator
to separate only the desired coded information from all possible signals. A spread spectrum correlator can
be thought of as a very special matched filter responding only to signals that are encoded with a specific
code that matches its own code (see Fig. 2.3). Thus, a spread spectrum correlator can be “tuned” to
different codes simply by changing its local code. This correlator does not respond to man-made natural or
artificial noise or interference. It responds only to spread spectrum signals with identical matched signal
characteristics and encoded with the identical code. Most current direct sequence CDMA communication
systems employ the Walsh matrix, a square matrix with binary elements. Since each row of the Walsh
matrix is orthogonal to the other rows, this matrix is suitable for code division multiplexing.
Two different encoding strategies are possible, coherent and non-coherent:
•

•

In coherent CDMA, each traffic channel uses one specific row of the Walsh matrix (bm is constant in
Eq. 2.5). In other words, the generated signal represents only one row of the Walsh matrix. Using this
information, the receiver can recover the original data [18].
In the case of non-coherent CDMA, each traffic channel can access all rows of the Walsh matrix (bm
is variable in Eq. 2.5). The generated signal can be composed of the entire Walsh matrix. Since the
generated signal does not carry information about the sequences employed in the rows, recovering the
original data requires a huge parallel data processing capability [18],[20].

Spread Spectrum Functional Principal
Spread spectrum is a technique wherein the processed data is spread (increased) in bandwidth at the
transmitter, and then despread in bandwidth by the same amount at the receiver. This spreading is
accomplished using codes [13], [26], [27]. In the presence of narrowband interference in the
communication channel, there is a significant advantage to employing spreading and despreading
procedures. Assume that the transmitted signal possesses the power level S at an information rate Rb bps.
Introducing spread spectrum modulation, the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is increased from Rb Hz
to Wss Hz, the spread spectrum bandwidth (Wss >> Rb). By expanding the bandwidth to several hundred
megahertz, there is more than enough bandwidth to satisfy data rate requirements with more to spare to
counter the effects of noise. In fact, the processed data is enriched with information that is used later to
retrieve the original data.
Assume that the channel introduces, in addition to the usual thermal noise, possessing a power spectral
density (PSD) equal to N0 (W/Hz), an additive interference having power J distributed over some
bandwidth WJ . After despreading, the desired signal bandwidth is once again equal to Rb and the
interference PSD becomes NJ = J / W ss. Note that since the thermal noise is assumed to be white, its PSD is
unchanged by the despreading operation and thus remains equal to N0 . The equivalent bit energy to total
noise ratio can be formulated as:
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S
S
----------Eb
Eb
Rb
Rb
Wss
------ = ------------------- = ---------------------- ≅ --------- = S-- ⋅ --------Nt
N0 + NJ
J
J
J
Rb
N0 + --------- --------Wss Wss

(2.4)

where Eb is usually referred to as the equivalent bit energy, the ratio J/S as the jammer-to-signal power
ratio and the ratio Wss /Rb as the spreading ratio or more often the processing gain of the system. This
equation demonstrates the anti-jamming quality of the spread spectrum technique and illustrates that the
signal-to-interference ratio is improved by the same factor as the system’s processing gain.
Intrinsic Properties of direct sequence spread system
There are several unique properties that are characteristic of (inherent in) the use of the spread spectrum
technique, e.g. low probability of intercept, code division multiplexing, etc. [16], [28]. When the data
signal is spread out over several megahertz of spectrum, the resulting power spectrum is also spread out.
This results in the transmitted power being spread out over a wide frequency band and makes detection in
the normal sense (without access to codes) very difficult. This property which is usually referred to as Low
Probability of Intercept in combination with the anti-jamming feature enables the spread spectrum signal
to operate in an adverse environment and coexist with the other services in a band.
Analog systems require that the target signal must be at least 18 dB above any noise or interference in the
same frequency bandwidth in order to guarantee that acceptable voice quality will be achieved. One
particular ramification of this is that only a portion of the available spectrum can be used in any given cell.
A frequency re-use pattern of seven is commonly employed. In other words only one seventh of all of the
cellular bandwidth allocated to a carrier can be used in any one cell (see Sec. 2. 1 and [16], [30]).
Due to the anti-jamming and code division multiple access property, a direct sequence spread spectrum
signal can be operated in the presence of high levels of interference. Error free reception of spread
spectrum signals can take place in the presence of interference that is 18 dB larger than the signal power
[16] for a single user per cell. This property simply reduces the frequency re-use pattern to one, which in
turn enables the cell to use all of the cellular bandwidth allocated to the carrier. This enhances the spectral
efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the total number of channels available in the system to the
available bandwidth over the coverage area. The generic term spread spectrum encompasses various
implementations [8], [30].
Processed direct sequence spread spectrum signal can be formulated as:
∞

∑

n = –∞

an ⋅ p ( t – nTh )

K

∑

m=1

T
bm p t – m -----h
K

(2.5)











c (t ) =

e.g. one row of Walsh matrix
where {an ,bm}∈{±1}, p(t) is the basic pulse shape, Th is the symbol duration and K is the Walsh matrix
dimension. When a direct sequence spread spectrum is modulated using quadrature carrier multiplexing
the processed signal can be considered to be an analytic signal (preenvelope).
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The Analytic Signal (Preenvelope)
The analytic signal is defined by the relation:
f a ( t ) = f ( t ) + jfˆ( t )

where

f̂ ( t )

(2.6)

represents the Hilbert transform of f(t). Its Fourier transform is

 2F ( ω )
ˆ (ω ) ) = F ( ω ) + j ( –j sgn ( ω ) ⋅ F (ω ) ) ⇒ 
F a( ω ) = F ( ω ) + j ( F
 F( ω)

0


ω>0
ω=0
ω<0

(2.7)

The above equation indicates that the analytic signal has only positive frequencies. The analytic signal
simplifies the handling of narrow-band signals and systems analogously to the use of phasors to simplify
the handling of sinusoidally varying signals in circuit analysis. The analytic signal can then be represented
by the relation:
( j ⋅ 2π f c )

f a ( t ) = f̃ ( t )e

where

f̃ ( t )

= ( f˜r ( t ) + jf˜i ( t )) e

(j ⋅ 2π f c )

(2.8)

is called the complex envelope of the signal. However, shifting the spectrum of f(t) at the origin

will result in F a(ω) and this implies that the frequency spectrum of f̃ ( t ) at ω = ω0 has a width of 2B centered
at ω = ω0. From Eq. 2.6 one can infer that the signal f(t) is equal to the real part of the analytic signal, hence
Eq. 2.8 may be rewritten as:

( j ⋅ 2π f c ) 
f (t ) = ℜ { fa ( t ) } = ℜ  f̃ ( t )e
 = f˜r ( t ) ⋅ cos( 2πf c) – f˜i ( t ) ⋅ sin ( 2π fc )



(2.9)

where
•

f̃ r ( t )

is the in-phase component of f(t),

•

f̃ i (t )

is the quadrature component of f(t).

The complex envelope of
f̃ ( t ) = f˜r ( t ) + jf˜i ( t ) =

f̃ ( t )

can be formulated as:

f˜i ( t )
 atan ---------- 
f˜r ( t )
2 

2
f˜r ( t ) + f˜i ( t ) e

(2.10)

which implies that:

( j ⋅ 2π f c ) 
f (t ) = ℜ { fa ( t ) } = ℜ  f̃ ( t )e
=



where

2
2
f˜r ( t ) + f˜i ( t )


f˜i ( t )
2
2
f˜r ( t ) + f˜i ( t ) cos 2π fc + atan ---------

f˜r ( t )

is the envelope of the signal and

f˜i ( t )
atan ---------f˜r ( t )

(2.11)

is its phase. From the above equations one

observes that:
•
The generated signal is amplitude as well as phase modulated. This implies that amplification of this
signal must be linear in both amplitude and phase.
•
The signal’s spectral power density has, due to its complex envelope, an asymmetrical shape [22],
[25], suggesting that up and down conversion should be accomplished using a double-sided
modulation technique.
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Multi Carrier Code Division Multiple Access
Code division multiple access based on the use of orthogonal codes in combination with the RAKEreceiver principle is an interesting approach in mobile communications used in order to comply with the
frequency selectivity of the channel and achieve high spectral efficiency [33]. System performance is,
however, primarily dependent on maintaining the orthogonal relation between the codes employed which
can be negatively affected by multipath-fading [34].
Multipath fading occurs when transmitted direct and scattered path signals arrive at the receiver out of
sync. These direct and delayed signals interfere with each other leading to fading. This becomes a real
problem in the case of high-speed data transmission when the delayed wave’s delay is greater than 1
symbol time. One way to counteract multipath fading and achieve effective broadband communication is
to use parallel transmission, in which the data transmitted is converted into slower parallel data channels.
In order to distinguish these sub-channels, one can use Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex [34],
[35], [36]. This can be easily achieved using discrete Fourier transforms to produce parallel data streams as
part of the modulation and demodulation process [37], [38]. The principle of OFDM is based on dividing
the bandwidth B into N small sub-carriers, spaced by B/N = 1/T (see Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.13). Due to the use
of orthogonal functions, the spectrum of all N sub-carriers can mutually overlap, yielding optimum
efficiency [22], [33].
2π
= ------NT

Ω
F ( nΩ )

N–1

=

∑ f ( kT)e

nk
– j 2π -----N

k=0

f ( kT ) = -1N

N–1

∑ F ( nΩ)e

k=0

N–1

=

∑ f ( kT )e

(2.12)

– jΩ T n k

k =0
nk
j 2π -----N

= -1N

N–1

∑ F (n Ω)e

jΩ Tnk

(2.13)

k=0

OFDM is a very attractive technique for the transmission of high bit rate data in a radio environment.
Multi-carrier signals, however, particularly with a large number of sub-channels, have a signal power
envelope with a large dynamic range often expressed as the crest factor. The processed signal tends to be
very sensitive to the non-linear behavior of active devices, in particular power amplifiers. This is due to its
complex Gaussian distribution, where its signal envelope amplitude is Rayleigh distributed, resulting in
severe clipping. Conventionally, this problem is solved using a linear amplifier or a higher output back-off
value to guarantee acceptable performance [39].
Recently OFDM has been investigated in various forms in connection with code division multiple access.
This new technique, which combines the principles of CDMA with OFDM, is usually referred to as MultiCarrier Code Division Multiple- Access (MC-CDMA) [33]. In this case, each data symbol is encoded in
the same way as the CDMA system. The generated data will then be transmitted over N narrowband subcarriers, each separated by 1/T, using an N sample discrete Fourier transform. The principal of this
technique is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 and can be formulated as follows

y[ n]

N

=

∑

( ( Ii ⊗ c k [m ] ) + j ( Q i ⊗ c l [ m ] ) ) ⋅ e

–2 π j m n
-------------------N

m=1
2π j m n

----------------- 
1 N
N
( Ii ⊗ c k[ m] ) = ℜ -- ∑ y [ n ] ⋅ e

 Nm = 1


(2.14)
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where Ck , Cl and N are respectively a row of the k × k Walsh matrix and the total number of carriers. When
the encoding procedure is carried out using the Walsh matrix, the dimension of the matrix must be the
same as the number of sub-carriers N. Recovering the original data involves the use of a N sample Inverse
Discrete Fourier Transform, IDFT algorithm (Eq. 2.14), in combination with the CDMA decoding
procedure. MC-CDMA can employ a coherent or non-coherent encoding method ensuring that the
generated data will be a sequence of the DFT of the Walsh matrix’s rows.
The MC-CDMA system provides an additional degree of freedom, which is the frequency; therefore the
MC-CDMA system is more flexible. For instance, processing gain per sub-carrier can be modified during
the time in accordance with network requirements. Due to the frequency interleaving, the system provides
a high degree of frequency diversity. By exploiting this diversity, different detection strategies can be
applied. MC-CDMA reduces the sensitivity of OFDM due to the nonlinear behavior of the power amplifier
while tolerating an operation close to the device 1db compression point [40], [41], [42].
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Left: Direct sequence spread spectrum system
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Multistage Multicarrier CDMA
Building on the eminent qualities of MC-CDMA, we introduce multistage-multicarrier CDMA, MS-MCCDMA. Each stage of the system is based on Eq. 2.14. The output signal of each stage cannot, however, be
fed directly into the next one. In order to solve this problem we first have to establish M quantization levels
between two successive stages (with M the number of carriers of the next stage). The output signal of each
stage can then be assigned the value of the quantization level nearest to the sampled value of the original
signal, which in turn can be used as a pointer to one row of the Walsh matrix. Using these rows, a new data
stream is generated, which can be assembled from the various rows of the Walsh matrix and can be used as
input data for the subsequent stage. The encoded signal does not carry any built-in information about the
composition of the Walsh matrix rows of the processed signal. Determination of the Walsh matrix row
sequence and recovery of the original data require parallel data processing. The number of parallel
processes is equal to the size of the Walsh matrix.
Implemented Functional Blocks
Our existing CDMA library (see [131]) has been augmented with new components, including a dynamic
Walsh matrix generator, n-point FFT and IFFT, Cross Correlation calculator, parallel data processing, etc.
We have implemented the MS-MC-CDMA as functional blocks in Agilent EEsof’s Microwave Design
System (see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). The implemented functional blocks have parallel data processing
capability and the processed data can be re-used in different stages of the simulation as well as for other
simulations. This approach increases the design flexibility and decreases the simulation time required.
Implemented System
A two-stage MC-CDMA has been chosen to study the capability of MS-MC-CDMA with 26 and 25
carriers for the first (consisting of 10 users) and the second stage respectively. The total processing gain of
the system is then 10*log (211) and the total capacity is 1024*256=262144. The simulation results show
that the system continues to function at a signal to noise ratio of -18dB and is robust to AM to AM and AM
to PM distortion (see Fig. 2.5).
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2.2.6

Discussion

Multistage Multicarrier CDMA is a new solution to the growing demands in PCS. This approach provides
a huge network capacity. Taking advantage of the orthogonality of both frequencies and codes, this
method possesses a large processing gain and does not impose severe linearity constraints. It follows that
the system is immune to noise and signal jamming and enables one to use nonlinear circuit principles. The
former allows the use of relatively low-power amplifiers and the later the use of nonlinear power
amplifiers. A combination of these features increases efficiency and extends battery life.
In order to achieve the desired signal to noise ratio the designer can simply choose to add an extra stage to
the power amplifier or to the baseband MS-MC-CDMA implementation. The system figure of merit can
then be defined in terms of a given device process technology.
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2. 3 Conclusions
Mobile communication has come a long way towards realizing one of ancient man’s wishes, to be in touch
regardless of geographical location. The impact of the world wide introduction of personal communication
services is widespread. First-generation cellular systems were designed to satisfy the needs of business
customers and some residential customers. With the increased demand for cellular telephones, several
manufacturers began to look for new technologies that could overcome the problems of weak signals and
limited battery performance. Weak signals resulted in poor performance for the user and a high frequency
of false handoffs for the system operator. Better battery performance was needed to reduce size and cost of
self-contained handheld units (handsets) [30], [43], [44].
The limitations of first-generation analog systems have been, to a great extent, alleviated in secondgeneration systems. The switch from analog to digital technology is a fundamental and probably an
irreversible decision that defines the second generation of cellular systems. One of the most attractive
aspects of digital transmission techniques is that they function better in high-interference environments
and have a higher capacity potential than their analog counterparts. Digital signal processing (DSP) and
digital communications techniques also lead to new applications, including mobile computer, facsimile,
and other mobile information processing services. Better interference performance allows the next
generations of cellular systems to surpass capacity limits of analog systems significantly. The advantages
of digital implementations are also based on the fact that digital techniques are undergoing rapid and
dramatic performance improvements accompanied by decreased cost and power consumption. A
predetermined fixed RF bandwidth could lead to inefficient use of the spectrum by not permitting users to
adjust their bandwidth and timing to meet their actual communications needs. Digital systems, in principle,
are capable of implementing flexible bandwidth architectures with relative ease. In addition, digital
technology makes it possible to introduce new services that are not supported by the first generation analog
systems, including authentication, data services, encryption of speech and data [8].
The widespread use of personal communication systems has become part of contemporary life and is no
longer considered to be a luxury item.Thanks to mobile and satellite communication systems, the time
separating two individuals has been reduced to a fraction of second. Growing use of personal
communications is proving to be an enormous stimulus for technical innovation. The dynamics of and the
mutuality between technological push and mass product pull has precipitated an immense effort to reduce
the production and service cost while expanding the spectrum of personal communication services in
society.
The large data-rate handling capacity of third and fourth generation personal communication systems will
alter and expand the capability and the functionality of delivered services. Local area service will provide
the customer with local information and advertising. Wireless broadband access facilitates the use of
Internet services such as E-mail, bank transactions, hotel and flight reservations, etc. In the very near
future the handset may replace our deck of credit cards. Global real time route planning will become a
daily activity thanks to the combination of wireless broadband personal communication systems and GPS.
Bluetooth-like protocols will ease questions of data compatibility and portability. The increasing use of
broadband wireless services highlights, however, still to be resolved issues concerning the security of
wireless connections.
The unprecedented accessibility to available information offered by personal communication systems
presents a non-trivial and complicated challenge to what has become known as information glut.
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Chapter 3
Path to the RF-System Simulator
The growing use of mobile communication systems is proving to be an enormous stimulus for the study of
system impact on component design [126], [131]. Complex digital communication signals with relatively
large bandwidth and varying rectified envelope power have rendered inadequate traditional design
methods based on S-parameters. Additional demands such as cost, efficiency and system constraints have
changed and complicated the design procedure.
Although existing design methods for RF circuits are indicative concerning system performance, the
accurate prediction of power amplifier response to complex signals requires the use of advanced Computer
Aided Design, CAD. The diversity of contemporary and upcoming digital mobile communication systems
has significantly intensified the need for new, flexible CAD tools. This has inspired significant software
breakthroughs enabling contemporary RF designers to:
•
Trade off power added efficiency, system demands and different circuit topologies such as Class A or
AB.
•
Compare the performance of various semiconductor technologies versus specifications of different
systems, e.g. CDMA, EDGE, etc..
•
Collect statistical information about the spectral power density and distribution of complex digital
communication signals and their sensitivity to the non-linear behavior of semiconductors devices.

3. 1

Contemporary Solutions

The translation of system concepts to the circuit level is, for the most part, a two level disjunct process
consisting of:
•
A system level, where programs such as Matlab, Omnisys, and the ADS system simulator are used to
study system trade-offs. The wide variety of implemented functional blocks enables one to simulate
complex communication systems, concentrating on system behavior modeling of, for example, IS-95
and EDGE-GSM.
•
a circuit level, where time domain analysis using Spice like programs are in wide spread use among
analog designers. RF designers often use other CAD/CAM programs such as Agilent-EEsof’s MDS
or ADS. The implementation in the latter of modern silicon based compact transistor models such as
MEXTRAN and MOS9, in combination with harmonic balance analysis techniques, have made MDS
and ADS a suitable environment for the design and enhancement of RF circuits [45], [46]. In 1996
HP-EEsof introduced their Circuit Envelop Simulator which, in combining features of time and
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frequency analysis, offers a fast and complete analysis of complex signals (see [47]). In brief, Circuit
Envelope represents the input waveform as a series of RF carriers with modulation “envelopes” that
are described in the time domain. More specifically, each node voltage is represented by a discrete
spectrum with time varying, Fourier coefficients. This means that the amplitude and phase at each
spectral frequency can vary with time, so that the signal representing the harmonic is no longer
limited to a constant coefficient as is the case when using harmonic balance. The new circuit
simulator enhances arithmetical capability and provides an appropriate platform for the simulation of
modern communication systems.
Initially, the system software package Omnisys was employed to study and understand system aspects of
IS95 coding. Functional blocks available in the Omnisys library, e.g. FIR filter, XOR, shift register etc.,
were used to realize the entire Reverse and Forward channel (see Fig. 3.1 and [130]).

Attenuator

Walsh or
Long code
input

Time delay, required
for the Reverse Link

Common Baseband Generator

Common Decoding Data Processing
Fig 3.1:

The in OMNISYS implemented common baseband generator and common decoding data processing, used to simulate the Reverse and Forward CDMA signals. The coefficient of the FIR
filter and the linear feedback shift register (used to generate the short codes) are taken from [17].
The calculated I and Q output can be used as an input data-file for an arbitrary wave generator.
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The base-band signal (composed of I and Q components), which was internally generated in Omnisys, was
then used in Hewlett Packard’s Microwave Design System (MDS) software or to feed a set of arbitrary
waveform generators (see [124]). The weak link between the system and circuit levels formed, however, a
formidable bottleneck to further employment of this approach.
To overcome this constraint and take advantage of the newly introduced Envelope Circuit Simulator, the
complete IS-95 standard was then implemented in MDS as functional blocks (see Fig. 3.2 and [131]).
These are built up using functionally defined device (FDD) and symbolically defined device (SDD)
components (see [47]). The implemented functional blocks facilitate the generation of proper CDMA
(Reverse and Forward) signals, which are then used to program an arbitrary waveform generator in order
to create actual test signals [124] & [125]. Additionally, these functional blocks can be replaced with
equivalent circuits, consisting of passive and active elements, etc. The Circuit Envelope Simulator, which
was specifically developed for the simulation of RF circuits driven by complex signals, plays an
indispensable roll linking the system and circuit levels. This facilitates an integral simulation and test
technique in a single platform, namely MDS/ADS, using physical CDMA signals defined in the simulator
and generated externally.

The Input of Short Codes

FIR Functional Blocks

Attenuator

Walsh or
Long code
input

Common Baseband Generator

Time delay, required
for the Reverse Link

Common Decoding Data Processing

Fig 3.2:

The in MDS implemented common baseband generator and common decoding data processing,
used to simulate the Reverse and Forward CDMA signals. These equivalent circuits are based
on the specially developed functional blocks FIR-CDMA, XOR, A2D. The coefficients of the
FIR filter are taken from [17]. The calculated I and Q output can be used as an input data-file
for an arbitrary wave generator. Using the attenuator, one can adjust the output power.
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To explore the capability of Multi-Carrier-CDMA, the existing library was augmented with new components, including a dynamic Walsh matrix generator, n-point FFT and IFFT, Cross Correlation calculator,
parallel data processing, etc. The implemented functional blocks have parallel data processing capability
and the processed data can be reused in different stages of the simulation as well as for other simulations.
Unfortunately, the complexity inherent in extending MDS with additional functional blocks incorporating
nonlinear functions, matrix calculation, etc., the excessive system and circuit levels co-simulation time and
the incompatibility of the implemented functional block format with other simulator platforms such as
Cadences’s RF Spectra, have, in practice, proven to be a serious bottleneck to freely studying the interplay
between new system requirements and circuit level implementations.

3. 2

An Alternative Approach

To surmount these restrictions and in order to provide contemporary RF designers with a proper, flexible
RF-System simulation capability (see Fig. 3.3), one can make use of the “quasi steady state” behavior of
time invariant and memory-less RF circuit blocks. Quasi steady state behavior of RF circuit blocks implies
that the transfer function of these blocks is independent of the sort of stimulus and the instantaneous
power. In other words, the instantaneous power variation in the signal's envelope experiences the same
transfer function as a periodic single tone signal with the same power level.

RF simulator ADS:
Simulate and present the DUT non-linear
behaviour using Harmonic balanced simulator

RF simulator:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Simulate the DUT non-linear behaviour using
Harmonic balanced simulator,
Calculate the associated single tone output power
level, efficiency, transfer function, etc.
Execute C routines, containing the mobile
communication standards
Import the above calculated results
Employ the system related results to optimise the
performance of DUT
Illustrate the imported as well as associated single
tone results

AEL lnaguage

C routines

The C routines contains
Ÿ
Ÿ

Fig 3.3:

the mobile communication standards, e.g. EDGE,
WCDMA, etc.
The large signal behaviour modelling based on the
LaGrange interpolation technique

AEL lnaguage

Left: The block diagram of the proposed method to create a RF-System CAD environment.
Right: The path between ADS and C routines.
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Employing this property, an RF-system simulator can be established around:
•
•
•

A harmonic balance based RF simulator.
C language based functional blocks.
An exchange medium.

A Harmonic Balance based RF simulator
At the circuit level, one may employ a harmonic balance based RF simulator to calculate and monitor the
nonlinear behavior of RF circuit blocks. Employing advanced compact transistor models, for example the
bipolar model MEXTRAM, alongside a broad assortment of RF-libraries, facilitates the accurate
determination of the nonlinear transfer function of the RF circuit block. In fact, the primary task of the
harmonic balance based RF simulator can be summarized as the calculation and preservation of the RF
circuit block transfer function as function of the magnitude of incident voltages. These simulators, e.g.
MDS, ADS, Cadence, etc., can be used to illustrate the system performance alongside results associated
with harmonic balance simulations. Optimization tools can be used to maximize system performance
through modifications introduced at the circuit schematic level.

C language based functional blocks
C language functional blocks fulfill two tasks:
•

Large signal behavioral modeling based on the LaGrange interpolation technique. This technique
interpolates the transfer function value associated with the magnitude of the incident input wave
voltage using the transfer function of the RF circuit block, obtained using the harmonic balanced
simulator. The interpolated value is then multiplied by the incident voltage to find the output voltage
level. Phase information extracted from the interpolated data facilitates the monitoring of AM-PM
impact on system performance. LaGrange interpolation enables the direct use of simulated or
measured data avoiding fitting and/or optimization. The simulation results can be directly extracted
from the single tone harmonic balance simulation.

•

Introduction of specific mobile communication system defining standards, implemented so as to
facilitate generation of the input stream data required, as well as for evaluating system specifications
e.g. ACPR, EVM, efficiency, etc., based on large signal behavior (see Sec. 4. 2).

An exchange medium
The link required between ADS and the C routines has been realized using the ADS internal language
AEL. In order to assess and explore the potential of the RF-system simulator concept as proposed above,
Agilent-Eesof's ADS simulator is employed. The link required between ADS and the C routines has been
realized using an undocumented feature of the ADS internal language AEL (see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4).
Using this property, we write the transfer function of the RF circuit block as a look up table to a file. When
this transformation is accomplished, AEL runs the C routines. These routines open the file, pick up and
process the data. Results are available in two forms: directly associated to the harmonic balance simulator
for optimization purposes or in “citi” format for illustrative purposes.
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Discussion
As a consequence of this approach, data generated by the RF simulator can be passed directly or via an
auxiliary medium such as a file to the C routines. Calculation of ACPR, EVM, and power added efficiency
can be carried out very quickly in the background and the results can then be fed back to the RF simulator.
This method is particularly suited to the study of the impact of AM-AM and AM-PM distortion on the
ACPR, EVM and efficiency. Employing the intrinsic property( Sec. 4. 3) of the wireless communication
stimuli facilitates the determination of system performance at desired output power levels ( Sec. 6. 6).
Extracting AM-PM information from large signal behavior modeling based on the LaGrange interpolation
technique facilitates the determination of the impact of AM-PM distortion on system performance, Fig.
3.6. Employing this method, system performance measures become accessible to the designer in a manner
similar to conventional quantities such as voltages and currents. Coupling this information to optimization
tools enables the designer to improve the system performance, Fig. 3.4.
The simulation results obtained to date indicate that the only difference in use between the proposed
method and the envelope circuit simulator is the simulation time (see Fig. 3.5, Fig. 6.5, Fig. 6.6 and [121]).

Fig 3.4:

The implemented RF-system simulator.
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Simulation topology
Fig 3.5:

Time required using the new RF-system simulator to obtain the system response for Edge excitation of a complete three stage amplifier.
A: One specific input power level and one specific output reflection coefficient.
B: Ten specific input power levels and one specific output reflection coefficient.
C: Ten specific input power levels and ten different output reflection coefficients.
D: One specific output power level and one specific output reflection coefficient.
E: Ten specific output power levels and one specific output reflection coefficient.
F: Ten specific output power levels and ten different output reflection coefficients.

2

1
0

3
4

Improving margin [dBm]

The Envelope simulator crashed after two hours of trying to find a solution for one specific input
power level and one specific output reflection coefficient.

With AM-PM information
Without AM-PM information

Output reflection coefficient
Fig 3.6:

Quantification of the impact of AM-PM distortion model on the improving margin (see Sec. 4.
4).
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3. 3 A Figure Of Merit For Overall Performance Assessment
Conflicting demands must be met in satisfying linearity and efficiency constraints. In order to rank
possible solutions in the design space, a generic figure of merit is required. For example, the use of class-A
topology, pseudo input mismatching in conjunction with a multistage approach or employing various
linearizing techniques can be taken account of. To enhance efficiency, class-B topology can be explored. It
is self-evident that quantities such as linearity, efficiency and gain complicate the definition of the figure
of merit and cast doubt on the overall assessment. As a guideline, one may define an N-dimensional space
spanned by gain (see Eq. 6.11), efficiency (P RF/P DC), Adjacent Channal Power Rejection, ACPR (see Eq.
6.17), and Error Vector Magnitude, EVM (see Eq. 6.21) bounded by
P = ACPR ⋅ Gain ⋅ Efficiency ⁄ EVM…

(3.1)

predetermined constraints regarding ACPR and EVM. Using these definitions, one may attempt to
maximize the product “P”. Alongside individual system performance, gain, efficiency, EVM and ACPR
(see Fig. 3.7), the product P provides the contemporary RF designer with an additional metric for assessing
the modifications carried out, see Fig. 3.8. Furthermore, this product can be useful in studying the impact
of different linearization techniques.

ACPR
1/EVM
Output Power Level
Area of interest

Efficiency
Gain

Fig 3.7:

The N-dimensional space, spanned by EVM, ACPR, gain, efficiency, etc. and confined by
predetermined norms. Eq. 3.1 must be maximized in the area of interest.
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3. 4 Conclusions
The CAD environment introduced here frees the contemporary RF designer so as to ensure more effective
concentration on the design flow. Employing this method, system performance measures become
accessible to the designer in a manner similar to conventional quantities such as voltages and currents.
This method facilitates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The RF design process with a fast as well as accurate link between the RF circuit domain and system
specifications.
Quantification of the impact of an RF circuit blocks' characteristics on system performance.
Pinpointing system performance for a given output power level.
Simultaneous evaluation of different mobile communication standards.
Employing optimization.
Processing a special data stream to feed a set of arbitrary wave generators.
Quantification of the impact of AM-PM on system performance.
Co-simulation with a device simulator.
Employing available optimization tools to enhance system performance.

Alongside individual system performance criteria such as ACPR, the product factor concept introduced
here provides the designer with an overall view of the efficacy of specific circuit modifications.
Extending this method to enable modeling of semiconductor memory phenomena for very wideband
applications must be considered the next logical step

Fig 3.8:

Individual system performance, ACPR, EVM, gain, efficiency alongside the product factor as
a function of the load termination calculated for a given power level.
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Chapter 4
2.5G Wireless Systems, Some Implemented
Examples
Infrastructure vendors while planning the relatively long-term introduction of 3G products are
concomitantly searching for short term solutions enabling operators to offer increased data services over
existing mobile networks. Analog frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple
access (TDMA) systems divide the available spectrum into 200 kHz wide channels. FDMA divides the
spectrum into multiple channels, while TDMA uses the same 200 kHz channels, adding eight time-sharing
users for each frequency. A frequency re-use pattern of seven is commonly applied. Only one seventh of
all the cellular frequencies allocated to a carrier can be used in any one cell. The capacity of the cellular
network quickly reaches its limits. Capacity can be increased by installing additional cells (subdividing);
the degree of subdivision is, however, limited. One consequence has been a recent surge of interest
surrounding CDMA and EDGE systems. We will consider this now, illustrating the use of the software
tools described in Chapter 3.
“Code Division Multiple Access” is a vintage encoding technique which is, of late, being successfully
applied in modern mobile communication networks. In conception, it is innately robust to intentional
jamming. It also makes use of noise-like signals making it suitable for covert operation and it is inherently
secure due to the use of coding. Since CDMA uses mutual orthogonal codes as the basis for channaliztion,
it is able to combat interference emanating from external sources as well as those from within a multicellular system. In fact, CDMA reduces the effect of narrow band jamming by a factor equal to the socalled “Processing Gain” (see [9]). Based on these promising features, it is clear that spread spectrum
encoding techniques are of fundamental importance in extending modern communication system networks
and services. “North American CDMA” is the embodiment of this very discernible trend.
The concept behind EDGE is simple. Contemporary GSM networks use a modulation technique known as
Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying, GMSK [4], whereas EDGE introduces a different scheme called Eight
Phase Shift Keying, 8-PSK. 8-PSK operates in the same 200 kHz bandwidth and has the potential to
support three times higher data rates while permitting the coexistence of EDGE and GSM services (see
Fig. 4.9). In order to gain insight into the interplay of system aspects and circuit implementation, two
wireless communication systems, IS-95 and EDGE-GSM have been studied using the methods introduced
in the preceding chapter. IS-95 has been implemented using the MDS circuit envelope simulator as first
described in our work in 1997 [131]. EDGE-GSM is of more recent date and reflects the RF-System
simulator approach introduced in this thesis. Both system implementations facilitate the generation of
base-band I and Q components which can be used in simulations and on the workbench to excite RF
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circuits. Among other things, this chapter is devoted to studying spurious emission power levels, error
vector magnitudes and Bit Error Rates (BER). These performance measures will be considered when the
system is influenced by noise, phase noise and in particular when power amplifier performance is nonlinear, leading to AM-AM and AM-PM distortion.

4. 1

Introduction To IS95

The core of any “Spread Spectrum System” is formed by mutually uncorrelated or orthogonal codes.
“North American CDMA” utilizes the so-called Walsh code (see [16]) based on the Walsh matrix, a square
matrix with binary elements.
In a Walsh-matrix every row is orthogonal to every other row as well as the logical NOT of every other
row. Based on these properties, a specific row of the Walsh matrix can be recovered from a signal
composed of different rows of the Walsh matrix. This feature facilitates digital data processing through a
combination of an XOR and an integral operator (see A. 2). To guarantee full recovery of encoded data,
each symbol must be represented by an entire row of the Walsh matrix. This implies that the process-gain
of the system is directly related to the size of the Walsh matrix. Since “North American CDMA” uses the
64-by-64-bit Walsh matrix, the accompanying jamming signal will be reduced (see [48]) by at least a
factor 10*Log 64 = 18 dB. Interference up to 15 dB above the signal level (i.e. 3 dB below the processed
signal strength) can be tolerated due to the coding gain (see Sec. 4.1.4). Each row of the Walsh matrix can
be arranged in 2016 different ways1 . Only 64 of these sequences are mutually orthogonal. When a Walshspread-spectrum-code is affected by noise or another jamming signal, it may diverge from its original
sequence. In this case the outcome of applying the orthonormal integral operator deviates from zero or
(minus)one. This difference leads to a non-zero bit-error-rate for the system (see Sec. 4.1.4).
I Short Code
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Fig 4.1:
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above: The Forward Link physical layer
Bottom:The Reverse Link physical layer.
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4.1.1

Summary Of IS-95

North American CDMA has been allocated two adjacent VHF bands namely:
•
824-849 MHz, devoted to the mobile-to-base link, the so-called Reverse Link.
•
869-894 MHz, devoted to the base-to-mobile link, the so-called Forward Link.
The baseband of the modulated signal has a bandwidth of 1.2288 MHz, which fixes the number of carriers
(channels) to 20. In a fully loaded system, 35 different customers can reuse each channel.

4.1.2

Similarity Between Reverse And Forward Link

TIA/EIA/IS-95 (see [18]) sketches two different global procedures to generate the Reverse and Forward
signals. We note that both procedures share the following common processes:
•
Both procedures use “Quadratic Amplitude Modulation and de-Modulation” techniques.
•
Generation of the required baseband signal and recovery of the original data series are replaced by
two data processing blocks, which are similar for both procedures. We have designated these parts as
“Common Baseband Generator” and “Common Decoding Data Processing” respectively (see Fig.
3.2).

4.1.3

Divergence Between Reverse and Forward Link

The Reverse and the Forward baseband signals differ as follows:
The Channel Numbers
The Forward signal is composed of the following channels:
•
At least one traffic channel.
•
A Paging channel, whose output power must be 3 dB greater than the traffic channel.
•
A Sync. channel, whose output power must be 3 dB lower than the traffic channel.
•
A Pilot channel, whose output power must be 20% of the total output power of the other channels
(modulated by the same carrier).
A nominal Forward test signal consists of one Pilot, one Paging, one Sync and six traffic channels (see
[20] and [131]).
The Reverse signal is composed of only one traffic channel.
Encoding Methods
Forward: As is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the fundamental data rate is 9.6 Kbits/s, which increases to 19.2
Kbits/s using a 1/2-rate convolutional encoder. In the following, the data is modified by the use of a Long
Code (see [16]) which serves as a privacy mask. The resulting data is then encoded using the Walsh
matrix. It is important to note that each traffic channel may benefit from only one row of the Walsh matrix.
Reverse: Similar to the Forward Link, the fundamental data rate is 9.6 Kbits/s. An 1/3-rate convolutional
encoder is implemented, yielding an output rate of 28.8 Kbits/S. The resulting binary data stream is treated
as a 26 multilevel symbol. Each six-bit number can range from 0 to 63, and each six-bit group is used as a
pointer to one row of the Walsh matrix. Using these rows, a new data stream is regenerated, which can be
assembled as the various rows of the Walsh matrix. At this point the data rate is 307.2 Kbits/s with no
unique coding for channalization. The full rate Long Code is then applied, raising the rate to 1.2288 Mbits/
s (see Fig. 4.1).
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Contrary to the Forward Link, where only one row of the Walsh matrix may be assigned to each traffic
channel, each Reverse traffic channel may use all the rows of the Walsh matrix. (see [16] and[20]).
Decoding Methods
Forward: Each channel of the composite Forward signal is restricted to the use of only one row of the
Walsh matrix. The mobile-station receiver is informed about the specific row of the Walsh matrix with
which its dedicated channel is encoded (see [20]).
Reverse: The Reverse signal does not carry any built-in information about the composition of the Walsh
matrix’ rows of the processed signal. Determination of the Walsh matrix row sequence and recovery of the
original data require parallel data processing. The number of parallel processes is equal to the size of the
Walsh matrix. The original data will be obtained through the following steps (see Fig. 4.2),
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The incident signal is a sequence of data blocks, each having the time-interval of the Walsh matrix’
rows.
Each block is copied into the 64 processes.
In each process the data block is multiplied, through the XOR operator, with one specific row of the
Walsh matrix and integrated over the time-interval of the row.
The 64 integral products are tested and the specific Walsh matrix row of the process which has the
minimum integral product represents the original data of this data block.
This now leads to regeneration of the six-bit binary data stream associated with the binary count of the
specific Walsh matrix row.

Data is multiplied through
XOR Functional block with one

Data is integrated over
the time-interval of the row

Time interval
of one row
of the Wals h matrix

specific row of Walsh matrix

XOR

The integral products are tested and
the minimum integral product, represents
the original data of this data block

∫

Regeneration of the six-bit binary
data stream, associated with the
binary count of the specific
Walsh matrix row

over a time interval
of the one row of the
walsh matrix
The PN-source noise
Consisted of the first row

POINT A

of the Walsh Matrix

Incident
signal

XOR

∫
over a time interval
of the one row of the
walsh matrix

The PN-source noise
Consisted of the second row
of the Walsh Matrix

Step 1

Fig 4.2:

Step 2

Step 3

The decoding procedure for the Reverse signal.
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Step 4

Step 5

Complete simulation of the Reverse Link requires a huge arithmetical and memory capacity for the computer as well as very long simulation times. In order to reduce this complexity, we have assumed that:
•
•
•

•

The Reverse signal is composed of limited numbers of the Walsh matrix’s rows, e.g., four rows.
The signal is composed originally of the Walsh rows making superfluous the execution of the last
step.
The Long Code is generated by a 15-bit-length shift register instead of one 42-bits-long. This enables
us to reduce the required simulation time to 2666.7 µs, the cycle period of a 15-bit-length shift
register.
The Forward Link uses the Long Code only for reasons of privacy and does not change the bandwidth
or the signal’s spectrum. We have not used Long Codes for the Forward Link simulations.

QPSK & OQPSK
Forward: In TIA/EIA/IS-95, all channels which are used to compose the Forward signal are QPSK
modulated. This implies that the I and Q components can assume phase shifts of {0, ±π/2,±π} and can
cross the zero level simultaneously.
Reverse: The Reverse signal uses “Offset Quadratic Phase Shift Keying”, which means that the I and Q
components can assume phase shifts of {0, ±π/2}. To realize this feature the Q-component of the generated
Reverse baseband signal is delayed for a half chip rate, 4 µs, with respect to the I component. The I and Q
components cannot, therefore, be associated with the zero level simultaneously (see [131]) which confines
the peak-peak value of the signals power dynamic range to 16dB (see Fig. 4.20).
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Traffic Channel

Syn. Channel

Common Decoding Data Processing

Paging Channel

Common Baseband Generator

Pilot Channel

Used to saved the generated I and Q data
to use for arbitrary wave generator

Traffic Channel

From the sum of
other three traffic
channels’ I and Q term
Traffic Channel

Fig 4.3:

The Forward Link implemented in MDS is composed of six traffic, one pilot, one Sync and one
Paging channel (nominal Forward signal). The simulated I and Q data can be used as input-data
for an arbitrary wave generator. The coefficient of the FIR filter and the linear feedback shift register (used to generate the short codes) are taken from [20].
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The parallel Data processing (see Fig 2.5)

Common Decoding Data Processing

Common Baseband Generator

Fig 4.4:

The Reverse Link implemented in MDS, assuming that the original signal is composed of 4 rows
of the Walsh matrix.
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Step Five:
The minimum integral product represents
the original data of this data block

Step Three:

Integral period of 207.872

µs

Step Four:
The Walsh_Min functional block is
used to test the integral product

Using the A2D functional
block, data is integrated over
the time-interval of the row
POINT A

Step Two:
Data is multiplied through
XOR functional block with a
specific row of Walsh matrix

Step One:
Copy to four process

Fig 4.5:

The Reverse-decoding functional block (the parallel data processing, see Fig 4.4:).
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4.1.4

Rayleigh Noise

The CDMA signal is composed of I and Q terms. According to [48] and [49], a proper two dimensional
random variable may be constituted using two noise sources with two different probability density
functions, PDF, namely:
1.
2.

A noise source based on the Rayleigh PDF, representing the magnitude component.
A noise source based on the Uniform PDF, representing the phase component.

Using Monte-Carlo simulations in MDS, we first generated two data-sets which have the above mentioned
PDF formats. Using these data-sets as noise sources, we have examined the performance of the Reverse
Link of the “North American CDMA system.” The simulation results indicate:
•
•

The spurious emission power level exceeds -42 dBc, the specified norm in [20], if the Noise-Signal
ratio exceeds -26 dB.
The BER will differ from zero if the Signal-Noise-ratio exceeds -15 dB (see Fig. 4.6). This property is
of interest for use in low power transmitters.

.

added noise

Fig 4.6:

Original signal

CDMA signal mixed with noise

Using special encoding techniques, the CDMA system is able to recover the original data, error
free, when the Signal-Noise-ratio of the 1.2 Mhz bandwidth signal is -15 dB.
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4.1.5

Phase Noise

Since the modulated Reverse signal has a complex signal envelop with magnitude and phase terms, the
influence of the phase noise on the performance of the Reverse Link must be taken seriously. The
simulation results demonstrate (see [20]) that the impact of phase noise on the CDMA signal is
imperceptible. In fact, to discern the influence, the added phase noise power must be quite high. We
believe that this is a consequence of the large frequency bandwidth, 1.2288-MHz, of the CDMA signal.

4.1.6

Multiple CDMA Signal

Since North American CDMA provides customers with different Walsh and Long Codes, the allocated
bandwidth can be re-used by different users. The orthogonality of the Walsh codes and the lack of
correlation of the Long Codes ensures that other customer’s signals are perceived to be spurious. Since we
cannot guarantee that the generated Long Codes are completely uncorrelated, we have assumed that the
original signals consist of two different rows of the Walsh matrix. The simulation results for two
synchronized Reverse signals indicate that the BER differs from zero when the Desired Signal-Spurious
ratio exceeds -8 dB as illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
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Left: The structure of the phase noise as a continuous non-smooth function.
Right: Simulated result under the influence of extremely high phase.
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Simulated results for two synchronized Reverse signals when the Signal-Spurious ratio > -8 dBc.
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4. 2

EDGE-GSM

In contrast to IS-95 CDMA, the EDGE GSM protocol does not employ spreading codes. The underlying
idea behind EDGE is straightforward; improve the data rate capability while coexisting with contemporary
GSM networks. This can be realized by employing eight phase shift keying, 8-PSK, in the same 200KHz
bandwidth as GSM. Three times higher data rates for EDGE GSM are the result. A generic block diagram
for an EDGE GSM transmitter and receiver is provided in Fig. 4.9.

4.2.1

Offset Pulse Shaped 8-PSK

With analog as well as digital modulation, the characteristics of the sinusoidal carrier waveform are varied.
Amplitude, phase, frequency or a combination of these may be used to provide the modulation. In the case
of digital modulation schemes, the information is in digital format, a binary word composed of n bits.
There are M = 2 n states. M-PSK is a digital modulation scheme where the information to be transmitted is
conveyed in the phase of the carrier. For 8-PSK, M = 8 = 23. Therefore, each symbol is formed from 3 bits.
Based on its complex envelope the signal can then be formulated as:
ℵ ( kT )

=

∑ exp (jφ k ) ⋅ δ ( t – kT)

(4.1)

∑ exp [ j ( φ k + 2π fk )]

(4.2)

k
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Fig 4.9:

Edge transmitter and receiver scheme.

Fig 4.10:

Left: Fransel diagram of 8-QPSK trajectory.
Right: Fransel diagram of 8-QPSK offset 3π/8 trajectory.
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Bit level
Bit rate=812.5 kbps

A vectorial illustration of this technique can be presented using the Fresnel plane, better known as a constellation diagram. The 8-PSK signals' trajectories are linear transitions between one constellation point to
the next (see Fig. 4.10). The processed trajectory path of the modulated data contains the origin of the
Fresnel plane (see Fig. 4.10). This unfortunately enlarges the associated crest factor's span, intensifying the
impact on system performance of the nonlinear behavior of the semiconductor devices used. To confine
the span of the power spectrum in the signal's envelope, it would be desirable to exclude the center of the
Fresnel plane from the trajectory path.
Excluding the center of the constellation diagram can be achieved by continuously rotating the 8-PSK
constellation planes by offsets of 3π/8 and swapping from one plane to the other for each successive
symbol period. This condition can be concisely formulated as:
r[ k] = exp  2 • random( 0…7) + k3 π
-- 
8

(4.3)

Where k symbolizes the consecutive symbol time (see Fig. 4.10).

4.2.2

Gaussian-like EDGE filter

Due to the random character of the sequenced phase, the generated pulse stream is stochastic with an
infinite frequency spectrum. In order to bound the spectrum of the generated pulse sequences, a low pass
filter is required. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute, ETSI [55], has proposed a
Guassian like filter for EDGE with the following impulse response:
1 ⋅
Q( t ) = ---------2π

∞

–x

2

t

 dx = -- erfc -------
∫ exp  ------- 2
2 
2
1

t

 
t – 5T
-- 

t – 3T
---  
1
2
2 




υ (t ) = --  Q 2π ⋅ 0.3 ---------------- – Q  2π ⋅ 0.3 ---------------2
T
ln
2
T
ln
2 
 




 t

 sin  π υ ( x ) dx 
∫

 0



κ( T) = 
t



 sin  π
-- – π ∫ υ( x ) dx

2



0

0




ht x (t ) = 




∏ 3i = 0 κ( t + iT )

""for

""for

0 < t ≤ 4T

4T < t ≤ 8T

Elsewhere

""for

0 < t ≤ 5T

(4.4)
0

Elsewhere

The output of this filter is dependent on five consecutive symbols. This dependency, which is usually
referred to as Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) 1 , complicates the recovery of the original data stream.
Employment of the filter leads to linear monotonic trajectories in the Fresnel plane as described in Eq. 4.5.
S[ m] =

∑ ℵ [ k ]htx [m – k ]

(4.5)

k

1. “The absolute bandwidth of flat-top multi level pulses is infinitive.If these pulses are filtered improperly as they pass through a communication system they
will spread in time and the pulse for each symbol may be smeared into adjacent time slot and cause ISI”, quoted from [22], p. 17 5.
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4.2.3

ETSI protocol specifications

The ETSI protocol has established two pre-determined norms specific to RF design:
•
ACPR, which deals with adjacent channel interference.
•
EVM, which is related to BER.

4.2.4

ACPR protocol

In order to prevent adjacent channel interference, the ETSI protocol specifies the following pre-determined
mask definition regarding spectral re-growth (see Fig. 4.10):
offset [KHz]

200

250

400

600

ACPR [dBc]

33

33

60

67

Employing the same standard for filter characterization, the upper limit of the adjacent channel power
rejection for GSM-EDGE signals is confined to 42 dBc and 73 dBc at 250 kHz and 400 kHz respectively
(see Fig. 4.10).

4.2.5

EVM Calculation Techniques

Employing the QPSK mapping technique converts the binary information into phase information,
symbolizing a certain location on the Fresnel plane. Noise and the nonlinear behavior of semiconductor
devices can alter the location of recovered data on the Fresnel plane. The latter can lead to processing a
different bit stream than the original one, leading to BER degradation. To examine this dependency, one
can employ the Error Vector Magnitude concept. EVM simply monitors the deviation of the recovered
data with respect to the reference signal.

Masker
Processed
signal
30 Khz
Filter
characteristic

Fig 4.11:

Left: The processed signal alongside the ETSI transmitter filter and mask characteristic.
Right: Applying the ETSI protocol definition [55] to the transmitter filter the upper limits of
the adjacent channel power rejection are 42 dBc and 73 dBc at 250 kHz and 400 kHz, respectively.
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Two major issues in modern digital mobile communication architecture are maximization of the signalnoise ratio at the detection plane and memory impact of the transmitter low-pass RX-filter.
•

Maximization of the signal-noise ratio can be achieved by carefully applying matched filter theory,
(see [4]) which implies that:
the receiver and transmitter impulse response filters, hrx(t) and htx (t), must be subjected to the following expression:
h r x( t ) = h tx ( –t ) ∗

An application of the above condition to the real and symetrical properties of the ETSI transmitter filter (TX) reduces to the use of identical filters in the receiver (RX) as well as in the transmitter path
(TX).
•

Inter symbol interference due to memory effects in the transmitter filter (TX) can be avoided or
reduced using the Nyquist filter principal which yields:
The overall filter is said to be a Nyquist filter if the effective transfer function of a pulse system is:



H( f) = 




f  + Y( f) )
∏  ------2f 

f < 2f 0

0

elsewhere

0

where Y(f) is real function that is even symmetrical about f = 0, and odd symmetrical about f = f0 .
There will be no ISI at the system output (TX-Filter) if the symbol rate is fs = 2f0
The ETSI protocol, however, suggests a transceiver filter (TX) that doesn't meet the Nyquist criterion.
Analog data passing through the ETSI transmitter filter (TX) will be interfered with by five proceeding
symbols. Based on the above, EVM can be predicted with respect to the original data or a reference signal.

Recovered data

Reference data

I

I
QAM

QAM

Q

Q

Rotation

Reverse Rotation

Transmitter
Fig 4.12:

Receiver

The EVM calculation technique with respect to the original data.
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Zero Forcing Filter (RX)
Carrying out EVM calculations based on the original data stream requires appropriate data conversion
from the analog domain to the Fresnel diagram, eliminating the inter-symbol-interference (see Fig. 4.12).
In order to remove the added ISI, one can employ the zero-forcing algorithm yielding:
δ[ m ]

=

∑ h tx [ i ]hrx [ m – i]

Time Domain Representation

(4.6)

Frequencey Domain Representation

(4.7)

i

= Htx ( f )Hrx ( f )

1

where htx and hrx are, respectively, the impulse response of the transmitter and receiver filters which can
be realized using the linear transversal filter technique with a zero-forcing filter (see Fig. 4.14 and Fig.
4.12, ).
Combined Matched And Zero Forcing Filter (RX)
Although employing the zero-forcing algorithm removes the added ISI, it doesn't maximize the signalnoise ratio at the detection plane. To maximize the signal-noise ratio and eliminate ISI, a combined
matched and zero-forcing RX-filter must be used. The time domain impulse response of the combined
matched and zero-forcing RX-filter can be found in three steps:
1.
2.
3.

The impulse response of the transceiver and matched filter is obtained using the convolution theorem.
Apply the zero-forcing algorithm to calculate the ????characteristic of the ISI removal filter for the
combined transceiver and matched filter of the previous step.
Employ the convolution theorem to obtain the impulse response of the ISI removal filter (step 2) and
the matched filter.
δ [ m]

=

∑ htx [i – m ]∑ ( h M a t c h e d[ n ] ⋅ hZeroForcing [ n – m] )
i

1

Time Domain Representaion

(4.8)

Frequencey Domain Representaion

(4.9)

n

= Htx ( f )HM a t c h e d ( f )HZ e r o F o r c i n g( f )

Simulation results in Fig. 4.17 emphasize the superiority of the combined matched and zero forcing RXfilter, influenced only by noise. However, simulation results also indicate that the combined matched and
zero-forcing filter is more sensitive to the nonlinear behavior of semiconductor devices. To study the
reason for this discrepancy, one can make use of the following expression:
 S[ m]

α
[
k
]
β
[
k
]h
[
m
–
k
]
=

∑
matched – zeroforcing

k
 δ[ m]S [m ]

∀α [k ] ∈ Constant value

(4.10)
∀ α[k ] ∉ Constant value

where,
•
•
•
•

hmatched-zeroforcing[k] represents the time domain impulse response of the matched and zero-forcing
RX-filter,
β[k] is the time domain sample time of the analog signal,
α[k] is the time random number representing the non-linearity added to the analog signal,
δ[k] is the deviation caused by the nonlinear behavior of the RF circuit blocks, symbolized by α[k].
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Coefficients α[k] and the span of the impulse response filter determine the amount of this deviation. The
sensitivity of the combined matched and zero-forcing RX-filter is apparently a result of its longer spanlength.
From the above results one can conclude that the combined matched and zero-forcing RX-filter has a
somewhat contradictory performance. This paradoxical behavior is further depicted in Fig. 4.17. The zeroforcing RX-filter performs better at high signal-noise ratios, while the combined matched and zero-forcing
RX-filter has better performance for poor signal-noise ratios.
ETSI Measurement RX-Filter
In order to calculate EVM, the ETSI protocol [55] suggests using a “Root Cosine RX-filter”. This filter
processes a reference analog signal (see Fig. 4.13) containing the memory impact of the transceiver and
ETSI measurement filter (ISI). The combination of the transmitter TX-filter proposed by the ETSI
protocol and the receiver RX-filter fails to maximize the signal-noise ratio at the detection plane. Since the
processed reference signal using this method doesn’t represent the original signal, association of the
calculated EVM of this reference signal to the BER measurement is contestable.
It is obvious that applying a different reference signal will lead to differences in the EVM results obtained,
as depicted in Fig. 4.18.

.

I

ETSI filter
Reference data

QAM
Q

EVM measurement

PA
+
noise
I

ETSI filter

QAM
Q

Fig 4.13:

Recovered data

The EVM calculation technique based on the ETSI protocol with respect to a processed reference
signal which differs from the original signal.
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Fig 4.14:

Left: Impulse response of transmitter TX-filter.
Middle: Impulse response of zero-forcing RX-filter.
Right: Convolution of the transmitter TX-filter and zero-forcing RX-filter, satisfying the zeroforcing algorithm Eq. 4.6.

Fig 4.15:

Left: Impulse response of transmitter TX-filter.
Middle: Impulse response of matched and zero-forcing RX-filter.
Right: Convolution of the transmitter TX-filter and combined matched and zero-forcing RXfilter, satisfying the zero-forcing algorithm Eq. 4.8.

Fig 4.16:

Left: Impulse response of transmitter TX-filter.
Middle: Impulse response of ETSI measurement RX-filter.
Right: Convolution of the transmitter TX-filter and ETSI measurement RX-filter, containing ISI,
failing maximization of the signal-noise ratio.
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4.2.6

Discussion

The ETSI RX-filter is neither a matched nor an ISI removal filter. EVM, when calculated in accordance
with the ETSI protocol, does not represent the BER behavior of the system under consideration.
A combined matched and zero-forcing RX-filter when compared with a stand alone zero-forcing RX-filter
is less responsive to noise, due to maximization of the signal noise ratio, and is more sensitive to
component non-linearity due to its larger span.
EVM calculations are, therefore, carried out in the rest of this work using the zero-forcing algorithm since
the results obtained employing the zero-forcing RX-filter are closer to reality and more indicative of the
BER, while noise considerations are outside the scope of this work.
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Matched and forsing zero filter

Only forsing zero filter
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Fig 4.17:

-75

-55

Only forsing zero filter

ETSI

6
5
EVM [%]

-46

A zero-forcing RX-filter compared with a combined matched and zero-forcing RX-filter when
influenced by:
Left:
noise.
Middle: AM-AM and AM-PM distortion (see Fig. 4.29).
Right: noise and AM-AM and AM-PM distortion (see Fig. 4.29).
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Fig 4.18:

-49

N/S ratio [dB]

N/S ratio [dB]

A zero-forcing RX-filter compared with an ETSI RX-filter when influenced by:
Left: noise.
Right: AM-AM and AM-PM distortion (see Fig. 4.29).
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4.2.7

Implementation in Advanced Design System

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the block diagram of the proposal RF-system link to the RF ADS simulator (see
Chapter 3). The transfer between ADS and the C routines is implemented using the ADS internal language
AEL. Employment of this medium enables us to:
•
•
•
•

Run C routines alongside the other ADS functions (see Fig. 3.4).
Pass the required transfer function to the C routines (see Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 4.19).
Monitor the system performance on the presentation page.
Quantify the impact of AM-PM on the system specifications, e.g. ACPR, EVM, efficiency, etc.(see
Table 6.2).

The nonlinear characteristic of the transfer function is primarily due to the use of semiconductor devices.
This complicates the prediction of the DUT input power level corresponding to a certain output power
level. The input power level required is determined iteratively. In order to decrease the iteration time, one
can make use of statistical information included in the input signal histogram. The small size and the
monotonic increase of the input signal histogram significantly decrease the simulation time of the
LaGrange interpolation procedure used to calculate the associated transfer function sequence. The lack of
preserved information regarding the original input data stream forms a bottleneck to the direct
determination of the ACPR and EVM. These quality measures require additional computation of the
DUT’s transfer function when stimulated with the input power level determined above (see Fig. 4.19).
RF simulator ADS:
Calculate DUT non-linear behaviour
using Harmonic balanced simulator

Estimate the input power level for the desired
output power level
Save the transfer function of the device as
a primary function of input power sweep
and secondary function of any parameters
on the circuit, e.g. load, source, biasing, etc.
in a ASCII format file, using AEL language.

Processes the input data stream
associated with the estimated
input power level

Calculate the sequences of the DUT transfer function
associated with the input data stream
inconjugation with the large signal behaviour
modelling based on the
LaGrange interpolation technique.

Employing the input data stream,
processed based on the
GSM Edge, CDMAIS95, etc.
standards

calculate the histodiagram
of the input data stream

Calculate the sequences of the DUT
transfer function associated
with the histodiagram of the
input data stream inconjugation with
the large signal behaviour modelling based
on the LaGrange interpolation technique.

Saved the calculate ACPR, EVM and
Efficiency in a ASCII format file

Calculate the output power level
Read the calculated data using AEL language into the ADS

Calculate the sequences of the DUT transfer
function associated with the
input data stream inconjugation with
the large signal behaviour modelling and
estimate the ACPR and EVM

Fig 4.19:

Left: The block diagram of the proposed method.
Right: Employing the statistical information to determine the output power level.
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4. 3

System Aspect

A quadrature amplitude modulated signal such as CDMA or GSM-EDGE is composed of I and Q
components. This results in a signal with vectorial envelope composed of real and imaginary parts (Eq.
4.11) and an asymmetrical power density spectrum (see “The Analytic Signal (Preenvelope)” on page15).
The real time (physical) representation of this signal emphasizes that the modulated information is
contained in the signal’s amplitude (AM) and phase (PM) components.
y ( t ) = ℜ{ (I ( t ) + j ⋅ Q (t ) ) exp ( j2πω 0 ) }
 2
2
(t )  ⋅ exp( j2πω ) 
= ℜ  I ( t ) + Q ( t ) ⋅ exp  j atan  Q
----------0 
I
(
t ) 



(4.11)

Due to the quadrature amplitude modulation, the signal’s rectified envelope wave voltage, Eq. 6.8, and its
rectified envelope power, Eq. 6.9, have large dynamic random variations with respect to their average. In
order to study this property, one can make use of the probability density function PDF and the related
cumulative density function CDF. Furthermore, to study the envelope power distribution, Eq. 6.9, one can
make conceptual use of the crest factor. The crest factor illustrates a normalised ratio of the peak envelope
wave voltage or its envelope power to the average, Eq. 4.12, Eq. 4.13 and Eq. 4.14.
X [ i ]E W V
f = f0
CF[ i] EWV = --------------------------------------------------N–1
-1- ∑ X [ i ]E W V
N
f = f0

(4.12)

X [ i ]E W V
f = f0
CF [i ] RMS = ---------------------------------------------------------N–1
1
2
-- ∑ X [ i ]EWV
N
f = f0

(4.13)

i=0

i=0

2

CF[ i] REP

X [i ] EWV
f = f0
= -----------------------------------------------------N–1
2
-1- ∑ X [ i ] EWV
N
f = f0

(4.14)

i=0

Fig. 4.20 represents the histogram and complimentary cumulative density function, CCDF1, of the
instantaneous envelope for CDMA as well as EDGE as a function of the crest factor. A careful evaluation
of the depicted histogram and the CCDF reveals that the former contains all the information represented by
the CCDF. Additionally, it represents the envelope rectified power distribution as well as the maximum of
the envelope’s instantaneous dynamic range. This can be formulated as:

Max (CF [i ] RMS )
20log ----------------------------------------.
Min (CF [i ] RMS )

The latter is indicative of the sensitivity of the modulated signal to the large signal behavior of
semiconductor devices. From Fig. 4.20 and [131] one can deduce that:
•
•

The envelope’s instantaneous dynamic range for CDMA Reverse, GSM Edge and CDMA Forward
signals are 6.8 dB, 15.3 dB and 40 dB respectively.
The upper limit of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's crest factor are 5.5 dB and 3.2 dB,
respectively. Although the maximum dynamic range of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's
crest factors are practically the same, the CDMA Reverse signal has a higher CCDF value making it
more sensitive to AM-AM and AM-PM distortion.

1. CCDF expresses the probability of the instantaneous power greater than mean signal power to peak power above the mean power.
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•

•

The QPSK modulation signal is essentially different for the Reverse and Forward signals. This means
that the generated QPSK signal is neither suitable for studying transmitter mobile-station properties
nor for studying the base-station transmitter.
Part of the GSM-Edge power envelope is concentrated 2 dB above average. Temperature dissipation
of active devices in GSM Edge applications is therefore altered with respect to more conventional FM
applications.

The crest factor impacts the DUT's operating point, i.e. the DC component of the collector current. Fig.
4.21 depicts large fluctuations in the collector operating condition around the bias point with almost the
same spectral density as that of the output power. This complicates the implementation and realization of
the AC uncouple capacitance in the biasing block and is indicative of the necessity that the block be able to
operate over a large current dynamic range. The consequence of these fluctuations is readily perceptible on
the f T characteristic (see Fig. 4.21). As shown in Fig. 4.21, improper biasing can shift the DUT's operation
into a less desirable region. Furthermore, dynamic shifting of the operating point implies a continuous shift
of the DUT load line (see [50]), as well as the input reflection coefficient (see [124]). These issues
complicate the design algorithm in which load line theory and the realization of a conjugate matched input
play a role.

Fig 4.20:

The histodiagram and the complementary cumulative density function of the IS95 Reverse signal
and GSM EDGE.

Freq

SPD [dB]

Biasing
Average
Eventual upper limit

Freq

Fig 4.21:

Ic

Left: Spectral re-growth caused by a non-constant gain function. Due to the signal’s vectorial
envelope, the simulated signal possesses an asymmetrical spectrum.
Middle: The symmetrical spectral density of the collector current’s operating condition.
Right: The ft function, monitoring the dynamic range of the CDMA signal operating condition.
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Impact of AM-AM and AM-PM and the associated figure of
merit

4. 4

To study CDMA and EDGE signal sensitivity to AM-AM and AM-PM conversation, we have
implemented a special AM2AM & AM2PM functional block in MDS/ADS, where the transducer's gain
and phase can be specified as a linear and non linear function of the incident input power as follows:



y = 




α0
n

∑ αn • ( x – β )

If Input Power [dBm] ≤ β

n

If Input Power [dBm] > β

(4.15)

0

where αn , β and n are, respectively, am-am or am-pm coefficients, 1dB distortion point and the order of the
polynomial. Employing the above equation, the impact of the transfer function's non-linear characteristic
on the ACPR and EVM is studied for the following cases:
Method (1)

limβ , n = 1

(4.16)

Method (2)

n=1

(4.17)

–∞

Transfer function’s phase [deg]

which are visualized in Fig. 4.22 and Fig. 4.25.

Fig 4.22:

The transfer function’s gain (left) and phase (right) of the specially implemented AM-AM and
AM-PM functional block (Eq. 4.16).

AM-PM coefficient = 0

AM-AM coefficient = 0
Edge
Edge

CDMA

CDMA

Fig 4.23:

The ACPR response of the CDMA Reverse signal and the GSM EDGE signal for a linear transfer
function as described in Eq. 4.16 and depicted in Fig. 4.22.
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The simulation results for Reverse Link CDMA IS-95 and GSM-EDGE indicate that both the transfer
function's magnitude and phase characteristics affect the ACPR and EVM response (see Fig. 4.23, Fig.
4.24). The transfer function's magnitude response primarily influences the EVM_mag, while the transfer
function's phase characteristic primarily influences the EVM_phase (see Fig. 4.24). CDMA IS-95 and
Edge signals are more sensitive to AM-AM conversion than to AM-PM conversion (see Fig. 4.28). CDMA
IS-95 is, however, more sensitive to AM-AM and AM-PM distortion than is the GSM-EDGE signal (see
Fig. 4.26), due to differences in the PDF and CCDF characteristics.
The 1 degree phase distortion point (method 2) is offset with respect to the 1dB gain distortion point and
has a substantial impact on the ACPR and EVM responses (see Fig. 4.29). This complicates the evaluation
of results obtained using the third order interception point (TOI). Obviously, the transfer function's
magnitude has the most influence on the ACPR and EVM response (see Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.31).
From these results one can infer that the inherently large fluctuation in the power-rectified envelope,
characteristic of CDMA and GSM EDGE signals, necessitates a linear amplifier transfer function,
independent of input or output power level, Eq. 4.18. Otherwise, different parts of the signal will be
amplified non-uniformly, impairing the signal's spectrum.

∂
Transfer function ≈ 0
∂output power

(4.18)

Describing the transfer function in terms of AM-AM and AM-PM, one can rewrite the above equation as:
G( x )

∂ G (x ) ≈ 0
∂x

= G( x ) A M – AM ⋅ exp (jφ ( x ) A M – PM )



⇒




(4.19)

∂G( x ) AM – A M
≈0
∂x

(4.20)

∂φ ( x )AM – P M
≈0
∂x

(4.21)

EVM

EVM
EM(Mag)
EP(Phase)

EM(Mag)

EP(Phase)

Fig 4.24:

The EVM response of GSM EDGE signal to linear transfer functions described in Eq. 4.16 and
depicted in Fig. 4.22.
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:
Transfer function’s phase [deg]

Transfer function’s gain [dB]

AM-AM Coefficient =-.1 [dB/dB]

1 dB distortion
gain point
AM-AM Coefficient =-.3 [dB/dB]

Fig 4.25:

AM-PM Coefficient =2 [deg/dB]

1 degree distortion
phase point
AM-PM Coefficient =-2 [deg/dB]

The transfer function’s gain (left) and phase (right) of the special implemented AM-AM and AMPM functional block (Eq. 4.17).
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The ACPR response of CDMA Reverse signal (left) and GSM EDGE signal (right) to a nonlinear
transfer function described in Eq. 4.17 and depicted in Fig. 4.25.
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Fig 4.27:
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The EVM response of GSM EDGE signal to a nonlinear transfer function described in Eq. 4.17
and depicted in Fig. 4.25.
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Fig 4.28:

The EVM-mag (left) and EVM-phase (right) response of a GSM EDGE signal to a nonlinear
transfer function described in Eq. 4.17 and depicted in Fig. 4.25.
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1 dB distortion
gain point

Fig 4.29:
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Offset to the 1 dB distortion gain point

1 degree distortion
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AM-PM Coefficient =-2 [deg/dB]

The transfer function’s gain (left) and phase (right) of the specially implemented AM-AM and
AM-PM functional block (Eq. 4.17).
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The ACPR response of CDMA Reverse signal (left) and GSM EDGE signal (right) for the nonlinear transfer function described in Eq. 4.17 and depicted in Fig. 4.29, obtained at two output
power levels, 0.0 dBm and -2.5 dBm.
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The EVM for an EDGE signal and the nonlinear transfer function described in Eq. 4.17 and
depicted in Fig. 4.29, obtained at two output power levels, 0.0 dBm (left) and -2.5 dBm(right).
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Output power saturation level directly impacts the constraint of Eq. 4.20. Implementing the output power
restriction to Eq. 4.20 leads to the following expressions:
β

Output power saturation level

x

Output power level


∂
G( x ) =  0
∂x
 ±∞

(4.22)

x<β
x=β

∂ φ (x ) = 0
∂x

(4.23)

Combining the output power saturation level with linearity requirements, one can formulate a figure of
merit of the semiconductors' transfer function when the 1dB distortion point approaches the output power
saturation level as formulated below and illustrated in Fig. 4.32, which is formulated in Eq. 4.22 and Eq.
4.23.
Simulation results depicted in Fig. 4.32 indicate that the best performance for EDGE-GSM and IS-95
CDMA can be obtained at 2.5 dB below the output power saturation level. In its turn, this information can
be used to define a new quality measure, which is expressed in Eq. 4.25.
β

Output power saturation level

x

Output power level

κ( x ) = β – x

(4.24)

Predertermoned ACPR Norm

ς (x ) = β – 2.5 – x

(4.25)

Predertermoned ACPR Norm

Figure of merit

1 db distortion gain

IsS95

Edge

Fig 4.32:

Top: One dB distortion gain approaches the output power saturation level.
Bottom ACPR response to EDGE and CDMA-IS95 signals. Differences in the ACPR roll-off are
related to intrinsic properties of the stimuli.
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Eq. 4.25 relates system performance to the theoretically obtainable upper bound. The ultimate desire of the
RF designer is to reduce the margin. Fig. 4.33 illustrates simulation results for an RF circuit block's ACPR
response to an EDGE stimulus. The results compare the saturated and theoretically obtainable output
power levels associated with the predetermined ACPR norm. This definition plus the product factor definition provides the designer with objective criteria to judge the performance achieved.

Offset to the saturation
output power level [dBm]

Improving margin [dbm]

Output reflection
coefficient

2
3

1
0
4

Input reflection coefficient

Location of the output reflection coefficient
Fig 4.33:

Offset of the output power level associated with the obtained predetermined ACPR norm to the
output power saturation level and the improving margin as a function of the output terminations.
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4. 5

Conclusions

The mobile communication system architecture associated with CDMA IS95 as well as that associated
with EDGE GSM are introduced and discussed in this chapter. The first is representative of the more
conventional implementation method developed initially for generating and processing system
information. The second is representative of a newly introduced alternative approach.
In the first case, the functional blocks we implemented in MDS facilitate the generation of noisy and/or
distorted CDMA (Reverse and Forward) signals. These output signals are suitable for programming a
function generator in order to synthesize physical test signals. These functional blocks can also be replaced
with equivalent circuits, consisting of passive and active elements, etc.
The simulation results indicate that:
•
The spurious emission power level exceeds -42 dBc, the specified norm, if the signal to noise ratio
exceeds -26 dB.
•
The BER will differ from zero if the signal to noise ratio exceeds -15 dB. This is indicative of the
noise susceptibility of CDMA based applications and is of interest when low power transmitters are
contemplated.
These results demonstrate the feasibility of using a RF-system simulator to directly study the performance
of RF circuit blocks when excited by complex modern communication stimuli. Unfortunately, the
complexity inherent in extending MDS with additional functional blocks incorporating nonlinear
functions, matrix calculation, etc., the excessive system and circuit level co-simulation time, and the
incompatibility of the implemented functional block format with other simulator platforms such as
Cadences's RF Spectra, have, in practice, proven to be a serious impediment to the study of the interplay
between new system requirements and circuit level implementations.
The RF-system simulator more recently implemented is a fast and accurate CAD environment suitable for
studying the system response of RF circuit blocks to complex communication stimuli, e.g. EDGE. Using
this approach, the impact of the transceiver filter on the Error Magnitude Response is studied. The results
indicate that the ETSI filter is neither a matched nor ISI removal filter. EVM, when calculated in
accordance with the ETSI protocol, does not represent the BER behavior of the system under
consideration.
A combined matched and zero-forcing filter when compared with a stand alone zero-forcing filter is less
responsive to noise due to maximization of the signal noise ratio and is more sensitive to component nonlinearity due to its larger span.
Results presented in this chapter emphasize the impact of the intrinsic properties of modern
communication systems on the system response of RF circuit blocks. Results indicate that complex digital
communication signals have:
•
Relatively large bandwidth.
•
An unsymmetrical power density spectrum.
•
Varying rectified envelope power.
The large fluctuation of the wireless signal's envelope:
•
Tries the linearity of RF circuit blocks leading to spectral re-growth.
•
Continuously shifts the operating condition and input reflection coefficient of RF circuit blocks.
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•
Can shift the operating condition into a less desirable region of the ft characteristic.
Simulation results indicate that:
•
The envelope's instantaneous dynamic range for CDMA Reverse, GSM Edge and CDMA Forward
signals are 16.8 dB, 15.3 dB and 40 dB respectively.
•
The upper limit of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's crest factor are 5.5 dB and 3.2 dB
respectively. Although the maximum dynamic range of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's
crest factors are practically the same, the CDMA Reverse signal has a higher CCDF value making it
more sensitive to AM-AM and AM-PM distortion.
•
Part of the GSM-Edge power envelope is concentrated 2 dB above average. Temperature dissipation
of active devices in GSM Edge applications is therefore altered with respect to more conventional FM
applications.
Relatively large bandwidth and varying rectified envelope power have rendered inadequate traditional
design methods based on Scattering Parameters. Results presented in this chapter emphasize the impact of
the transfer function's derivative on the observed system performance for the RF circuit block employed.
In particular AM-PM distortion gains in importance, with all indications being that calculations based on
TOI characteristics have limited validity.
Combining linearity demands with physical constraints (output power saturation level) facilitates the
determination of the maximum feasible system performance with respect to the saturation point. This
information can be used to define a new quality measure defined as the “Improvement margin”. The
ultimate desire of the RF designer is to reduce this margin. The results compare the saturated and
theoretically obtainable output power levels associated with the predetermined ACPR norm. This
definition plus the product factor definition provides the designer with objective criteria with which to
judge the performance achieved.
The RF-system simulator concept introduced here provides contemporary RF designers with the synthesis
and analysis tools needed to achieve maximum feasible performance.
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Chapter 5
Methods of linearization
In order to fully realize the benefits of closely spaced channels, it is vital that generation of spurious
adjacent-channel signals in the transmitter be minimized. These unwanted signals may arise from the
frequency translation process or from intermodulation distortion in the RF power amplifier.
Amplifiers are, in principle, used to amplify an input signal without introducing any distortion.
Unfortunately all amplifiers, and in particular high efficiency power amplifiers, distort signals. The
amplifier's output signal consists, therefore, not only of the desired signal, but also contains undesired
signals which are a by-product of the amplification process. This is particularly troublesome when a
modulated signal must be amplified. In this case, unwanted spurious signals are generated which can cause
interference and result in poor system operation. For this reason, distortion products must be kept below
certain pre-defined levels. Considering the given circuit to be a mixed mode n-port with an established
system response, a variety of linearizing techniques have been developed.
The most popular linearizing techniques are feedback, pre-distortion and feedforward, all of which make
use of additional hardware. Making a choice of which linearization strategy to employ for a particular
application involves trade-offs among complexity, degree of spurious signal suppression and bandwidth.
•

•

•

The most prominent feedback scheme, namely Cartesian coordinate modulation feedback [69], has
relatively low complexity and offers reasonable spurious signal cancellation. However, stability and
feedback delay time considerations typically limit the operating bandwidth. Digital implementations
of pre-distortion [70] have higher complexity than feedback, offer better spurious signal suppression,
but again, limited DSP frequency bandwidth confines the computation rates.
Reported implementations of analog pre-distortion [71] and linear amplification using nonlinear
components (LINC) (see [112] and [113]), although potentially wideband and having modest
complexity, also suffer from limited spurious signal suppression.
Despite the relatively high cost and complexity, feedforward error control offers a linearization
strategy that does not threaten stability and offers simultaneously wide bandwidth and good spurious
signal suppression (see [50] and [98]).

This chapter is devoted to a study of the capabilities and restrictions of two of these methods, feedforward
error control and pre-correction. Employing systematic design techniques simplifies the identification and
formulation of the key parameters dominating the performance of a given method of linearization. The use
of idealized components and n-port networks facilitates concentration on the basic problems, leading to the
derivation of general expressions and to the determination of limiting conditions.
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5. 1

Feedforward Error Control

Feedforward error control was first proposed by Harold S. Black in 1924, a precursor by several years to
his more famous contribution on feedback control. Because of the predominant role of negative feedback,
the use of feedforward was generally ignored until the late 1960's. His idea for feedforward was simple:
reduce the amplifier output to the same level as the input and subtract one from the other to leave only the
distortion generated by the amplifier. Amplify the distortion with a separate amplifier and then subtract it
from the original amplifier output to leave only a linearly amplified version of the input signal.
Black’s idea for negative feedback was spawned from his simple feedforward concept: feed an attenuated
version of the amplifier output signal back to the input in anti-phase and combine it with the input signal.
Use the same amplifier (rather than a separate amplifier as in feedforward) to amplify the difference signal,
thus producing a linearly amplified version of the input signal. The advantage of the feedback solution, due
to the fact that it operated closed-loop, was that it was automatic and required no manual adjustment as
operating conditions changed. Its disadvantage, of course, was its potential for instability. In 1960, Seidel
and his co-workers [50], out of curiosity, began to investigate the use of feedforward error loops in
amplifiers where inherent group delay preclude the use of feedback due to stability considerations.
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Fig 5.1:
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Upper Path
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Lower path
(Relief path)

A2

AMP2

Second Part

Feedforward stage consists of two parts, each part consists of two paths. The first loop provides
the information, which is used to suppress the distortion of the main amplifier.
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The Feedforward stage consists in essence of the following components:
•
The main amplifier and the auxiliary amplifier.
•
Two delay-times, Td1 and Td2 , and two phase shift networks, φ1 and φ2 .
0 S 12 S13

•

An input three-port (divider), which must satisfy the following scattering matrix:

2

S 12 + S13

where

•

2

S =

S12 0

0

S13 0

0

= 1⋅

An output three-port (recombiner), which has the following scattering matrix:

S =

0

0 S 13

0

0 S 23

S13 S23 0

where
•

2

S 13 + S23

2

= 1⋅

A four-port (divider, recombiner, comparator), with the following scattering parameters:
0 S 12 0 S 14
S =

S12 0
0

0

0

0

0 S 34

S14 0 S34 0

Assume that the voltage response of the main and auxiliary amplifier is composed of a linear and a
nonlinear response to the incident signal, Eq. 5.2. The transfer function of the linear component is taken to
be a constant complex number, Eq. 5.1.
(5.1)

G = G • exp (jφ ) ⋅

The spurious signals generated by amplifiers are modeled as the relation of the actual voltage level with
respect to a linear (ideal) response expressed in terms of noise, IMD, AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics,
etc. (see Fig. 5.2). The latter can be formulated as a Taylor series.
V in = V in _2

= V Out_ideal + ℑ = V Out

Spectral Output voltage

 ∂ nG
Amp
ℑ = V I n ⋅ G – ∑ 
∂
V
in
n 

V i n = V i n_1

=

n
( V in _2 – Vin _ 1) 
⋅ --------------------------------------
n!

V in _ 1

(5.2)

n
( Vin _ 2 – V in _1 ) 
⋅ --------------------------------------
n!


(5.3)

Amplifier linear
operating region

Amplifier non-linear
operating region
∆V (deviation)

Vout_2_ideal
Vout_2
(Impurity quantity)

V Harmonic V Fund

Fig 5.2:

V in = V i n_1
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The actual output voltage of the main and auxiliary amplifier, composed of an ideal output signal
and spurious signals.
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As shown in Fig. 5.1, feedforward error control is based on two independent parts, with each part containing two paths. The main part of the signal flows through the upper path (main path). The lower path (relief
path) passes the information which is needed to suppress the spurious signal.

5.1.1

Principles Of Operation

The output voltage of the feedforward error control can then be expressed as (see Appendix A):
V out =

Vin S121 S221 S321 GAmp 1 •
exp (j2πf ( t + T A m p 1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S2 21 + ∠S3 21 + φ A m p1 + φ 2 + φ in ) )
+ S2 21 S3 21 ℑ Amp 1 •
exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

) ( t + T d2 ) + j (∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ

Amp 1

A m p1

))

Ideal signal
via upper path

(5.4)

Spurious signal
via upper path

(5.5)

Ideal signal
via lower path

(5.6)

Spurious signal
via lower path

(5.7)

Spurious signal
via lower path

(5.8)

+ V in S1 21 S2 41 S3 32 GAmp1 G A m p2 MD 1
exp (j2πf ( t + T A m p 1 + TAmp 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S241 + ∠ S3 32 + φ A m p1 + φ Amp2 + φin + Φ D1 ) )
+ S2 41 S3 32 G A m p2 ℑ A m p1 •
exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1) ( t + T Amp2 ) + j ( ∠S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 + φ ℑ A m p 1) )
+ S3 32 ℑ Amp2 • exp (j 2π (f + ∆f ℑA m p2 )t + j( ∠ S332 + φℑ A m p2 ) )

The output voltage is composed of five parts:
•
•
•
•

Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.6 represent the linear response of the main and auxiliary amplifiers.
Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.7 represent the nonlinear response (spurious signal) of the main amplifier.
Eq. 5.8 represents the nonlinear response (spurious signal) of the auxiliary amplifier.
A correction factor M D 1, which is described in Appendix A, Eq. A.13.

Combining Eq. A.55, Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.6 on the one hand and Eq. A.57, Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.7, on the other
hand, leads to:
V out =

Vin S121 S221 S321 GA m p1 MD 2 •

Ideal signal

exp (j2πf ( t + T Amp 1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S2 21 + ∠S3 21 + φ Amp1 + φ 2 +φ in + ΦD 2 ) )
+ S221 S3 21 ℑ A m p1 MD 3 •
exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

A m p1

) ( t + T d2 ) + j ( ∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ

+ S332 ℑ A m p2 • exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑA m p 2 )t + j( ∠ S332 + φ ℑ A m p2 ) )

A m p1

+ ΦD 3 ) )

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

Spurious signal
caused by auxiliary amplifier

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

Eq. 5.9, Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 5.11 represent, respectively:
•
The feedforward linear response as a function of the main amplifier’s linear response and a correction
factor MD2.
•
The nonlinear response of the main amplifier limited by the suppression factor MD3.
•
The nonlinear response of the auxiliary amplifier without any correction factor.
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To capture the impact of the generated spurious signals by the auxiliary amplifier, Eq. A.60 is applied to
Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 5.11, leading to the following equation:
Vout =

V in S1 21 S2 21 S3 21 GAmp 1 M D2 •
exp( j2πf ( t + T A m p1 + Td2 ) + j (∠ S1 21 + ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φA m p 1 + φ 2 + φ in + ΦD 2 ))
+ S221 S321 ℑ Amp1 M D3 MD4 •
exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

) ( t + T d 2 ) + j ( ∠S221 + ∠ S3 21 + φ 2 + φ ℑ

Amp 1

Amp1

+ Φ D3 + ΦD 4 ) )

(5.12)

Ideal signal

Spurious signal
caused by main and
auxiliary amplifiers

(5.13)

First Loop
The task of the first loop is to produce an error signal containing information about the main amplifier
distortion. In the conventional approach, this information can be found by suppressing the fundamental
tone in a sample of the main amplifier's output signal. However, Eq. 5.9 indicates that the feedforward
linear response is a function of the correction factor MD 2. The value of MD 2 is not necessarily equal to one
(conventional approach). From equation Eq. A.30 and Eq. A.34 one can infer that:

MD 2 = 1

(5.14)


M D1 > 1

 π
 --- ≤ ΦD 1 ≤ 3 π
-2
 2

⇒

M D2 > 1

(5.15)


M D1 < 1

 π
π
 --- ≤ ΦD 1 ≤ 3 -2
 2

⇒

M D2 < 1

(5.16)
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Frequency
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M D1 = 1
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 --- ≤ ΦD 1 ≤ 3 π
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 2

Spectral power density





















Spurious signal

Frequency

Ideal signal in phase with
spurious signal

Ideal signal out of phase with
spurious signal

Fig 5.3:

Three operating regions identified for the first loop: neutral (left), degradation (middle) and
improvement (right).
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A complete mathematical analysis shows that:



























 MD 1 = 1

 Φ D1 = π



 MD 1 < 1

 Φ D1 = 0


 MD 1 > 1

 Φ D1 = π


⇒



S131 S2 43
 α = -----------------------------------------------=1

S1 21 S2 41 GA m p1

 δΦ = ( ∠S1 + ∠S2 + φ ) – ( ∠S 1 + ∠ S2 + φ
1
31
43
1
21
41
A m p1 ) = π


⇒



S131 S2 43
 α = -----------------------------------------------<1

S1 21 S2 41 GA m p1

 δΦ = ( ∠S1 + ∠S2 + φ ) – ( ∠S 1 + ∠ S2 + φ
1
31
43
1
21
41
A m p1 ) = π


⇒



S131 S2 43
 α = ----------------------------------------------->1

S1 21 S2 41 GA m p1

 δΦ = ( ∠S1 + ∠S2 + φ ) – ( ∠S 1 + ∠ S2 + φ
1
31
43
1
21
41
A m p1 ) = π


(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

The above relations illustrate three possible operating regions for the first loop;
•
the neutral operating region, Eq. 5.17, where the error signal consists only of the spurious signal,
•
the deterioration zone, Eq. 5.18, where the error signal is composed of the ideal signal in phase with
its spurious signal,
•
the improvement zone, Eq. 5.19, where the error signal is composed the ideal signal out of phase with
its spurious signal (see Fig. 5.3).
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Second Loop
In the second loop, spurious signal suppression is achieved by subtracting the error signal, processed in the
first loop, from the output signal of the main amplifier. Eq. 5.10 and Eq. 5.13 indicate that this aim can be
achieved by reducing the correction factor MD3 to zero which results in
•
both samples having the same voltage magnitude of the distortion component,
•
the distortion component in one sample being 180 degrees out of phase with respect to the distortion
component in the error signal, yielding:
E

(5.20)

= S2 21 S3 21

(5.21)

δE = S2 21 S3 21 – S241 S332 GAmp2 = 0
δΦ3 = (∠ S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 ) – (∠ S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 )= π

(5.22)

∆T3 = 0

(5.23)

20log(MD3)

The inevitable mismatch between upper and lower paths make it difficult to accomplish the above. Impact
of this mismatch on the suppression factor, MD3 (Eq. 5.10), is depicted in Fig. 5.4 which illustrates the
capability of the feedforward error control to suppress the distortion due to the main amplifier (see [98]
and [99]). The inherent feedforward mechanism is intended to suppress only the main amplifier spurious
signal and it does not deal with the auxiliary amplifier spurious signal. That means that the distortion level
of the auxiliary amplifier, Eq. 5.11, limits the overall distortion suppression of the feedforward error
control, despite complete suppression of the main amplifier spurious signal.

δΕ/Ε = 0.01
δΕ/Ε = 0.005
δΕ/Ε = 0.002
δΕ/Ε = 0.001
δΕ/Ε = 0

δ Φ3

Fig 5.4:

Impact of mismatch between the upper and lower path in the second loop on the suppression factor for the spurious signal when the feedforward error control system is operating in its neutral
region.
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5.1.2

Feedforward Technique Extended With The Pre-correction Principal

Eq. 5.10 emphasizes the capability of feedforward error control to suppress distortion due to the main
amplifier. However, the distortion level of the auxiliary amplifier, Eq. 5.11, limits the overall distortion
suppression of the feedforward error control. In order to keep the overall distortion level below a certain
defined level, the conventional method suggests the use of a highly linear auxiliary amplifier. However,
operating the first loop in the improvement zone generates an error signal in which the main and spurious
signals are out of the phase. This feature facilitates the use of the pre-correction principal when we realize
that the spurious signals generated by the auxiliary amplifier are in phase with the ideal signal. This
property results in compensation of the main amplifier’s spurious signal by the auxiliary one, as is
illustrated in Fig. 5.5 and described below.
Combining Eq. A.55, Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.6 on the one hand and algorithm Eq. A.57, Eq. 5.7 and Eq. 5.8, on
the other, leads to:
V out =

V in S121 S221 S321 GA m p 1 MD 2 •
exp ( j2π f ( t + T A m p1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠ S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ Amp1 + φ2 + φin + Φ D2 ) )
+ S2 21 S3 31 ℑAmp 1 •
exp ( j2π (f + ∆f ℑA m p1 )( t + T d2 ) + j ( ∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ A m p 1 ) )
+ S2 41 S3 21 GA m p2 ℑ Amp1 M D5 •
exp ( j2π (f + ∆f ℑA m p1 )( t + T Amp2 ) + j (∠ S2 41 + ∠S332 + φAmp2 + φℑ A m p 1 + ΦD 5 ) )

Ideal signal

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

Spurious signal
caused by auxiliary
and main amplifiers

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

Rewriting the above expression by combining Eq. A.60 with Eq. 5.25 and Eq. 5.26 leads to:
Vout =

V in S1 21 S2 21 S3 31 GAmp 1 M D2 •
exp( j2πf ( t + T A m p1 + Td2 ) + j (∠ S1 21 + ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φA m p 1 + φ 2 + φ in + ΦD 2 ))
+ S221 S331 ℑ Amp 1 M D6 •
exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1) ( t + T d 2 ) + j ( ∠S221 + ∠ S3 21 + φ 2 + φ ℑA m p 1 + Φ D6 ) )

Ideal signal

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

(5.27)

(5.28)

Eq. 5.28 indicates that the suppression of the spurious signal can be achieved by a reduction of the
suppression factor MD6 to zero which yields:
δH = S2 21 S3 21 – S241 S332 GAmp 2 MD 5 = 0

(5.29)

δΦ 6 = ( ∠S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 + ΦD 5 ) – ( ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φ 2) = δΦ2 + Φ D5 = π

(5.30)

∆T6 = ∆T2 = 0

(5.31)
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The nonlinear parameter ΦD 5 complicates satisfying the condition described in Eq. 5.30, unless this
parameter can be compensated to zero. This can be accomplished when:
 0

δΦ 5 = ( j2π ( ∆f ℑ
)t + j( φ ℑ ) ) – ( j2π ( ∆f ℑ
)( t + T A m p 2 ) + j ( ∠S241 + φAmp2 + φℑ
)) = 
A m p2
A m p2
Amp1
Amp1

 π

(5.32)
(5.33)

ℑ Amp2
β = ----------------------------------------------------≤1
S2 41 GAmp2 ℑ Amp1

(5.34)

These conditions reveal that the main amplifier’s spurious signal, amplified by the auxiliary amplifier and
the spurious signal generated by the auxiliary amplifier be either
1.
or
2.

in phase (Eq. 5.32), so that the first loop is operating in its deterioration zone, Eq. 5.18,
out of phase (Eq. 5.33), so that the first loop is operating in its improvement zone, Eq. 5.19.

The nonlinear characteristics of mAmp1 and mAmp2 complicate the realization of Eq. 5.34. An appropriate
compensation for these nonlinearities can be achieved when both possess the same nonlinear character.
This can be achieved when both amplifiers operate under the same condition, class, gain, temperature, etc.
The best result can be achieved by application of a parallel hybrid configuration. Because of the parallel
configuration, all cells have the same nonlinear characteristics. This facilitates the use of two different
scale factors for the main and auxiliary amplifiers.
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The second feedforward loop with pre-correction.
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5.1.3

Discussion

Eq. 5.12 and Eq. 5.13 as well as Eq. 5.27 and Eq. 5.28 express the general behavior of the feedforward
error control system in a compact way. These equations indicate that the feedforward error control’s
response is composed of:
•
A linear response as a function of the main amplifier’s linear response and a correction factor MD2.
•
A combined nonlinear response of the main and auxiliary amplifier accompanied by:
•
suppression and correction factors MD3 and M D 4 (without pre-correction, Eq. 5.13),
•
suppression factor MD 6 (with pre-correction, Eq. 5.28).
Suppression factor MD6 can be considered to be a special description of the product MD3 and MD4. with the
assumption that M D6 ≤ MD3 MD4. This demonstrates that feedforward error control with pre-correction has
better overall spurious signal cancellation than feedforward without pre-correction. The above relation
emphasizes the role of the operating region of the feedforward error control on the overall signal to
spurious performance1 .

5.1.4

Overall Signal To Distortion Ratio

The primary objective of feedforward error control is suppressing the spurious signal generated by the
nonlinear behavior of main and auxiliary amplifiers. This aim can be achieved by properly choosing the
linear ratio between the lower and upper paths in the second loop. However, both the overall distortion and
the output voltage level of the feedforward error control can be affected by the auxiliary amplifier spurious
signal or by the operating region of the first loop.
For these reasons, it is preferable to characterize the feedforward error control behavior as a ratio of the
signal-distortion ratio before and after implementation of the feedforward error control as:
V in GAmp1
χ Amp 1 = -----------------------------ℑA m p 1

χo v e r a l l






= 






(5.35)

V in S1 21 GAmp 1 M D2
S121 MD 2 
-------------------------------------------------------= χ A m p1 ⋅ ------------------------
ℑA m p 1 MD 3 M D4
MD 3 M D4 

without pre-corretion

(5.36)

V in S1 21 GAmp 1 M D2
S121 MD 2 
-------------------------------------------------------= χ A m p1 ⋅ ------------------------
ℑ A m p1 M D6
MD6 

with pre-correction

(5.37)

1. A hardware realization of this method has been released independently of this theoretical work by G. Gajadharsing, Philips Discrete Semiconductors, O.
Bosma and P. van Westen, Master Audio Products [120].
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5.1.5

Inherent Limitations In Feedforward Error Control

The previous sections present an accurate and detailed clarification of the feedforward error control
technique. An appropriate linear ratio between the upper and lower paths in the second loop facilitates the
suppression of the distortion signal generated by the main amplifier. The large dynamic range of
contemporary broadband wireless systems (see Sec. 4. 3), in association with the nonlinear character of
semiconductors (see Sec. 6. 5) can, however, emphasize the critical role of first loop on the overall
distortion level.
An inadequate linear ratio between the upper and lower paths in the first loop can lead to an incompatible
error signal. These error terms will be amplified in the second loop which in turn can affect the overall
transfer function (see Fig. 5.6). Summarized:
•
•
•

First loop behavior dominates the overall distortion.
The linear ratio between the upper and lower paths in the first loop is not an arbitrary choice.
The main amplifier should have a monotonically descending characteristic.

Fixed for a given value
of the transfer function

Feedforward
Main amplifier

Fig 5.6:

Left: The error terms generated by the transfer function nonlinear characteristic D2 (see Fig.
5.1).
Middle and right: The magnitude and the phase response of the main amplifier’s transfer function generated by a single tone and CDMA and the overall feedforward transfer function under
CDMA excitation.
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5.1.6

Overall Efficiency

Efficiency is particularly important during the feedforward error control design procedure. As mentioned
in the previous section, implementation of the feedforward method requires an auxiliary amplifier
satisfying certain restrictions. The overall efficiency of feedforward error control is found to be:
P out
2
1
= η A m p1 ( S221 S321 M D2 ) ⋅ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------η o v e r a l l = --------------------------------------------------------( 1 – ςAmp 2 ) η Amp1
P DC_ A m p2 + P D C_ A m p1
1
1 + --------------------------------- ⋅ ---------------------------⋅ --------------2 (1 – ς
Amp 1 ) η Amp2
( S2 M )
41

(5.38)

D1

where:
•
Pout is the average power of the signal at the output of the feedforward stage.
•
PDC_Amp1 and PDC_Amp2 are dissipated DC Power of each amplifier.
•
ςAmp1 and ςAmp1 are the differences between the linear and actual responses to incident signals.
From the above equation one can infer that increasing the overall efficiency requires:
•

Maximizating the following expressions:

Max( S221 ⋅ S321 M D2 )

and

Max ( S2 41 MD 1 )

.

•
Minimizing the values of ςAmp1 and ςAmp1 .
To increase overall efficiency, the first loop has to operate in its improvement region which leads to the
following equation and consequently requires the maximization of the parameter MD1.
2
1
η o v e r a l l ≈ η Amp 1 ( S221 S321 M D1 ) ⋅ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------( 1 – ςAmp2 ) η Amp1
1
1 + ---------------------------------2 ⋅ ---------------------------⋅ --------------( S2 41 MD 1 ) ( 1 – ςAmp1 ) η Amp2

(5.39)

Feedforward Without Pre-correction Option
Combining the condition described in Eq. 5.39 with spurious signal suppression in the second loop, Eq.
5.20, we obtain a general, efficiency optimization algorithm to maximize the following expressions
S1 31 S243 S332 GA m p2
-------------⋅ -------------- ⋅ -------------- ⋅ ------------------S1 21 S221 S321 GA m p1
S1 21 S2 21 S3 21


≥1 
 without pre-correction

≥1 

(5.40)

Feedforward With Pre-correction Option
Appropriate use of feedforward error control combined with pre-correction implies that the main and
auxiliary amplifiers share the same nonlinearity. This can be achieved when both amplifiers are operating
under the same conditions, classes, gain, temperature, etc. Reformulating Eq. 5.39 with respect to these
condition leads to:
2
1
η o v e r a l l ≈ η Amp 1 ( S221 S321 M D1 ) ⋅ -----------------------------------------1
1 + ---------------------------------2
( S2 41 MD 1 )

(5.41)
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Combining this condition with spurious signal suppression in the second loop, Eq. 5.20, leads to the following expression:
S131 S243 S332 GA m p2
-------------⋅ -------------- ⋅ -------------- ⋅ ------------------- ⋅ MD 5
S121 S221 S321 GA m p1

S131 S2 43 S3 32
≈ -------------⋅ -------------- ⋅ -------------- ⋅ M D5 ≥ 1
S121 S2 21 S3 21

≥1

(5.42)

Furthermore, proper use of the pre-correction option requires that:
ℑAmp 2
ℑ Amp2
ℑAmp 2
1
β = ----------------------------------------------------= ---------------------------------⋅ ------------------≤ 1 ⇒ S241 GA m p2 ≥ ------------------≥1
S241 GAmp 2 ℑ Amp1
S2 41 GAmp 2 ℑ Amp1
ℑAmp 1

(5.43)

Substituting the conditions described in Eq. 5.29 in Eq. 5.43 leads to:
S221 S3 21
-------------⋅ -------------- > 1
S332 MD 5

(5.44)

Combining these conditions with spurious signal suppression in the second loop, Eq. 5.20, leads to a
general efficiency optimization algorithm to maximize the following expressions:
S1 31 S243 S332
-------------⋅ -------------- ⋅ -------------- ⋅ MD 5
S1 21 S221 S321
S121 S221 S321
S2 21 S321
-------------⋅ -------------S3 32 M D5


≥1 


≥ 1  with pre-correction


≥1 


(5.45)

Discussion
Realization of the conditions described in Eq. 5.40 and Eq. 5.45 requires higher voltage gain for the lower
path compared to the upper path. This condition can be met by increasing the voltage gain of the auxiliary
amplifier when feedforward error control without pre-correction is employed. However, in the case of a
feedforward error control system with pre-correction the same linear and nonlinear characteristics for the
main and auxiliary amplifiers are required so that satisfying the above condition complicates the design
procedure and may decrease the overall efficiency.
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5. 2

Pre-Correction

The non-linear behavior of amplifier transfer functions is the primary cause of signal impairment,
deteriorating adjacent channel power rejection and error vector magnitude significantly. To rectify this
non-linearity, one can make use of a second non-linear component with a characteristic inverse to the
amplifier transfer function.
Pre-correction is most frequently implemented in base-band hardware. The generality of the approach is
such that its benefit can, however, be realized at various levels of the design, i.e. at both the IF and RF
level. In fact, this is the underlying principal of translinear circuits introduced in Chapter 7 The functional
principal of type A and B Gilbert cells is constituted around the pre-correction technique.
In mathematical terms, the governing principal of pre-correction can be described as:
g(x)

= g( x ) ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ ϕ g ( x ) )

(5.46)

f( x)

= f ( x ) ⋅ exp (j ⋅ ϕf ( x ) )

(5.47)
(5.48)

y Overall = x ⋅ f (x ) ⋅ g (f (x )x )

where g(x) and f(x) represent response functions of, respectively, the main and the (virtual) pre-correction
unit. Splitting up the main and (virtual) pre-correction unit amplifier transfer functions in terms of AMAM and AM-PM components, Eq. 5.46 and Eq. 5.47, facilitates the reformulation of Eq. 5.48 as:
ϕ g ( f (x )x ) + ϕ f ( x ) = ϕ f ( x 0 )

(5.49)

Goverall

= f ( x ) ⋅ g( f( x)x )

(5.50)

∂ G
∂x overall

= ∂ 〈 f (x ) ⋅ g( f( x )x ) 〉 = 0
∂x

(5.51)

⇒ ln f ( x ) = – ln ( g ( f (x )x ) )

Imposing the flatness requirement on Eq. 5.51 leads to:
ϕg ( x ) + ϕf x = ϕ f x 0

⇒

ϕg ( x ) = 2 ⋅ ϕ f x 0 – ϕf x

(5.52)

∂ G
∂x o v e r a l l

⇒

ln f ( x ) = – ln ( g ( f( x ) ) )

(5.53)

= ∂ 〈 f( x ) ⋅ g ( f ( x ) ) 〉 = 0
∂x
=

These equations indicate that the overall transfer function consists of:
•
•

A non-linear function describing overall AM-AM distortion (Eq. 5.52).
A linear function expressing the overall AM-PM distortion (Eq. 5.53).

Based on Eq. 5.52, the phase component of the pre-correction unit can be easily calculated from the main
amplifier transfer function. Determination of the magnitude component of the pre-distortion, however,
requires the use of a non-linear optimization procedure. The impact of pre-correction on the performance
of the circuit can be studied on an ad hoc basis or as an integral part of the design procedure. Extending the
existing library with special tools facilitates characterization of the magnitude component of the precorrection as a 3-segment piecewise function (see Fig. 5.8).
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Ad hoc pre-correction
The core of the ad hoc procedure is based on a large signal behavioral model of the system which
processes the data derived from measurement or simulation. The complexity of the ADS procedure for
accessing nonlinear simulation data, however, precludes direct large signal modulation using the collected
data.
To surmount this difficulty, our library has been extended with a special tool enabling simulation of large
signal behavior based on an nth order polynomial. The coefficients can be found through use of an external
program such as Maple (see Fig. 5.7). Using this tool, one can determine the requirements that the precorrector must satisfy and study the overall transfer function as depicted in Fig. 5.8.
An integral pre-correction procedure
The inability to dynamically modify the design concomitantly with the pre-corrector unit, is a major
shortcoming of the ad hoc procedure. An integral design flow enabling the RF designer to introduce the
reciprocal relationship between the main amplifier and the pre-corrector has been devised as shown in Fig.
5.9.

Fig 5.7:

The measured and the fitted polynomials, using the external program Maple.

With pre-corrector

Without pre-corrector

Fig 5.8:

With pre-corrector

Without pre-corrector

Left: Transfer function of the pre-corrector.
Middle: Transfer function magnitude for an experimental amplifier with and without pre-correction.
Right: Transfer function phase for an experimental amplifier with and without pre-correction.
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5.2.1

Pre-Correction And RF-system Simulator

Combining the RF-system simulator ( Sec. 3. 2), with the pre-correction elements, provides the
contemporary RF designer with a powerful instrument for studying the impact of the pre-correction
technique on system constraints such as ACPR, EVM and efficiency. Employing the integral approach,
helps the designer to evaluate the impact of the applied modification (see Fig. 5.10) in relation to an
assessment of the individual system constraints such as ACPR, as well as the product concept (see Sec. 3.
3). In addition, the generated pre-corrector data is available for feeding an arbitrary wave generator,
emulating the impact of the pre-correction on the realized circuits.
The RF-system combination

Pre-correctors unit

Fig 5.9:

The schematic of the integral pre-correction procedure in conjugation with the RF-system simulator.

Fig 5.10:

ACPR, EVM and the product concept calculated with and without pre-correction.
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5. 3

Conclusions

Feedforward error control is a linearization method which cancels the spurious signal generated by the
main amplifier. Feedforward compares the input signal (delayed by a time equal to the amplifier group
delay) with the signal, at the amplifier output. The suppression of distortion takes place in two steps,
through two loops. The first loop provides an error signal, which is then put to use in the second loop to
suppress the distortion and noise of the main amplifier.
The general description of feedforward error control introduced in this chapter identifies three operating
regions, neutral, improvement and deterioration. This new approach enhances feedforward error control by
using the auxiliary amplifier to increased the overall voltage gain and output power level. This improves
the overall signal to spurious signal ratio and power added efficiency with respect to the conventional
approach.
Employing this new approach facilitates the use of pre-correction, which in its turn facilitates employing a
nonlinear auxiliary power amplifier, enhancing the dynamic range of the overall operating region of the
feedforward error control.
The overall efficiency is directly proportional to the auxiliary and main amplifier's efficiency and inversely
proportional to the main amplifier's signal to spurious ratio. Increasing the overall efficiency demands a
higher voltage gain of the lower path. Increasing the voltage gain of the lower path can be achieved by
increasing the voltage gain of the auxiliary amplifier. Additional demands on the auxiliary amplifier
nonlinear characteristic when small signal pre-correction is employed complicates the design procedure.
Although gain, delay and phase mismatches are relevant to both steps, the operating zone in the first loop,
neutral (conventional), deterioration and improvement, determines the overall efficiency and gain, while
the inaccuracy in the second loop increases the distortion and noise level of the system.
In contrast to feedforward error control, pre-correction attempts to correct the transfer function's nonlinear
characteristic. Basing pre-corrector design on the transfer function rather than the response function,
facilitates full compensation of AM-PM distortion. The results presented indicate that employing the large
signal pre-correction technique can enhance implemented system performance close to the theoretical
upper limit.
Full implementation of large signal pre-correction can only be realized by employing digital signal
processing. The limited frequency bandwidth of contemporary DSPs, however, limits the computation rate
and forms a bottleneck for the implementation of this technique in very large bandwidth communication
systems.
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Chapter 6
Systematic Large Signal Simulation Of Hybrid
Power Amplifiers Excited By 2G and 3G Signals
Load-pull data has been the mainstay of RF and (especially) microwave PA design for many years. It
provides the designer, in a straightforward manner, with a simple target area on the Smith chart on which
to base matching network design; it essentially converts an intractable nonlinear problem into one that can
be attacked and solved using linear techniques and even linear simulators [50].
The introduction of second generation mobile communication systems has, however, heightened demands
on cost, efficiency and system performance, so that the inherent limitations attendant to traditional RF
design procedures have become manifest. Concomitantly, complex digital communications signals with
relatively large bandwidth and crest factor have rendered inadequate traditional design methods based on
small/large signal S-parameters, particularly for transmitter power amplifiers.
At the circuit level, time domain analysis using Spice like programs is in wide spread use among analog
designers. RF and microwave designers, however, often use frequency domain analysis based on harmonic
balance techniques. Due to the relatively large bandwidth of CDMA signals and the nonlinear behavior of
RF circuits, an accurate result using transient harmonic balance simulation requires excessive computation
time and arithmetic capacity. In 1996, HP-EEsof introduced their Circuit Envelope Simulator combining
features of time and frequency analysis, offering a complete analysis of complex signals (see [7]).
Briefly, Circuit Envelope permits the input waveform to be represented as a series of RF carriers with
modulation “envelopes” that are described in the time domain. More specifically, each node voltage is
represented by a discrete spectrum with time varying, Fourier coefficients. This means that the amplitude
and phase at each spectral frequency can vary with time, so the signal representing the harmonic is no
longer limited to a constant coefficient as it is with harmonic balance.
The specific complexity of 2G and 3G based applications suggests the use of the Circuit Envelope
Simulator in combination with a relatively long data stream. This is accompanied by excessive simulation
time and convergency problems, which form a bottleneck for the design procedure. The above constraints
have altered and complicated the design paradigm intensifying the need for an alternative approach to the
design and verification procedure.
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Furthermore, the large dynamic range of the CDMA power envelope spectrum, expressed in the crest
factor, serves to make simulated harmonic load and source tuning attractive for assessing system
performance. The increasing use of balanced circuits in broadband wireless applications highlights the
need for a proper simulation technique to study the impact of differential as well as common load and
source tuning on the system performance. The input and output immittances seen by the individual gain
blocks must be chosen to satisfy the real time function condition. We demonstrate through simulation that
results using improperly chosen immittances may lead to incorrect interpretation of large signal behavior
of the semiconductor devices.
Building on basic microwave principals, we introduce an alternative large signal simulation technique
based on the vectorial determination of the voltage and current in any branch of a designed circuit. This
information facilitates carrying out system performance assessment based on an alternative large signal
behavioral modeling algorithm. Results obtained using this new method as well as the circuit envelope
simulator differ only in the simulation time required. By directly linking the method proposed and a
commercial Harmonic Balance simulator, the designer is provided with a unique simulation platform,
facilitating synthesis and analysis of CDMA and EDGE applications.

Introduction

6. 1

The relatively slow rate modulated input waveforms can be considered as an individual carrier with a
modulated envelope, represented by S[i] in the time domain (see Eq. 6.2). The response of nonlinear
components can then be described as a sum of the fundamental tone and its harmonics, accompanied by
their related envelopes.
X ( t i ) = A ⋅ S (t t ) ⋅ exp ( 2πf 0 t i )

≡

X ( ti )

X [ i ] = A ⋅ S[ i ] ⋅ exp ( 2π f 0 ∆ti ) , t i = ∆ ti

≡

X[ i]

f = f0
f = f0

= A ⋅ S (t t )

(6.1)

= A ⋅ S [i ]

(6.2)

The envelope of this signal, which can be expressed in voltage or current form, can be written as:





S[i] = 






1
sin (∆ ω n∆ ti )
------------------------------ω ∆ti
sin  ∆
--------------2 
I[ i] + jQ [i ]

Constant value

Single sinusoidal tone

Number of tones
n = ----------------------------------------2

N- sinusoidal tones

a vectorial value

Multi tone

(6.3)

(6.4)
(6.5)

Using these definitions one can express the signal’s envelope power, EP, and root magnitude square, RMS,
as:
S[ i] E P

= S[i]

SR M S = -1N

N–1

∑

S [i ]

2

i= 0

2

= -1N

(6.6)
N–1

∑

2

S[ i]

(6.7)

i=0

Analogous to Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 6.7, one can express the envelope wave voltage, EWV, envelope power, EP,
root magnitude square, RMS, of the modulated signal as :
X [ i ]E W V
X [i ] EP
X RMS

f = f0
f = f0

f = f0

2
= S [ i ] 1-- ⋅ A ⋅ ℜ ( Y[ i ]
2

= X [ i ] EWV
1
= -- ⋅
N

f = f0

(6.8)

)

2

(6.9)

f = f0

N–1

∑ X [ i ]REP

i=0

(6.10)

f = f0
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Transfer Function

6. 2

Applying Eq. 6.4 to a n by m mixed-mode network component enables vectorial characterization of the
transfer function between two nodes of this component as:

G[ i]Transver

function

f = f0



ℜ  YLoad

Xout[ i]EWV
V out
f = f0 

f = f0
f = f0
= ------------------------------------------ = ---------------------- ⋅ ---------------------------------------------------Xin [i ]E W V
V in


f = f0
f = f0
ℜ  YDevice_input

f
=
f
0



(6.11)

Equations Eq. 6.8 to Eq. 6.11 can be used to derive the following expressions :
X o u [t i] EWV
Xout[ i] REP
Xout R M S

= G [i ]Transver

f = f0
f = f0

= G [i ]Transver

f = f0

1
= -- ⋅
N

function

f = f0

⋅ Xin [i ] E W V

N–1

∑ Xout [ i ]REP f = f

i=0

0

1
= -- ⋅
N

function
2
f = f0

f = f0

⋅ Xin [i ] E W V

= G [i ]Transver

(6.12)
f = f0
2

function

f = f0

N–1

∑

G[ i ] Transver

2
function

i=0

f = f0

⋅ Xin [i ] E W V

⋅ Xin [ i ]EWV

(6.13)

2
f = f0
2

(6.14)

f = f0

Eq. 6.12 indicates that the envelope wave voltage response of a time invariant transfer function is the same
for all stimuli. Fig. 6.1 illustrates the operating power gain of the rectified envelope power and the
collector current operating point (DC) of a bipolar device represented by the MEXTRAM transistor model
for single tone and CDMA stimuli.
The RMS response of a network characterized by a time invariant and non-linear transfer function to
stimuli possessing different signal envelopes can be different. From Eq. 6.11 one can infer that the
operating power gain when excited by various stimuli:
•
•

is the same when the transfer function's derivative is zero,
could be different when the transfer function's derivative has a non zero value.

This is consistent with the measured results [124] depicted in Fig. 6.2.

CDMA rectified envelope power
Single tone

CDMA rectified envelope power
Pout [dBm]

Fig 6.1:

Pout [dBm]

Transfer function’s phase

Operating power gain [dB]

Collector’s operating condition

Single tone

CDMA rectified envelope power
Single tone

Pout [dBm]

Single tone and CDMA collector current, operating power gain, transfer function phase vs. Pout.
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6. 3

Crest Factor & Probability Density Function

The generality of the crest factor facilitates various representations such as the probability density function
PDF, and the related inverse cumulative density function CDF. The former enables one to represent the
signal’s envelope as a function of its spectral power density (Fig. 4.20) or spectral wave voltage density.
This representation is useful for distinguishing various types of signals based on the PDF and the
frequency spectrum. Using this transformation one can represent a linear power sweep as a signal’s
envelope for which the crest factor possesses a constant PDF and its frequency spectrum is defined by a
Dirac delta function δ(f-f0 ).
Interpreting the probability density function is very similar to interpreting the spectral power density in the
frequency domain. In fact, the probability density function rearranges the sequence of its input variable
and generates two new variables:
•
ξ[m](|X[i]|), a sequence of original input variable spectra.
•
Ξ(ξ[m]), the density of the above sequence.
The small size of ξ[m] allows for faster computation of the DUT’s response (see Sec. 6. 6). The inability
of the PDF to regenerate the original sequences limits the method to the calculation of the power level.
Combining PDF properties and Eq. 6.13 facilitates the calculation of the rectified envelope power response
of the DUT as follows:
Pout[ m]

6. 4

f = f0

=  G [m ]( ξ[ m] )

2
f = f0

⋅ ξ[ m] (Xin EWV )

2
f = f0

2
⋅ Ξ( ξ [m ])  ⋅ ℜ (Yout

f = f0

)

(6.15)

ACPR And EVM

As mentioned in the previous section, the inherently large fluctuation in the power-rectified envelope
distinguishes CDMA signals from traditional FM signals such as GSM which possess a constant power
envelope. CDMA and EDGE signals possess a large dynamic range in their signal’s power envelope (see
Fig. 4.20), necessitates constant amplification, independent of input or output power level. Otherwise,
different parts of the signal will be amplified non-uniformly as shown in Eq. 6.12 to Eq. 6.14, impairing
the signal's spectrum.
This impairment can cause spectral regrowth, as well as a shift of the locus of the recovered signal on the
constellation diagram. These can result in the first case in interference to signals allocated in adjacent
channels and in the second to complicating the recovery of the original bit stream, increasing the bit error
rate probability.
To limit the impact of these effects, norms are imposed by various systems:
•
Adjacent Channel Power Rejection, which confines spectral regrowth.
•
Error Vector Magnitude, which restricts signal deformation.
ACPR is defined as the ratio of the power of the spurious signal in a given bandwidth and offset to the
power in the main channel. This relationship can be expressed as:
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∑ ∑ Xout [ i ] E W V f = f

2

⋅ h1 [ i – m ]
0
m i
ACPR = 10 ⋅ log -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
⋅ h2 [ i – m ]
∑ ∑ Xout [ i ] E W V
m

(6.16)

f = f0

i

where h1[i] and h2[i] represent the filter impulse response for the carrier and adjacent spurious signal
respectively. The frequency domain representation of this equation can be formulated as:
ACPR

∑

f 1 ∈ { f m 1 … f m n } Main Channel
f 2 ∈ { f a 1 … f a l} Adjacent Channel

X out ( f )

2

∑

2

Xi n ( f ) ⋅ G( f ) Transfer

2
function

= f2
= f2
= f--------------------------------= f-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2
∑ X out ( f )
∑ Xi n( f ) G( f) Transfer function
f = f1

(6.17)

f = f1

Bit stream recovery is based on vectorial properties expressed in the constellation diagram. Shifts in the
locus of recovered data on the constellation diagram complicate the recovery of the desired bit stream.
Employing Eq. 4.10, the recovered pulse shape data stream can be described as:
ℵo u t[ n] =

∑  ∑ ℵin [ m]h f[ i – m ] ⋅ G[ m ]Transfer function ⋅ hrev [ m – n ]
m

(6.18)

i

where n[i] represents data associated with the constellation diagram, and htx[i] and hrx [i] are, respectively
the lowpass TX-filter and zero-forcing RX-filter (see Sec. 4.2.5).
The impact of the transfer function’s nonlinearity can be studied using the following definitions:
EVMMagnitude =

∑ G ⋅ ℵo u [t i]

2

– ℵin [ i ]

2

(6.19)

i
---------------------------------------------------------------------2

∑ ℵin [ i ]
i

EVMPhase

∑ ∠G ⋅ ℵout[ i] – ∠ ℵi n[ i]
i
= -------------------------------------------------------------------------∑ ∠ ℵin [i ]

(6.20)

i

EVM

∑ G ⋅ ℵo u [t i] – ℵin [ i ]

2

i
= ----------------------------------------------------------------2
∑ ℵin [i ]

(6.21)

i
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Operating Power Gain [dBm]

25

where G is the correlation coefficient or scaling factor, in order to project ℵout onto ℵin . These relations
monitor the impact of the magnitude, the phase and the total transfer function nonlinearity on EVM.

CDMA 4 and 8 MHz

Collector Current [mA]

Single tone
Two tones
CDMA (IS95)

CDMA 4 and 8 MHz

5

15

CDMA (IS95)

-1.8

Fig 6.2:

Single tone
Two tones

Output Power [dBm]

17.8

-1.8

Output Power [dBm]

17.8

The measured operating power gain and the associated collector current as a function of the output power level. The measured operating power gains and collector currents for lower output
powers are relatively invariant to the choice of the signal, which is consistent with the assumption of semi-linear behavior.
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Transfer Function Derivative

6. 5

In the previous section, the substantial role of the transfer function on signal impairment as formulated in
Eq. 6.17 and Eq. 6.18 is noted. These equations accentuate the necessity of constant amplification,
independent of input or output power level. This condition is expressed in Eq. 6.22, where the transfer
function is assumed to satisfy Eq. 6.11.
∂
Devices transfer function ≈ 0
∂output power

(6.22)

To study the impact of the transfer function's derivative on system constraints, we have extended our
simulation library with a special tool to enable arbitrary manipulation of the transfer function. Using this
tool, we have calculated the CDMA signal response for various linear transfer functions (see Fig. 6.3). To
isolate the impact of transfer function non-linearity such as TOI, the results of Fig. 6.3 are simulated in
base-band (without harmonics).
Furthermore, extending our MDS/ADS library with a special algorithm based on fourth order LaGrange
inter/extrapolation enables us to monitor the derivative of the transfer function. The results, depicted in
Fig. 6.4, underline the direct relation between the ACPR results obtained and Eq. 6.22. Using this technique, one can quickly select potential amplifier configurations using conventional Harmonic Balance
simulation. Based on Eq. 6.12, Eq. 6.17 and Eq. 6.18 in conjunction with the results presented here, one
can infer that the ACPR is primarily limited by the magnitude of the transfer function non-linear behavior
better known as AM-AM distortion.
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Fig 6.3:

The schematic used to study the large signal behavior in the frequency as well as the time
domain.
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6. 6

System Assessment Based On Large Signal Behavioral Modeling

To simulate DUT response when excited by a given data stream, the Circuit Envelope Simulator calculates
the system’s transfer function for all input waveform streams. Proper assessment of system performance
requires a substantial input data stream accompanied by a sufficient number of harmonics. Due to the
complexity of the method, the evaluation of system performance assessment requires excessive simulation
time and almost invariably suffers convergency problems.
Eq. 6.12, however, emphasizes that the system transfer function is independent of stimuli. Once this
vectorial function is properly determined, it can be used to predict the response of the system excited by
various types of stimuli. To describe the transfer function as well as input reflection coefficient one can use
various polynomials or LaGrange interpolation. LaGrange interpolation enables the direct use of simulated
or measured data, avoiding a fitting and optimization procedure. The transfer function can be directly
extracted from the single tone harmonic balance simulation while the input reflection coefficient data can
be obtained using the measurement set-up and associated computation.

Γ

With the help of our GSM EDGE source module and the advanced compact transistor model MEXTRAM,
we have investigated the predictive capability of this method. Fig. 6.5 illustrates the device transfer
function when using single tone excitation harmonic balance simulation, the Circuit Envelope Simulator
and the La Grange interpolation method. The results depicted in Table 6.1 illustrate the excellent accuracy
of the proposed method in predicting spectral regrowth. This is a direct consequence of the theoretical
assumptions described in Eq. 6.12.
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Fig 6.4:

The locus of the load reflection coefficient at the fundamental frequency and its impact on the
transfer function (Eq. 6.11) and the related ACPR.
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Vout [V]

HB Single tone, 7 harmonics in use

Vout [V]

Envelope Simulator, 7 harmonics in use
Envelope Simulator, 3 harmonics in use

Envelope Simulator, 7 harmonics in use
Envelope Simulator, 3 harmonics in use

Time [mSec.]

Vin [V]

Fig 6.5:

Left: Device Transfer function obtained using single tone Harmonic Balance Simulator (7 harmonics), Envelope Simulator (3 and 7 harmonics).
Right: The Output voltage obtained using Envelope Simulator (3 and 7 harmonics).
Simulation results emphasize the mutual relation between the number of harmonics in use and
accuracy of the obtained results.

Vout [V]

Envelope Simulator, 7 harmonics in use
AM-AM & AM-PM method

Time [mSec.]

Fig 6.6:

The device output voltage o0btained by AM-AM and AM-PM distortion method based on
LaGrange interpolation technique and Circuit Envelope Simulator.
Excited by GSM EDGE signal
Circuit Envelope
Simulator

Large signal behavior
modeling

Output power level
[dBm]

28.841

28.840

ACPR_Upper [dB]

60.174

60.136

ACPR_Lower [dB]

59.929

59.904

EVM_mag [%]

1.815

1.813

EVM_phase [%]

0.903

0.902

EVM [%]

2.516

2.515

Table 6.1 Circuit Envelope Simulator and large signal modeling results.
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Linking the method to a Harmonic Balance Simulator (e.g ADS) provides the designer with the system and
circuit CAD tools required. The total required simulation time is primarily determined by the Harmonic
Balance Simulator. This unique CAD environment enables the designer to draw constant gain, efficiency,
ACPR and EVM contours for a given output power level. The optimization tools available in ADS, which,
in the past, were too slow when using the Circuit Envelope Simulator, can now be employed successfully.
Fig. 3.5 compares the simulation time required using the method introduced here with the circuit envelope
simulations. Furthermore, employing this method allows one to avoid elimination or manipulation of the
vectorial components of the transfer function, e.g. phase, magnitude, etc. Distinguishing the impact of the
AM-AM or AM-PM behavior of nonlinear circuits on the ACPR or EVM (Table 6.2) is greatly facilitated.
The very nature of semiconductor device transfer functions, in combination with diversity in the
probability density function (PDF) for different wireless broadband stimuli, complicates the calculation of
the specific input power level which corresponds to a given output power level. Invariably, an iterative
procedure is required. By taking advantage of the accumulative property of the average power level in the
time domain and using the probability density function, one can simplify the iterative process for particular
optimization goals and the generation of constant contours.

Excited by GSM EDGE signal

Excited by IS95 signal

AM-AM & AM-PM
distortion information

Only AM-AM distortion
information

AM-AM & AM-PM
distortion information

Only AM-AM
distortion information

Output power level
[dBm]

8.976

8.976

8.962

8.966

ACPR_Upper [dB]

64.672

67.483

47.569

49.55

ACPR_Lower [dB]

64.033

67.366

48.56

51.01

EVM_mag [%]

1.51

1.45

EVM_phase [%]

1.217

.386

EVM [%]

2.587

1.707

Table 6.2 Quantification of AM-PM distortion impact on system specifications.
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System Performance Estimation In The Time Domain
The performance assessment of a CDMA design usually takes place in the frequency domain as in Eq.
6.17. Unfortunately, accurate reconstruction of the spectral power density requires a substantial quantity of
input data, and, therefore, excessive simulation time. By employing the accumulative property of the
average power level and adjacent power rejection, prediction of system performance in the time domain
can be facilitated. These features enable relative system performance evaluation based on a reduced set of
the original input data stream.
Commensurability is preserved when the same stimuli are employed during simulation. In the results
depicted in Fig. 6.7, the convergence rate of this approach with respect to the conventional one is
considered. This is suitable for use with optimization procedures in combination with system assessment
using large signal behavior modeling based on the Lagrange interpolation technique.
Estimation of DUT system performance in the time domain can be carried out in conjunction with the
Circuit Envelope Simulator, Fig. 6.3. Extending our library with a custom tool enables one to calculate the
average power level associated with each circuit's branch current or node voltage. Preceding these
functional blocks with a properly characterized band pass filter enables us to calculate the average power
level in the main as well as the upper and lower adjacent channels.
Calculation Of The Power Level Using The Pdf Stimuli’s Representation
The nonlinear characteristic of the transfer function of semiconductor devices complicates prediction of
the DUT input power level required to realize a given output power level. An iterative process is used to
solve for the input power level.
In order to decrease the iteration time, one can use the PDF representation of the input signal, making use
of Eq. 6.15. The small size and the monotone character of x[m] decrease significantly the time that the
Lagrange interpolation procedure needs to calculate the associated transfer function sequence. The original
input data stream sequences cannot be recovered from the probability density function representation. This
forms a bottleneck in determining the ACPR, Eq. 6.17, and the EVM, Eq. 6.18. In order to solve for these
quantities one must first determine the DUT’s transfer function sequence corresponding to the input power
level found above.

Fig 6.7:

Right: Simulated output power level and the related ACPR response in the time domain.
Results indicate that the simulation converges in the vicinity of point A.
Middle: The spectral power density calculated at the point A. An insufficient number of simulated points invalidates the calculated output power level and the related ACPR response.
Left: Employing the same data stream enables evaluation of circuit modifications reducing
significantly the simulation time required.
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Quantification of the impact of AM-PM distortion
The simulation results presented in Sec. 4. 4 are indicative of the impact of the transfer function's
magnitude and phase on measures of system performance, e.g. ACPR, EVM and efficiency. The
complexity of this interplay prevents the quantification of the individual contribution of the transfer
function's magnitude or phase to system response. This deficiency hinders the designer in pinpointing
source of error, forming a bottleneck to component synthesis and analysis.
Large signal modeling, as introduced above, enables the elimination of phase information associated with
the transfer function. The processed output data stream using the modified transfer function lacks AM-PM
information. In this case, the ACPR and EVM as calculated, represent only the transfer function's
magnitude. In Table 6.3, the impact of AM-PM distortion on data generated using the modified and
unmodified transfer function is compared.

6. 7

Mixed Mode N-port Scattering Matrices

Theoretically, it is possible to characterize each node of a n-port network component with respect to the
other nodes (see Fig. 6.8). In this way one establishes a signal which is no longer referenced to ground. In
other words, the nodes are taken to be floating. Choosing any two of the n nodes, one can be assigned to be
the positive input and the other can be assigned to be the negative input of a terminal pair or floating port.
From this point of view, one can distinguish two possibilities: differential and common mode.
•
Differential mode is defined as the difference between voltages on two terminal's nodes. When a
floating port is operating in the differential mode, one would expect equal current magnitudes to enter
the positive input terminal and to leave the negative input terminal. Hereby one can define the
differential current as one half the difference between the entering currents.
•
Common mode is defined as the average voltage between two terminal's node. The common mode
current at a port is simply the total current flowing into the port. When a floating port is operating in
common mode, one can except that the terminal's nodes are excited with equal voltage.










i1

= – i2

v1

= – v2

v diff = v 1 – v2
i diff = 1-- ( i 1 – i 2)
2











i1

= i2

v1

= v2

vcomm = 1-- ( v 1 + v 2 )
2
icomm = i 1 + i 2

(6.23)

Reformulating port conditions in terms of differential and common mode operation as in Eq. 6.23
facilitates the transformation of the balanced n-port into a floating mixed mode n-port. Assuming the
equivalency of the even and odd-mode propagation waves characteristic impedance, one can express the
characteristic impedances of deferential and common mode as:
Zo d d = Ze v e n = Z0
Zd

= 2Z0

Zc

= Z0 ⁄ 2

(6.24)
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Analogous to the definition of normalized nodal power waves consider:
1 (v + iR )
a i = ------------i
0
2 R0

(6.25)

1 ( v – iR )
b i = ------------i
0
2 R0

(6.26)

where ai, bi and R0 represent respectively the normalized forward and reverse propagating nodal waves
and the normalized characteristic impedances.
One can express the differential and common normalized power waves as follows:
1
1 ( v + i ⋅ 2Z )
a d = ----------------------( vd + id ⋅ ℜ ( Zd ) ) = ---------------d
d
0
2 ℜ ( Zd )
2 2Z0
1
1
b d = ----------------------- ( vd –i d ⋅ ℜ ( Zd )) = ---------------- ( v d –i d ⋅ 2Z0 )
2 ℜ ( Zd )
2 2Z0
1
1
a c = ----------------------( v c + ic ⋅ ℜ ( Zc )) = -------------------( v c + i c ⋅ Z0 ⁄ 2 )
2 ℜ ( Zc )
2 Z0 ⁄ 2
1
b c = ----------------------( v c –i c ⋅ ℜ ( Zc ))
2 ℜ ( Zc )

(6.27)

1
= -------------------( v c – i c ⋅ Z0 ⁄ 2)
2 Z0 ⁄ 2

By combining Eq. 6.23and Eq. 6.27one can derive the following equations:
ad = ---1---- ( a1 – a2 ) a c =
2
bd = ---1---- ( b1 – b2 )
bc =
2

1
------- ( a1 + a2 )
2

⇔

a1 = ---1---- ( ac + a d )
2

1 (a – a )
a2 = ------c
d
2

1
------- ( b1 + b2 )
2

⇔

b1 = ---1---- ( bc + b d )
2

1 (b – b )
b2 = ------c
d
2

(6.28)
(6.29)

Using these equations we can redefine the differential and common mode reflection coefficients as:
Γ diff

vd
1 ( v –i ⋅ 2Z )
-------------------- – 2Z0
d d
0
b
2 2Z0
id
Zd – 2Z0
1 + Γd i f f
= -----d = --------------------------------------------------= --------------------= --------------------⇔ Zd = 2Z 0 ⋅ -------------------a d ---------------1 ( v + i ⋅ 2Z ) v d
Zd + 2Z0
1 – Γdiff
----- + 2Z0
d
d
0
2 2Z 0
id

(6.30)

Γc o m m o n

1
-------------------( v c – i c ⋅ Z0 ⁄ 2) v----c – Z ⁄ 2
0
b
2 Z0 ⁄ 2
ic
Zc – Z0 ⁄ 2
1 + Γcommon
= -----c = ---------------------------------------------------------= -----------------------= -----------------------⇒ Zc = Z0 ⁄ 2 ⋅ -----------------------------a c -------------------1
v
Z
+
Z
⁄
2
1 – Γc o m m o n
c
0
( v c + i c ⋅ Z0 ⁄ 2 ) ----c + Z ⁄ 2
0
2 Z0 ⁄ 2
ic

(6.31)

Eq. 6.28 and Eq. 6.29 represent important relationships on the basis of which mixed mode n-port scattering
parameters can be expressed using the convention described in Appendix B.
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Fig 6.8:

N-port

A floating port.
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6.7.1

Basic Microwave Concepts

In order to characterize the transfer function of a mixed mode two-port, a number of definitions are
introduced, including the available gain, GA, the operating power gain, GP , and the transducer gain, GT
(see Fig. 6.9). These quantities can be formulated as follows:

P a v n Power available from the network

 GA = ----------- = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pa v s
Power available from the source


2
2

( 1 – Γs ) S 21
 G = -------------------------------------------------------------= G[ i ]Transver function
 A
1 – S11 ⋅ Γ s 2 (1 – Γ o u t 2 )


P L Power deliverd to the load

= ---------------------------------------------------------------- GP = ------P in Power input to the network


2
2

S21 (1 – Γ l )
 GP = ----------------------------------------------------------2
2

( 1 – Γi n ) 1 – S22 ⋅ Γ l


Available power gain

2

Operatong power gain

(6.33)


PA
Power deliverd to the load
 G = ---------= GTin = GTout = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- T Pa v s
Power available from the source


( 1 – Γ s 2 ) S21 2 ( 1 – Γ l 2 )
 G = --------------------------------------------------------------- Tin
2
2
1 – Γ in ⋅ Γs 1 – S 22 ⋅ Γ l


2
2
2

(1 – Γ s ) S 21 ( 1 – Γ l )
 GTout = ------------------------------------------------------------------2
2

1 – S11 ⋅ Γ s 1 – Γ o u t ⋅ Γ l


Γs

Transducer gain

(6.34)
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Fig 6.9:

Illustration of transducer, available and operating power gain.
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Employing the mismatch gain definition, the following relation between the transducer gain, operating
power gain and available gain can be derived in a straight forward manner (see Fig. 6.9 ),


2
2

Pa v n
P L P avn
( 1 – Γ s ) S21
 GA = ----------= -------------------- = GT o u t ⋅ K o u t ⇒ -------------------------------------------------------------2
2
P a v s Pa v s P L

1 – S 11 ⋅ Γ s ( 1 – Γout )


2

1 – Γo u t ⋅ Γl
 Kout = GMismatch_Gain( Γ out , Γ s ) = -----------------------------------------------------2
2

( 1 – Γ out ) (1 – Γ l )



2
2

P
PA P avs
S21 ( 1 – Γ l )
 GP = -------L = ------------------- = GTin ⋅ Ki n ⇒ ----------------------------------------------------------2
2
Pi n Pa v s P in

( 1 – Γ in ) 1 – S 22 ⋅ Γ l


2
1 – Γ in ⋅ Γ s

 Ki n = GMismatch_Gain ( Γi n, Γ s ) = ---------------------------------------------------2
2

( 1 – Γ s ) ( 1 – Γ in )


(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

(6.38)

From Eq. 6.37 one can infer that:
•
the operating power gain is equivalent to the transfer function of Eq. 6.11,
•
the operating power gain is a function of the load and device input immittances.
The latter implies that source fundamental tone mismatching in contrast to mismatch gain, Eq. 6.38, does
not influence the operating power, which is consistent with measurement results (see Fig. 6.11).

6.7.2

Harmonic Source & Load Tuning For Mixed Mode N-port Components

In order to predict the large signal response of a given mixed mode n-port composed of linear and nonlinear components, calculations must be carried out for differential as well as common mode operation at
the fundamental tone and related harmonics. Furthermore, the number of harmonics employed has a direct
bearing on the correctness and accuracy of the calculations. Simulation results indicate that at least three
harmonics are required to insure the consistency of the results obtained using the Harmonic Balance
simulator. Increasing the number of harmonics used improves the accuracy of the simulated results, with
an accompanying increase in the associated simulation time. Application of five harmonics is an
appropriate compromise between the ultimate accuracy required and the total simulation time.
Since the large signal behavior of semiconductor devices is dictated by their input-output terminations,
performance assessment of these devices implies the use of source and load harmonic tuning [110], [109],
[107]. A mixed mode n-port component can possess floating as well as non-floating ports.
Characterization of mixed mode n-ports is complicated by the fact that the floating ports operate in both
differential and common modes. To deal with this duality, the floating port must be excited and sensed in
both modes. This may be achieved using a 180-degree hybrid, Eq. B.21, in combination with specially
implemented one-port components which are symbolic of the automated (harmonic) tuners. The special
property of the ideal 180-degree hybrid, transforms the reflection coefficient of mixed mode differential
and common modes to non-floating ports (Eq. B.22 and Eq. B.23).
We have used the simulation schematic of Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.13 for mixed mode source and load harmonic
tuning in a manner analogous to the measurement technique employed in [124]. Vectorial determination of
the device's input/output voltage and current in the frequency domain is fundamental to the technique.
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Vectorial characterization of the device input immittance enables:
•
•
•

Characterization of the operating power gain.
Determination of the conjugate match for the source immittance (fundamental tone).
Monitoring of the input mismatch behavior as a function of output power.

Furthermore, characterization of the transfer function's derivative (Eq. 6.22) as a function of the harmonic
load and source immittances simplifies evaluating the transfer function flatness (see Sec. 6. 5 and Fig.
6.4). Using this information, one can pre-assess the circuit’s ACPR response, helping to form a reduced set
of potential topologies.
In contrast to standard linear scattering parameter simulation techniques, conventional Harmonic Balance
[66] as well as the Circuit Envelope simulator employ both the negative as well as the positive part of the
frequency spectrum. The implemented load and source immittances must meet the real time function
criterion [65]. Simulation using improperly implemented harmonic source and load terminations can lead
to:
•
An operating power gain function, which is dependent on the source tuning. As was shown in [124],
the performance of the operating power gain is not affected by adjusting the source's fundamental
tone termination (see Fig. 6.10).
•
Incorrect determination of the TOI or ACPR (see Fig. 6.10).
Results based on improper harmonic load and source immittances are, therefore, highly disputable. This
information simplifies monitoring some of the device large signal behavior, e.g. the device transfer
function, Eq. 6.11, TOI and ACPR.

Incorrect

Correct
TOI

Transfer function
magnitude [dB]

Correct

Incorrect
Pout [dBm]

Fig 6.10:

The simulated operating power gain (left) and TOI (right) when using correctly and incorrectly
implemented impedance functions.
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Mixed Mode Harmonic Load And Source Tuning

6. 8

Load and source tuning have been studied for three cases:
•
•
•

Mixed mode load tuning at the fundamental frequency.
Harmonic mixed mode load and source tuning.
Pseudo input mismatching.

6.8.1

Mixed mode load tuning at the fundamental frequency
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Middle: Locus of the source reflection coefficient and the measured input reflection coefficient,
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These results indicate that neither the device input reflection coefficient nor the device operating
power gain are a function of the fundamental tone source immittance.
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Measured and simulated results indicate that load tuning at the fundamental frequency has primary
influence on the output power level, device operating power gain and device input reflection coefficient
(see Fig. 6.11, Fig. 6.4, [124], [125]). The input reflection coefficient adjusts the input mismatch gain,
which in its turn can decrease the output power level (see [124] and Fig. 6.15). This relation forms a
significant indicator of the proper functioning of a multi-stage power amplifier, as implemented in a
handset application where the load reflection coefficient (antenna) is directly influenced by its
environment.
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6.8.2

The Impact Of Mixed Mode Harmonic Source & Load Tuning

Examination of the simulation results reveals that the device harmonic input immittances possess a
negative real part, which implies that the device harmonic input responses act as a generator (very similar
to the device output response). In other words, performance assessment of semiconductor devices under
these conditions can profitably use source and load harmonic tuning techniques, [106], [109].
Fig. 6.12, Fig. 6.16, Fig. 6.14 illustrate the impact of the mixed mode load and source harmonic
termination on the transfer function performance, input mismatch gain, efficiency and ACPR. Simulation
results show that source and load harmonic terminations have a more notable impact on efficiency and
hard saturation output power level than on the device’s system performance such as ACPR and EVM.

Differential mode
harmonic load
tuning component

Differential mode
harmonic source
tuning component
Ideal 180-Hybrid
Ideal 180-Hybrid

Common mode
harmonic source
tuning component

Fig 6.13:

Common mode
harmonic load
tuning component

The schematic used to study the large signal behavior in the frequency as well as the time domain
suitable for mixed mode configurations. This configuration is analogues to the introduced measurement technique introduced in chapter 9.
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Fig 6.14:

2

The locus of the common mode load reflection coefficient at the first harmonic frequency and
its impact on the efficiency.
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Fig 6.15:

Impact of the load reflection coefficient on the device input reflection coefficient.
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Fig 6.16:

The locus of the load reflection coefficient at the second harmonic frequency and its impact on
the transfer function’s gain, phase, input mismatching, efficiency and the associated ACPR.
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6.8.3

Pseudo Input Mismatching

Vectorial determination of the DUT’s input/output current and voltage, enables a sharp distinction to be
made between operating power gain, input mismatching gain and the DUT’s input reflection coefficient.
Using this information, one can construct the transducer power gain as defined in Eq. 6.35, yielding :
(6.39)

10 ⋅ log GT = 10 ⋅ log G P – 10 ⋅ log Ki n

For small levels of input mismatch gain, the operating power gain and transducer gain have almost the
same value (Eq. 6.35, Eq. 6.39 and Fig. 6.17). The level of the output power level alters the DUT input
reflection coefficient, which, in its turn, adjusts the input mismatch gain function. In Fig. 6.17 one can see
that broadband minimization of the input mismatch gain can be achieved when the source immittance
function is terminated with the conjugate value of the DUT input immittance associated with the output
power level's lowest value.
However, termination of the source immittance function with the other conjugate value of the DUT input
immittance results in an input mismatch gain with a local minimum. To take advantage of this property,
one can terminate the source immittance with a conjugate value of the DUT input immittance value
associated with the output power 1dB compression level. This results in an input mismatch gain function
with an overshoot around 1dB output power compression level.
Since the operating power is not influenced by the locus of the source reflection coefficient, the input
mismatch gain can be used to adjust the shape of the transducer gain function improving linearity (see Fig.
6.17 and Table 6.1). This method, which we refer to as pseudo input mismatching, is employed in many
references and can be employed in serial as well as parallel forms. The latter can be realized as the
auxiliary amplifier in the feed forward error control systems or in Dohertty configurations [50].

A

Conjugated Match @point B

B

Conjugated Match @point A

Γdevice input

Conjugated Match @point A

Conjugated Match @point A

Conjugated Match @point B

Fig 6.17:

Conjugated Match @point B

The impact of the pseudo input mismatching on the transfer function’s gain, phase, input mismatching, efficiency.
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Excited by IS95 signal

Excited by GSM EDGE signal
without pseudo
input mismatching
gain

employing pseudo
input
mismatching gain

without pseudo
input
mismatching
gain

employing
pseudo input
mismatching
gain

Output power level
[dBm]

10.071

10.068

10.008

10.016

ACPR_Upper [dB]

50.83

61.373

38.661

45.055

ACPR_Lower [dB]

51.352

60.616

38.100

45.316

EVM_mag [%]

6.377

2.210

EVM_phase [%]

5.406

2.16

EVM [%]

11.383

4.256

Efficiency [%]

25.73

27.707

25.574

27.573

Table 6.3 The impact of the pseudo input mismatching on the ACPR, EVM and efficiency.

6. 9

A Comprehensive Guideline For CDMA / EDGE Simulation

In practice, a given circuit contains several stages which are usually connected using passive two-port
matching networks. The sheer variety of potentially suitable passive network configurations forms a
bottleneck during the design. This overshadows efforts to achieve desired system performance and is an
obstacle to formulating a systematic design procedure.
To systematize and accelerate the design paradigm, one can initially replace these components with time
invariant, reciprocal, loss-less two-ports, defined only at the fundamental work frequency and its
harmonics. Employing Eq. 6.40 to Eq. 6.42
S 22

= S11

S 21 = S12

=

1 – S11

(6.40)
2

(6.41)

∠ S21 = ∠S 12 = 1-- ⋅ ( – π + ( ∠S 11 + ∠S 22 ) )
2

(6.42)

enables the characterization of these conceptional components with only three parameters, namely,
magnitude of S11 , phase S11 and S22 .
Adjusting the phase of S11 and S22 adjusts, respectively, the input and output reflection coefficients. The
magnitude and the phase of S21 and S22 are derived from the above equations, in conformance with
physical limits. Determined characteristics of these components as expressed in the above equations, can
then can be used to design a passive matching network using fast linear simulators.
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In this way the main schematic is reduced to:
•
Nonlinear semiconductor components.
Linear data-set based n-port components characterized only at operating frequencies and harmonics1
and.
•
Conceptional linear inter-stage two-ports based on Eq. 6.40 to Eq. 6.42.
In adopting this abstraction the designer is free to:
•
Concentrate on the non-linear behavior of the design process.
•
Make unimpeded use of the manipulation capability of the design paradigm.
•
Monitor the impact of load, source and inter-stage tuning on the system performance.
•
Determine and evaluate the ideal performance of a DUT early on in the design process.
•

The design of multi-stage amplifiers (cascade or parallel i.e. Dohertty configurations) can be treated as a
serial process. Due to the impact of the last stage on the overall linearity and efficiency, it is preferable to
carry out this procedure from the last output stage as follows:
1.
2.

In keeping with characteristically large CDMA & EDGE GSM power envelope fluctuations as well as
transistor operating conditions, biasing must be chosen 20% to 25% under the maximum fT , fMAX .
Assess the impact of load and source tuning at the fundamental frequency as well as at harmonic frequencies on the system performance using the method introduced in Sec. 6. 6.

The input reflection coefficient data collected in step 2 can be used to define the ideal load for the
preceding stage. The preceding stage can then be connected through a conceptional two-port to this ideal
load. The impact of inter-stage, source tuning as well as pseudo input-mismatching ( Sec. 6. 8) on system
performance can be monitored using the method introduced in Sec. 6. 6. Adjusting the source, load and
inter-stage components, one can improve the system performance. In order to achieve the required gain as
well as satisfy other system demands, one can continue this approach in serial as well as parallel form.
When the cycle is completed, one can experiment with different passive as well as active inter-stage
configurations in order to obtain the required characteristics. Replacing the conceptional inter-stage
components with an actual design configuration and optimizing the parameter values form the last part of
the design cycle.

1. The data required for these sub-networks can be processed by various linear simulators e.g. Momentum, ADS, etc.
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6. 10 Conclusions
Introduction of second and third generation mobile communication systems has heightened demands on
cost, efficiency and system performance, so that the limitations attendant to traditional RF design
procedures have become manifest. Concomitantly, complex digital communications signals with relatively
large bandwidth and crest factor have rendered inadequate traditional design methods based on small/large
signal S-parameters, particularly for transmitter power amplifiers. The excessive simulation time and
convergency problems form a bottleneck in the employment of the circuit envelope simulator.
Furthermore, evaluation of a particular system specification requires, for the most part, additional custom
library components for use in conjunction with the Ptolemy Digital Simulator and the Circuit Envelope
Simulator. The above constraints have altered and complicated the design paradigm intensifying the need
for an alternative approach to the design and verification procedure.
In this chapter we demonstrate an alternative harmonic load and source tuning simulation based on the
vectorial determination of the voltage / current at the input and output of the semiconductor devices. This
method enables a sharp distinction to be made between operating power gain, transducer gain and the input
mismatching gain. Employing the same input data stream at the software and hardware level and
analogous simulation and measurement techniques form a complementary framework for the study and
verification of large signal behavior as well as system performance assessment of semiconductor devices.
A systematic study reveals that:
•
The envelope wave voltage response of a time invariant transfer function is the same for all stimuli.
•
The RMS response of a network characterized by a time invariant and non-linear transfer function
excited by various stimuli is:
•
The same when the transfer function's derivative is zero,
•
Potentially different when the transfer function's derivative has a non zero value.
These results facilitate system performance improvement based on large signal behavior modeling. A
direct link between a harmonic balanced simulator and the LaGrange interpolation method has created an
alternative CAD environment where an appropriate and fast assessment of the system performance
becomes reality.
Due to the nonlinear character of the semiconductor devices transfer function, evaluation of the system
specifications for a given output power level requires an iterative process. Excessive computational time
and convergency problems impede the use of the Circuit Envelope Simulator. Handy use of the probability
density function of the stimulus in conjunction with the CAD environment introduced here facilitates a fast
evaluation of system specifications for a particular output power level.
Furthermore, the systematic study of CDMA based systems reconfirms the primary impact of the linearity
of the transfer function on the ACPR.
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Chapter 7
Translinear Circuits
The design and realization of power amplifiers are of particular importance to mobile communications.
Contradictory constraints and specifications, including the impact of interconnects and packaging, the
need for further miniaturization, lower distortion, lower noise, increased efficiency and higher or variable
output power, complicate the design and realization procedures for power amplifiers. A number of specific
wireless applications exist which make use of a variety of amplifier topologies and biasing conditions.
Knowledge concerning the characteristics and features of amplifier classes is essential to designers and
significantly impacts the design procedure. Based on the relation between stimulus and response of an RF
circuit block, one can generally classify an amplifier’s operation in one of two categories,
•
•

linear: when the output is a scaled replica of the input signal during its entire cycle, (better known as
class A),
nonlinear: when the output signal is not a scaled replica of the input signal during its entire cycle,
(class AB, B, etc.).

Monitoring the DC component of branch currents during the design flow facilitates classification of the
DUT's operating region. Employing a trigonometric Fourier series expansion, it can be shown that the DC
component of a branch current consists of a contribution representing the quiescent bias current as well as
the contribution of the higher order harmonics. When the RF circuit block is operated linearly, the AC
terms are negligible. The role of the higher order harmonics increases during nonlinear operation (Fig.
9.11). Operating region classification is influenced by the biasing point as well as by the input power level,
input/output terminations, etc. The large dynamic range of complex mobile communication signals
complicates the classification of the operating region of semiconductor devices. Simulation as well as
measured results indicate that semiconductor devices excited by CDMA or EDGE signals can operate
simultaneously in both linear and nonlinear regions.
The realization of linearity criteria imposed by second and third generation mobile communication
systems necessitates extension of the linear operating region. This is proving to be an enormous stimulus
to the study of different circuit topologies such as adaptive load matching and translinear circuits. This
chapter is devoted to exploring translinear circuit suitability to wireless applications. Mixed mode load and
source tuning discussed in Sec. 6.7.2 will be used in combination with large signal behavioral modeling
introduced in Sec. 6. 6,.
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Current Mode

7. 1

A most remarkable property of the bipolar junction transistor is that the collector current is a very exact
exponential function of the base-emitter voltage, or, inversely, that the base-emitter voltage is a
logarithmic function of the collector current. This duality can be expressed by:
IC 
= V T ⋅ Ln ----IS 

V BE

⇔

IC = I S ⋅ e

VB E
--------VT

= KT
------q
= nIS 0

VT
IS

Duality

(7.1)

( thermal voltage)

(7.2)
(7.3)

where I s0 and n indicate, respectively, the saturation current and the scaled parameter.
The bipolar transistor can, depending on how it is driven, be modeled as either a voltage controlled current
source or a trans-conductance element, or a current-controlled voltage source or a trans-resistance
element 1. Taking advantage of this convenient duality, overall linear transducer gain can be achieved when
two bipolar transistors are used consecutively in trans-resistance and trans-conductance modes (e.g. mirror
circuit).
Inspired by this duality, B. Gilbert introduced an innovative method for the design of analog electronic
circuits, [103]. Basically this results in the rearrangement of the bipolar transistors in a way such that their
basic-emitter junctions constitute a closed loop (Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law [104]). This concept is
recapitulated in Fig. 7.1. The total voltage in the loop is seen to be equal to zero:

∑ Vn

(7.4)

= 0

n

A combination of Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.4 leads to the following equation:
I

I

C ,c n s ,c c n 
-----------∏ -------------I C ,c c n IC ,c n 
n

U
= exp  -----VT 

(7.5)

+
v8
-

Fig 7.1:

A closed loop.

1. It will be apparent that SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors, HBTs, exhibit the same exponential behavior.
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where cn, ccn and U represent, respectively, clockwise, counter clockwise and the total voltage in the loop.
From this equation one can draw two conclusions:
•
•

The voltage relation in the loop can be replaced by the collector currents (thus the name current
mode).
The general behavior of the loop can be formulated as a linear relation between the input- and output
collector currents (therefore the name translinear circuit).

Inspired by A. Gilbert, we introduce two translinear circuits for CDMA based applications.

T6

T1

U

U1
T2

T3

U2
T2

T3

Concept A
Fig 7.2:

T4

Concept B

Two proposed circuits for CDMA power amplifiers.
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T5

7. 2

Concept A

The circuit topology of concept A is composed of current mirror and common emitter stages (see Fig. 7.2).
The trans-conductance property of the CE stage converts the incident input voltage into a current, which in
its turn is linearly magnified by the current mirror. Using current mode principals, we can derive the
following equations.
(7.6)

I 1 I3
I I3
U
Ln ------------- = Ln -----1-- ----------= -----2 n n
IS1 I S3
V
T
IS 0 1 3

⇒

V be 1 + V be 3 = U

(7.7)

2

I 1 I2
I
U ⇒I =I
Ln ------------- = Ln -----1-- ----------- = -----1
S0
2 n n
IS1 I S2
V
1
2
T
IS 0

⇒

V be 1 + V be 2 = U

⇒

– V be 2 + V b e3 = 0

n 1 n2 ⋅ e

U
--------2V T

(7.8)

I I S3
I n
n
Ln ---2- ------= Ln ---2- -----3 = 0 ⇒ I2 = I3 -----2
I3 I S2
I3 n 2
n3

Combining Eq. 7.7 and Eq. 7.8 leads to the following equation:
U

--------I2 n 2
U ⇒ I = I n n-----1 e 2 V T ≈ I n n-----1 --------U
Ln ---2--3-- ----------=
-----3
S0 3 n
S0 3 n 2V
2
V
T
2
2
T
IS 0 n1 n 3

(7.9)

The large signal performance of this configuration is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.
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Fig 7.3:

The large signal performance of the CDMA concept A power stage. Transistors T3, T2 and T1
have respectively 3*2.4*26 mm2, (3/5)*2.4*26 mm2 and (3/4.3)*2.4*26 mm2 effective emitter
areas.
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7. 3

Concept B

To enhance the performance of the circuit topology described in the previous section, we reconstitute
concept A in a complementary topology shown in Fig. 7.2.
Using current mode principals for the balanced topology, we can derive the following equations:
I1 – I6

= x

⇒

I6 ( I 1 ⁄ I 6 – 1) = 2x

(7.10)

I1 + I6

= Ix

⇒

I6 ( I 1 ⁄ I 6 + 1) = 2I x

(7.11)

I3 – I4

= y

⇒

I4 ( I 3 ⁄ I 4 – 1) = 2y

(7.12)

I2 + I3

= Iy

⇒

I4 ( I 3 ⁄ I 4 + 1) = 2I y

U1 – U 2 = ∆u

⇒

(7.13)
(7.14)

– Vbe 2 + V be 3 – Vbe 4 + V be 5 = 0

V be 1 + Vbe 3 – V b e4 – V be 6 = ∆u

⇒

I3 I 5 I 3 I6
I
I
---- ---- ≈ ---- ---- = 1 ⇒ ---1- = ---3I4 I 2 I 4 I1
I6 I4

(7.16)

∆u
------VT

⇒

I1 I 3
---- ---- = e
I4 I 6

⇒

--------------2
2
 I----1  =  I----3  = e V T ⇒ I----1 = I----3 = e 2V T
I 
I 
I6 I4
6
4

(7.17)

∆u

V be 1 + Vbe 2 – V b e5 – V be 6 = ∆u

(7.15)

∆u

Substituting Eq. 7.10 to Eq. 7.14 in Eq. 7.15 leads to
y ⇒ y = n-----4 x
( I1 ⁄ I6 – 1 ) = ( I 3 ⁄ I 4 – 1 ) ⇒ --x-- = ---I 6 I4
n6

(7.18)

Substituting Eq. 7.18 in Eq. 7.17 leads to
 1 + -y-  2
∆u
------
Iy
V
---------------------2 = e T
 1 – --y-- 

I y

⇒

∆u 
∆u  ≈ I  --------y = Iy tanh  --------y
4V T 
4V T

(7.19)

The large signal performance of this configuration is illustrated in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.4.

Simulated
Measured

Fig 7.4:

Simulated and measured results of a concept B test chip realized for a CDMA application.
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Transistor scaling parameters

7. 4

Eq. 7.9 is illustrative of the fact that the performance of the circuits under discussion is related to transistor
scaling parameters. This relationship, expressed as n3√(n2 /n1 ), indicates that overall efficiency and
tranducer gain improvement can be attained by increasing the ratios n3/n 2 and n3/n1 . The latter is bounded
by the fact that the basic and collector currents required for T3 and T2 must be passed through T1, from
which we can conclude that the ratio n1/n 2 must be greater than one.
Due to the large crest factor of CDMA signals, Fig. 4.20, transistor T3 may be driven into its nonlinear
region, which can lead to bias point drift and increased quiescent base and collector currents. For poorly
chosen values of n3/n 1, T1 is not able to preserve the base current of T3. This leads, in turn, to transistor T3
clipping, deteriorating the overall performance of the circuits.

Realization

7. 5

These conditions indicate that transistors’ scaling ratios cannot be selected arbitrarily and that they are
highly dependent on the process technology chosen. Simulation results for Philips double poly process
indicate that desirable performance can be obtained by setting the ratio n3 /n2 and n3/n1 to 5 and 4.2,
respectively. Fig. 7.4 illustrates the realized circuit in the Philips double poly process.
Simulation results depicted in Fig. 7.4 indicate that concept B violates the specification at 4 dB below the
hard saturation output power level. Performance of concept B is within 1.5 dB of the maximum
theoretically feasible upper-limit.
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The large signal performance of the CDMA concept B power stage. Transistors T3, T2 and T1
have respectively 3*2.4*26 mm 2 , (3/5)*2.4*26 mm2 and (3/4.3)*2.4*26 mm 2effective emitter
areas.
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7. 6

Conclusions

Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.4 demonstrate the enhanced linear characteristic of the circuit concepts
introduced here with respect to the CE and Cascode-Cascade configurations. One can use the third order
intercept point, TOI, as described in Fig. 7.6, as an indicator of the linearity achieved.
TOI cannot, however, properly quantify the large signal behavior since the results obtained are
extrapolated from data calculated for low incident input power levels. As the incident input power is
increased, Kirk and Quasi-Saturation effects gain in importance and shifts in the quiescent collector
current are manifest. The latter complicates the extrapolation and generalization of the results obtained for
linear operation to the nonlinear region.
To get a better, more accurate grip on circuit performance, we prefer to use the input versus output power
levels, which are depicted in Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.4. The simulation results demonstrate the superior
linearity associated with concept B compared to the CE and Cascode-Cascade configurations. The
complementary configuration of concept B significantly improves the linear performance of the circuit and
reduces the impact of bond-wire interconnects. A balance to unbalance output converter must be included
in the implementation of this circuit for use in unbalanced configurations. This complication can, to some
extent, be avoided by using circuit concept A. Unfortunately, the performance of the concept A topology is
explicitly dependent on the collector of T1 illustrated in Fig. 7.3. A combination of bond-wires and
capacitors supply the required collector current. Further, this combination can be easily affected by the
package’s parasitic components.
The performance of concept B is within 1.5 dB of the maximum theoretically feasible upper-limit which
amounts to a margin improvement of 1.5 dB. This is illustrative of the highly linear performance inherent
in the trans-linear circuit concept.
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Chapter 8
Mixed Level Simulation
Recent development in CAD/CAM applications forms an important link between circuit level and device
process technology. Projection of system demands to the circuit level and, more recently, to the device
level is of increasing importance to the designer's daily tasks. There is also a growing awareness of the
efficiency of mixed level simulators in trading-off different circuit topologies for Class A or AB services.
We demonstrate here that extension to system demands regarding the spurious emission power level,
better known as adjacent channel power ratio ACPR, is straightforward.

Measurement
Device Simulator

Fig 8.1:

(left) The MAIDS equivalent circuit where two diodes are added in order to simulate the substrate junction and non ideal base current behavior.
(right) The measured and simulated doping profile.
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Introduction

8. 1

The device simulator MAIDS, which functions in a manner analogous to a compact bipolar transistor
model in Agilent’s Microwave Design System MDS (Fig. 8.1), forms an important link between circuit
level and device design [64]. Its use in combination with our RF system simulator, facilitates the
optimization of device technology for a specific communication system such as IS-95.
In this chapter, this unique combination is used
•
To study collector epilayer (or simply epilayer) engineering for the Philips silicon double poly bipolar
transistor. We consider a transistor with a 2.4*26 mm2 effective emitter area [128] for which a set of
extracted Mextram transistor parameters is available (Fig. 8.1).
•
To compare different tecnology’s system performance e.g. double poly and Silicon-Germanium.

Verification Procedure For Double Poly Technology

8. 2

The following procedure was used to ensure the validity of the initial device parameters entered in
MAIDS:
•
First a description of the double poly transistor was supplied to the simulator.
•
Next, we verified the simulated device doping profile with Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy, SIMS
(Fig. 8.1).
•
The ICE-V CE characteristic, Gummel plot, current gain, scattering parameters and f T curves were also
measured and verified.
•
To assess MAIDS’ ability to predict transistor large signal behavior, we compared the measured and
simulated transducer gain obtained in a 50Ω environment for quiescent currents of 6mA and 4mA
(class A and AB).
The influence of load and source impedance pulling on transistor performance was also studied using
the MAIDS and MEXTRAM transistor models [46], as shown in Fig. 8.2.
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20

8. 3

Epilayer Engineering

Where the device is not properly matched, it is a possibile that adjusting epilayer thickness will reduce the
mismatch error. To exclude this possibility, the impact of epilayer engineering should be studied with the
device properly matched (Fig. 8.3). Use of compact transistor models or large signal S-parameters are
alternative approaches for predicting the effect of the nonlinear behavior of active devices on CDMA
stimuli. The latter method involves determining the transducer power gain of the device as a function of
the output power level.
Due to the voltage drop over the epilayer, the thickness of the epilayer directly determines the device
breakdown voltage and inversely confines the device output voltage sweep boundary, Fig. 8.4. The latter
may shift the 1dB compression gain point that, in its turn, can effect the device ACPR response.
Although epilayer thickness is normally based on collector-emitter breakdown voltage and matching
requirements, simulations show that the device has better ACPR performance for a somewhat thinner
epilayer. Reduction of the epilayer thickness by 0.1 or 0.2 µm will decrease the collector-emitter
breakdown voltage.
In our case, however, the device remained within the operating safety margin for various applications. The
increase in ACPR for increasingly thinner epilayers can be related to a decrease in the influence of
nonlinear high current effects such as Kirk and quasi-saturation.
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Multi-Epi Engineering

8. 4

The performance of a given design is dependent on physical constraints as well as the specific task that
each particular device has to carry out. Circuit performance can be improved by trading off performance
and constraints through the use of individual epilayer thickness optimization for each device employed in
the circuit. Extending the work presented in the previous chapter, the impact of multi epilayer thickness
engineering is studied using circuit topology A.
Simulation results based on the use of the derivative of the operating power gain in association with the
ACPR (see Sec. 6. 5 and Sec. 6. 6), as illustrated in Fig. 8.4, indicate that the performance of the circuit
will be significantly improved when the T1, T2 and T3 epilayer thicknesses are offset -0.2µm, 0.0µm and
-0.2µm with respect to their initial values. This is in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 8.4
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8. 5

System Performance Of Si & SiGe Technology

The variety of available technologies has confronted the designer with the nontrivial task of evaluating and
comparing different technologys’ system performance. The idiosyncrasy of an implanted device profile,
however, complicates this assessment. To surmount this problem, one can make use of a device simulator.
Fig. 8.5 illustrates device profiles for Si and SiGe which diverge only in the base profile. The similarity of
the results obtained, as depicted in Fig. 8.6, emphasizes the impact of :
•
•

Feedback collector and base capacitance on the linear behavior of the bipolar transistors.
The relationship between epi-layer thickness and linearity.

8. 6

Conclusions

Both the simulated and measured results demonstrate the feasibility of optimizing complex system
performance based on collector epilayer engineering.
The method chosen facilitates system performance appraisal for different process technologies. Using this
method, one can study the system performance of a CDMA multi-thickness epilayer application.
The simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of optimizing complex system performance based on
multi epilayer thickness engineering.
The most efficient use of available technology for the realization of analog RF circuit blocks in current and
future communications systems can only be achieved through a thorough understanding of the interplay of
system specifications and device characteristics.
As an extension to the work presented, we recommend using MAIDS for the extraction of sets of compact
transistor model parameters, e.g. MEXTRAM, for different collector epilayer thicknesses.
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Chapter 9
A Novel Load And Source Tuning System For
Balanced And Unbalanced Hybrid Power
Amplifiers
One of the delights of the last few years has been the development of a theoretically sound approach to the
analysis of nonlinear microwave circuits. One straightforward way to characterize a large-signal circuit
such as an amplifier is to graph on a Smith chart the contours of those load impedances that result in
prescribed values of gain and output power. These contours can then be used to select an output load
impedance that represents the best trade-off of gain against output power [110]. The contours are
generated empirically by connecting various loads to the amplifier and by measuring the gain and output
power at each value of load impedance [107] & [110].
Load-pull data have been the mainstay of RF and (especially) microwave PA design for many years. They
give the designer a simple target area on the Smith chart on which to base his strategy for suitable
matching network design. In its simplest form, a load-pull test setup consists of the device under test with
some form of calibrated tuning device on its output. The input will most likely also be tunable, principally
to boost the power gain of the device, with the input match typically being fixed close to a good match at
each frequency. Most commercially available load-pull test setups use some form of computer controlled
tuning device. Such a system will, generally speaking, rely on off-line calibration, whereby the
impedances of many hundreds or thousands of tuner settings are measured with a calibrated network
analyzer. It should be noted that an alternative method is available using active load pull techniques in
which a test signal is presented to the output of the device and tuning effects are simulated by varying the
amplitude and phase of the applied signal [109].
The conventional load pull system has a major theoretical problem as well: the lack of vectorial
determination of the device input reflection coefficient inhibits drawing sharp distinctions between the
operating power gain, the available power gain and the input-mismatch gain [126]. This forms a significant
impediment to the estimation of the accuracy of the measurement data (see Sec. 9. 6).
To satisfy the dynamic nature of the personal communication business, a flexible measurement system is
needed which is able to use externally generated customized signals [126],[128]. In addition, the attendant
demands on cost, efficiency and system constraints and the growing use of balanced circuits in broadband
wireless applications [105] has increased the need for accurate modeling and characterization of the nonlinear behavior of these circuits. The direct relation between the flatness requirement on a power
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amplifier’s transfer function, as embodied in its derivative (see Sec. 6. 5), and the large power fluctuation
in the rectified power envelope of broadband wireless signals expressed in the crest factor complicate the
direct measurement of device input reflection coefficient, power added efficiency, etc. This highlights the
need for complete as well as accurate dynamic characterization of the large signal behavior of
semiconductor devices/circuits including the large signal scattering matrix, operating power gain and
absorbed DC power under multi-tone excitations such as WCDMA, EDGE GSM, etc. This chapter offers a
comprehensive, automatic tuner based solution suitable for balanced and unbalanced devices employed in
broadband wireless communication systems driven, for example, by WCDMA based signals.

Introduction

9. 1

The primary objective of conventional load-pull measurements is the construction of constant output
power contours as a function of output terminations with the input conjugately matched. In conventional
practice, verification is carried out using source pulling in which the device performance is studied for
different input tuner states. The locus of the source tuner states associated with the lowest reflected power
measured at the plane A and the highest transducer power gain measured from planes A to A' yield an
indication of the conjugate source match. Unfortunately:
•
The loss in the input tuner complicates the transformation of the conjugate match condition from
plane A to C (see Fig. 9.1). This association is only valid when the input block P can be considered to
be a loss-less two port (see Appendix C).
•
Power meters are scalar instruments limited to the measurement of magnitude. This complicates the
transformation of the reflection coefficient from plane A to C (see Fig. 9.1).
•
Furthermore, sweeping (increasing) the incident power level changes the operating point (see Fig.
9.5), which in turn alters the DUT input reflection coefficient leading to a deviation from the
condition of conjugate match.
The later implies source pulling for each input source power level which:
•
Increases the required measurement time.
•
Imposes severe demands on the tuner calibration data.
•
Limits the accuracy and thus, the applicability, of the traditional method using power-meters.
Γ
Γ input_tuner

Γs

Γout2

out1

Input Block
P

Γout3

Output Block
Q

DUT
VG
ZL

ZG

Γin1

Plane A

Fig 9.1:

Γin2

Plane B

Plane C

Γin3

ΓL

Plane C'

Plane A'

The block diagram of the measurement system and the associated reference planes.
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9. 2

Characterization Of Mixed Mode Scattering N-port Matrices

There is a noticeable trend toward the use of differentially operated floating port components in wireless
applications. There is, therefore, a need for a general as well as accurate representation of mixed mode nport matrices. Methods of characterization for conventional n-port components are implemented in various
test systems. The measurement of mixed mode n-port components at microwave frequencies is confined,
however, to a few commercial test systems, most prominent being the ATN Microwave four-port test
system. The ATN4000 software is based on the conventional representation of four or three-port
components from which the mixed mode representation is calculated (a bottom-up approach). Monitoring
of the floating port, operated differentially or in common mode, allows one to assess:
•
The efficacy of even harmonic minimization which will improve linearity and efficiency, and is
suitable for dual-band applications.
•
The reduction of bond-wire feedback improving the overall gain.
•
Complex large signal behavior, i.e. TOI, ACPR.
Floating ports can be operated differentially as well as in common mode, Eq. 6.23, complicating the
characterization of mixed mode n-ports. In order to properly account for this duality, the floating port must
be excited or sensed in both modes. This may be accomplished through the use of a 180°-hybrid in
combination with a ground-signal-signal-ground (GSSG) 1 probe. The 180°-hybrid can be treated as a
mixed mode four-port, with the floating port operating in a mixed or single mode as shown in Eq. B.17 and
Eq. B.18. Based on Appendix B, we may infer that the mixed mode n-port component works in distinct
operating regions. Using 180°-hybrids, separate characterization of these operating regions in terms of
mixed mode two-port matrices can be carried out. In practice, it turns out that virtually the same deembedding procedure may be used for floating ports in differential and common mode as well as for
grounded ports.
The large dynamic range of a modern digital communication signal's power envelope spectrum, expressed
in the crest factor, serves to make characterized load and source tuning attractive for assessing system
performance. Full characterization of mixed mode configurations requires for each floating port two
harmonic tuners for the differential and for the common mode,. Since most measurement platforms,
including our own, are outfitted with a total of two tuners, the complete characterization of mixed mode
configurations seems to be rather utopian (see Fig. 9.2).

i1
id,c

N-port

ud,c

u1
A mixed mode
four-port
(180 hybrid
&
SGGS probe)

Tuning the differential
immittance modes
i2
u2

id,c

Tunning the common
immittance modes

Floating Port

Fig 9.2:

Employing two harmonic automated tuners in combination with a 180 hybrid and a GSSG probe
facilitates the full characterization of a floating n port.

1. or one of its variants.
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Based on the above information, one can calculate the conventional n-port scattering matrix. These scattering parameters may, however, vary from the measured ones when using the conventional representation of
four or three-port components as discussed below.

9. 3

Two Complementary Measurement Methods

Performance assessment of components excited by complex digitally modulated signals requires a
dynamic representation of the large signal behavior, including single and multi-tone measurement data. To
meet this need, a variety of measurement principals using special measurement gear must be employed.
The determination of measurement accuracy is less than straight forward, complicating the interpretation
of the obtained results. Basic microwave concepts and principals, when systematically applied, provide a
solution to this problem. The following section is devoted to the introduction of a CDMA based signal
measurement system suitable for mixed mode balanced and unbalanced circuits.
Large Signal Scattering Matrix
Fig. 9.4 illustrates the block diagram of the instrumentation which has been configured for large signal
scattering matrix measurements. This system consists of:
•
A network analyzer used for the two-port measurements.
•
A pair of two-port electro-mechanical tuners used for the source and load tuning.
•
A set of probes and connecting cables, considered to act as an interface between conventional and
mixed mode two-ports (with one grounded and one floating port to serve as a bridge between floating
and grounded ports).
•
The device under test, taken to be a mixed mode two-port.
Using the proposed system, one can characterize the complete large signal S-parameters of the device
under test (DUT) as a function of the biasing condition, input and output terminations ( for all of the source
and load tuner states) and incident power level. In order to decrease the numerical errors associated with
conventional de-embedding procedures based on ABCD or transfer matrices, we have devised two new
algorithms enabling us to de-embed DUT large signal scattering parameters directly from measured ones
(see Appendix E). The first method (Appendix E. 1; Eq. E.10 and Eq. E.11) calculates the DUT large
signal mixed mode matrix in two steps:
•

•

Determine the scattering matrix of the DUT in combination with an output block using Eq. E.10,
where S11 expresses the input reflection coefficient of the DUT as a function of the load and input
power level.
De-embed the DUT large scattering matrix using Eq. E.11.

Using the second method (Appendix E. 2; Eq. E.20 to Eq. E.22) the DUT large signal mixed mode matrix
is determined directly, in one step, from the measured data in combination with the input-output block’s
scattering matrices. This method facilitates the implementation of a de-embedding procedure for
conventional two-ports (unbalanced circuits) as well as mixed mode n-ports (floating input or/and output
ports).
The new approach can be used to characterize the complete large signal mixed mode scattering matrix of a
wide variety of semiconductor devices and provides an alternative to other forms of behavioral modeling
such as the ROOT model.
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Multi-tone Measurement
Measurement of device third order intercept (TOI) and adjacent channel power rejection (ACPR) may be
carried out using a signal generator and spectrum analyzer or more specialized communication gear. The
power added efficiency of a DUT under complex CDMA excitation can be found using the operating
power gain. Determination of the latter is based on information about the device input reflection
coefficient.
Our measurement system determines:
•
The transducer gain of the system GT between planes A and A' (see Fig. 9.1).
•
The available power gain of the input block P (input tuner inclusive probe), GA_P (in conjunction with
the input reflection coefficient at the plane C, Γin2).
•
The operating power gain of the output block Q (output tuner inclusive probe), GP_Q .
Determination of the operating power gain becomes complicated when we consider that we may initially
multiply or divide the available power gains of various stages (see Appendix F). Employing a systematic
derivation procedure we have shown that the operating power gain, the power delivered to the load at
plane C’, and the power delivered to the DUT at plane C (see Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.3) can be formulated as:
2

GT
1 – Γ in 2 ⋅ S P22
GOperating Power Gain– D = --------------------------⋅ -----------------------------------------------------------2
2
GA –P GP – Q
( 1 – SP 22 ) ( 1 – Γi n2 )

(9.1)

GT
P Deliverd to the Load= P Power available from the Generator ⋅ ------------GP –Q

(9.2)
2


1 – Γ i n2 ⋅ SP22


P Deliverd to DUT = PPower available from the Generator ⋅ GA – P  -----------------------------------------------------------2
2
 (1 – S P22 )( 1 – Γ in2 )

MDS

–1

HP VEE
HP-IB

Output Block
Q

Input Block
P
DUT

Plane C’

Fig 9.3:

Plane C

The block diagram of the measurement system used to determine TOI and ACPR.
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(9.3)

From Eq. 9.1 one can infer that:
•
DUT operating power gain performance is not affected by the source mismatch.
•
The operating power gain assessment does not require a variable input matching network.
•
When conjugately matched, the above equations reduce to the set:
G P–D

S 22 P = Γ in 2∗

GT
= -------------------------G T –P G P – Q

P Deliverd to the Load
P Deliverd to DUT

S 2 2P =

(9.4)

GT
= P Power available from the Generator ⋅ ------------GP – Q
Γ in 2∗

(9.5)

= P Power available from the Generator ⋅ GT –P

(9.6)

S 22 P = Γ in 2∗

which are usually implemented in commercial software.
One may, of course, use the input tuner in order to:
•
Avoid instability.
•
Realize a conjugate match at the input.
•
Shift the locus of the DUT input reflection coefficient on the Smith chart.
The latter becomes essential and critical during performance assessment of semiconductor devices with an
extremely high input reflection coefficient. Characterization of these devices is usually accompanied by
significant measurement inaccuracy. Employing a matching network transfers the locus of the input
reflection coefficient from the Smith chart's edge to the interior of the circle. This tends to increase the
measurement accuracy through efficient use of the reproducibility of the tuner.

MDS

HP VEE
HP-IB

Output
Block
Q

Input
Block
P

DUT
(Balanced)
180-Hybrid

Plane A’

Fig 9.4:

GSSG
Probe

GSSG
Probe

180-Hybrid

Plane A

The block diagram of the measurement system used to determine large signal S-parameters
suited for various combinations of balanced and unbalanced circuits.
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In order to determine the DUT input reflection coefficient, the network analyzer is, initially, calibrated at
two measurement planes, namely, A and C (see Fig. 9.1). This accomplished while the tuner is in its reset
position. Proper positioning of the input tuner is carried out in the following steps (see Fig. 9.7),
1.
2.

The network analyzer is operated in its receiver mode. The DUT input reflection coefficient corresponding to a given load impedance is measured at plane C.
The locus of the conjugate value of this quantity is transformed to plane B,

S 12 – probe ⋅ S 21 – probe
Γ Input – t u n e r = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Γin 2 ∗ ⋅ S11 – p r o b e – ( S11 – p r o b e ⋅ S22 – probe – S12 – probe ⋅ S21 – probe )

3.
4.

Using the tuner calibration set, one can determine the tuner position and setting required to satisfy Eq.
9.7.
Moving the tuner to the proper position modifies the source reflection coefficient to the conjugate
value of the input reflection coefficient at plane C.
Measurement of the input reflection coefficient at plane A, in conjunction with the tuner and probe
scattering matrices, enables one to calculate the DUT input reflection coefficient at the plane C during
the input power level sweep.

Input Reflection Coefficient

5.

(9.7)

-1.8

Fig 9.5:

Output Power [dBm]

17.8

The measured input reflection coefficient at the plane B as a function of the output power.
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Fig 9.7:

The functional block of the implemented software.

Unfortunately the lack of a proper calibration set for balanced circuits prevents calibration at plane C.
To avoid this problem, we have adjusted the procedure as follows:
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1.

2.
3.

Using the network analyzer, the DUT input reflection coefficient in conjunction with the tuner (in its
reset position), the 180-hybrid network and the GSSG probe is measured for a given load impedance
at plane A.
The locus of the conjugate value of this quantity is transformed to the plane C, using Eq. E.9 & Eq.
B.17.
The locus of the conjugated value of this quantity is then transferred to the plane B,
2S12 – probehybrid ⋅ S21 – probehybrid
ΓInput – t u n e r = ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Γ in2 ∗ ⋅ S11 – probe – ( S11 probehybrid ⋅ S22 – probehybrid – 2S 12 probehybrid ⋅ S21 – probehybrid )

(9.8)

Steps 3 to 5 of the previous procedure follow.
The single tone character of the network analyzer is poorly suited to direct measurement of the DUT input
reflection coefficient when stimulated by multi-tone signals. To surmount this obstacle, one can make use
of the relation between the DUT input reflection coefficient and the device operating point. The latter can
be obtained from the measured average DC component of any DUT’s node voltage or branch current, i.e.
base or collector current. The value of the former can be determined using a parameter analyzer. This
instrument monitors the average DC component of the collector current at intervals of 20 mS.
Taking advantage of this relationship one can assemble a lookup table of measured collector current and
associated input reflection coefficient under single tone excitation. After determining the average DC
component of the collector current under multi-tone excitation, this value can be used as a pointer to the
lookup table. In this way one can find the value of the input reflection coefficient associated with the
measured average DC component of the collector current.
Utilizing the measurement system with balanced GSSG probes in combination with a 180o -hybrid coupler
extends the ability of our system to include the impact of source and load tuning of balanced circuits
excited by CDMA based signals.

9. 4

The Custom Software

Custom software implemented in Agilent VEE 4.0 forms the core of the measurement system. Using this
software, we calibrate and drive the MAURY tuners and the other instruments, pass the externally
generated CDMA signals to the arbitrary function generator, switch between network analyzer, spectrum
analyzer and power meters, collect the measured data and carry out post-processing and visualization of
the measured and processed data.
Using the software package one can select either a part of, or the complete available load set at the plane
B’ (see Fig. 9.8). The program then automatically determines the input reflection coefficient associated
with each load position for the lowest given incident input power level. Using this information the input
tuner position is adjusted in order to meet the conjugate input match condition. Measurements for single
tone, two tone and CDMA based signals are carried out (see Fig. 9.9).
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The selected points

Fig 9.8:

l(left): Measurement selection menu.
(right): Available load states at the plane C and the points selected for measurement.
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9. 5

The Pyramidal Verification Procedure

The complexity of the software implementation and the diversity in the instruments used, underline the
indispensability of a systematic verification procedure. The de-embedding algorithms and the operating
power gain concept are best suited for establishing verification criteria (see Fig. 9.10). The diverse
instruments used have markedly different accuracies, complicating the calibration procedure. Due to the
relatively high accuracy of the network analyzer, the verification procedure is primarily carried out using
this instrument and it has acted as a reference for the calibration of the other instruments. The accuracy of
the extracted scattering matrices of the probes and tuners as well as the de-embedding procedure
implementation is considered in the following steps:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Employing the Delft custom software, the measured scattering matrix is transformed from plane BB'
to CC' (see Fig. 9.11).
Employing the measurement setup illustrated, the scattering matrices, determined for various tuner
states (see Fig. 9.11), are transformed to the plane CC'. A comparison between measured and deembedded data indicates a discrepancy of 0.5%, @ 1.8 GHz.
After replacing the through structure with an active device, the previous verification procedure was
repeated. Again, the results show a discrepancy of 0.5%.
The results are continuous from the small signal to the large signal domain (where the biasing
condition becomes a function of output power level) (see Fig. 9.12 and Fig. 9.13).
Independence from the value of the source impedance is observed (see Fig. 9.13).
There is a relatively constant value of the operating power gain and operating point when the DUT is
excited by multi-tone signals in its region of semi-linear operation (see Fig. 9.12).
The repeatability of the measurement results is investigated through two measurements, one made
before and the other after disconnecting and reconnecting the measurement system.
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Reference planes B & B'

Reference planes A & A'

Reference planes C & C'

Reference planes C & C'

Operating Power Gain [dBm]

55

The references planes used to verify the accuracy of the probes and tuners extracted scattering
matrix and the correctness of the implemented de-embedding algorithem.
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Error Calculation

9. 6

Estimation of the accuracy and the sensitivity of collected data are an indispensable part of any
measurement process. Although the accuracy of the test gear somewhat limits the measurement system's
sensitivity, the theory employed and the accompanying algorithms primarily determine the system's
accuracy.
Vectorial determination of the device-input immittance enables proper characterization of the operating
power gain, Eq. F.18, which in its turn facilitates the characterization of the related accuracy and
sensitivity as:
 ∂G

 ∂G

 ∂G 
d( GP –D ) =  P –D  dS 21P D Q +  P –D  dS21P +  P – D dS 21 Q +
∂
S
∂
S
 21P D Q
 21P 
 ∂S 21Q 

 ∂GP – D 

 dS 11Q
 ∂ S11 Q 

 ∂G

 ∂G 
 ∂G

+  P –D  dS22P +  P – D dS 22 P +  P –D  dΓ i n2
 ∂ S22P 
 ∂S 22P 
 ∂ Γin 2 

(9.9)

The above equation indicates that:
•
The accuracy of the power meter implementation determines the accuracy of the first term of the
RHS.
•
The accuracy of the TRL calibration of the tuners determine the next four terms of the RHS.
•
The accuracy of the network analyzer and the employed calibration determine the accuracy of the last
term.
Since the complex device-input immittance can not be determined, source pulling is used to estimate the
device operating power gain. The locus of the source tuner states associated with the lowest reflected
power measured at the plane A and the highest transducer power gain measured from planes A to A' can be
expressed as:
2

2

2

2 
d GOperating Power Gain – D

GT
1 – Γ in2 ⋅ SP 22

d GT
= lim  d  --------------------------⋅ -----------------------------------------------------------= 0
 =
2
2
d S P22
d
S
G
G
d SP 22
∗
Γ i n2 
P22  A –P P – Q
( 1 – SP 22 ) (1 – Γ i n2 ) 

(9.10)

Due to the nonlinear behavior of the semiconductor devices, estimation of the device's operating power
gain demands an iterative adjustment of the source and load states on the one hand and input power level
on the other. The finite number of discrete tuner source states thwarts the exact realization of the required
input conjugate match condition. The latter can be formulated as:
SP 22 = ( Γ in 2∗ + ∆Γ in 2)

(9.11)

Implementation of a recursive adjustment of source, load and input power level leads, in practice, to the
locus of input tuner states yielding the highest transducer power gain, satisfying:
2

∂ GT
∂Γ

(9.12)

≈0
Γ ∈ { S P22_1 … S P22_i }

Implementation of Eq. 9.12 and Eq. 9.11 in Eq. 9.10 leads to:
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2

ΓInput mismatch gain ( ∆Γ in2 )

1 – Γ in 2 ⋅ ( Γ in2 ∗ + ∆Γ in 2 )
1 – Γ in2 – ( Γ in2 ⋅ ∆Γ in 2 )
= ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------= -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2
2
2
( 1 – Γ in2 ∗ + ∆Γ in2 ) (1 – Γ i n2 ) (1 – Γ in 2 – ∆ Γin 2 – 2ℜ (Γ i n2 ⋅ ∆ Γin 2 ) )( 1 – Γ in2 )

GOperating Power Gain ( ∆ Γin 2 )

GT ( Γ in2 ∗ + ∆Γ in2 )
= ---------------------------------------------⋅ Γ Input mismatch gain( ∆Γ in2 )
G A – P GP –Q

2

2

2
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d G
( ∆Γ i n2 ) =  ∂ GOperating Power Gain ( ∆Γ in2 ) ⋅ Γ Input mismatch gain ( ∆Γ i n2 )
Operating
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Gain
d ∆Γ in2
 ∂ ∆Γ i n2

2


+  ∂ Γ Input mismatch gain( ∆Γ i n2 ) ⋅ GOperating Power Gain ( ∆Γ i n2 )
∂
∆
Γ


i n2

+ 2 

∂ G
( ∆ Γi n2 )  ∂ ΓInput mismatch gain (∆ Γin 2 )
∂ ∆Γ in2 Operating Power Gain
∂ ∆Γ in2

2

lim
∆ Γ in 2 = 0

(9.13)

(9.14)

d G
( ∆ Γin 2 ) = 0
d ∆Γ i n2 Operating Power Gain

2

∂ GT
= 0
∂ Γ in 2

Practical limitations inherent to the conventional load pull-technique prevent the realization of the
conditions expressed in Eq. 9.14. This means that the estimated device operating power gain encompasses
error terms which are a nonlinear function of the scattering parameters of the tuners and the estimated
input device's input immittance.
From the above results we can conclude that the conventional load pull technique is unable to satisfy
demands on the accuracy of the measured data.
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9. 7

Customizing Signals And Virtual Loop

Although existing design methods for RF integrated circuits are indicative concerning system
performance, the accurate prediction of power amplifier response to complex signals requires the use of
advanced compact transistor models enabling the designer to trade off system demands and different
circuit topologies such as Class A or AB. Verification of the accuracy with which an advanced model, such
as Mextram, predicts the system behavior with respect to constraints, e.g. ACPR, becomes an
indispensable part of the design procedure.
To excite the RF circuit one can make use of commercially available instruments. The signals generated
are, however, not readily accessible to the simulator in use and form a significant bottleneck for the
verification. In general, these instruments provide a limited set of standard signals.To enable a more direct
response to the dynamics of the mobile communication market as well as long-term research needs, a
flexible facility for customizing signals is dictated.
Using the library implemented in chapter 3, we have realized a subset of W-CDMA and CDMA 2000 as
functional blocks in Agilent-EEsof's Microwave Design System. This facilitates simulation and test at the
hardware and software level using physical CDMA signals as defined in the simulator and generated
externally.
A block diagram of our measurement system is depicted in Fig. 9.3. The simulated I and Q components are
passed to two arbitrary function generators (Agilent E1445A) as a function of time with a fixed sampling
frequency. The generated signals are then up-converted to the desired frequency and power level using the
quadratic amplitude modulation technique as implemented in the signal generator (Agilent ESG-D4000A).
Results can be measured in the time or frequency domain using an oscilloscope (V rms) or spectrum
analyzer (Vrms or adjacent spurious emission power level). Both are accessible to MDS via a custom
software link we have developed.
Since the arbitrary function generator has a finite internal memory, generation of a continuously
modulated signal implies a repetitive baseband signal (to be supplied by the arbitrary function generator).
The cycle-less (idiosyncratic) nature of modern communication signals in general and CDMA in
particular, unleashes, however, a chain of spurious spectral components [3]. In order to surmount this
difficulty, we have introduced the “virtual loop”. The virtual loop concept is based on a modification of the
digital, analogue conversion technique implemented in communication systems.
•

•

To generate proper IS-95 and CDMA 2000 we can use the virtual loop, concept which is based on a
modification of the digital, analogue conversion technique implemented in communication systems
using FIR and IIR filters ([2] and [4]).
In WCDMA, however, the digital-analogue conversion is carried out using a Root Cosine filter so that
an alternative approach is required [1]. Extending the first and the last bit of the simulated binary
elements with a regular bit-stream preserve the amplitude characteristic. The bandwidth of the
processed signal is fixed by the Root Cosine filter. The simulated signal is modified to a proper
WCDMA signal using the virtual loop concept.
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Quality Factor

9. 8

The generated CDMA signal must satisfy a predetermined norm, namely, the quality factor which is, in
fact, the cross correlation coefficient between the reference (simulated) and generated data-sets defined as
follows:

∑ y i ⋅ x i∗

2

(9.15)

k
ρ = -------------------------------------2
2
∑ yi ⋅ ∑ xi
k

k

xk and yk are, respectively, the reference signal (simulated) and the generated data. A quality factor of one
means that the data sets are identical and a quality factor of zero indicates that the data sets are orthogonal.
One can assume that the generated data is composed of two data-sets. One part is completely correlated to
the reference signal and the other completely un-correlated to the reference signal, namely:
y i = ( G ⋅ xi + γi )

(9.16)

where:,
G

∑ y i ⋅ x i∗
k
= ----------------------2
∑ xi

Correlation Coefficient or scaling factor

γi

= y i – G ⋅ xi

Error Vector

= 0

Orthogonal Property

k

∑ γ i ⋅ x i∗

(9.17)

k

Using the orthogonality relations given in Eq. G.5. one can derive the following relations:

∑ yi – x i

2

k

ρ

∑γ
------------------ « 1
∑x
2

i

= 1 – --------------------------2
∑ xi

k

(9.18)

k

2

i

k

G ≅1

where

2
1-yi – xi
k∑
k

is known as the RMS value of the Error Vector Magnitude, EVM.

Based on the assumption that the two instrument’s spurious signals are completely un-correlated (see
Appendix A), we can estimate the overall quality factor as the product of the quality factor of the Agilent
ESG-D4000 and Agilent E1445A namely:
ρ = ρ AFG ⋅ ρ S F G = 0.998 ⋅ 0.997 = 0.995

which meets the predetermined IS-95 norm.
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9. 9

Conclusion

In this chapter, a unique measurement system is presented which has been tailored for use by
contemporary RFIC designers. The variety of the instruments employed enables an integral extraction of
semiconductor device properties including DC, small signal and large signal parameters under single or
multi-tone excitation.
This measurement technique, based on vectorial measurement, forms a conceptional alternative to
conventional load pull methods which are shown to be unable to satisfy demands with regard to the
accuracy of the measured data.
The generality of the approach enables the performance assessment of all balanced and unbalanced mixed
configurations embodying devices with four, three or two-port mixed mode scattering matrices.
Theoretical as well as practical results suggest that the use of an input matching network, during the
performance assessment of the operating power gain of semiconductor devices is often dispensable.
The use of externally generated communication signals, e.g. CDMA based signals, enables:
•
The use of the same stimuli at the hard and software level, which, in turn, ensures commensurability
of the measured and simulated results obtained.
•
The flexibility required to adequately respond to the dynamics of the mobile communication business.
The above, in turn, enables the RF designer to process various CDMA signals combined with noise,
phase noise or pre-correction information.
This method can be extended to the test of components designed for various other communication systems
such as W-CDMA, GSM EDGE, DECT, etc.
In actual applications it would be prudent to verify:
•
The introduced de-embedding procedure using a balanced calibration set.
•
The measured mixed mode scattering matrices obtained by the method introduced here and the one
built into the ATN Microwave four port test-set software.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
Mobile communication has come a long way in realizing one of ancient man’s wishes, to be in touch
regardless of geographical location. The impact of the world wide introduction of personal communication
services is in many ways similar to the influence of the automobile industry at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Analogous to the car industry, personal communication services are increasingly
present in our civilization, have become part of contemporary life and are no longer considered to be a
luxury.
Thanks to mobile and satellite communication systems, the time separating two individuals is reduced to a
fraction of a second. Growing use of personal communications is proving to be an enormous stimulus for
technical innovation. The dynamics of and the mutuality between technological push and mass product
pull have precipitated an immense effort to reduce production and maintenance costs while increasing the
variety of personal communication services available to society. The exponential growth of the mobile
communication business is continuing unabated so that more and more demands are being placed on the
available spectrum, size, battery lifetime, added functionality and price. This inexorable enthusiasm for
wireless communication services encourages innovation as well as the revamping of classical and often
forgotten techniques.
The diversity and the complexity of contemporary and upcoming wireless communication systems have
rendered inadequate traditional segregated classification of the design paradigm into system, analog RF
and IF circuit blocks, device technology, etc. Concomitantly, the roll of digital data processing has gained
markedly in significance. Novel innovative products and concepts using direct conversion, high data rate
AD/DA components and software radio are evolving as is the more traditional RF domain. These
developments have established the dominant role of system concept and architecture on the design flow.
Novel system concepts such as high data-rate time domain CDMA in conjunction with high efficiency
class D amplifiers illustrates this dominance.
This exemplifies the need of the communications industry for a multi disciplinary design method. The
method described here considers the entire design paradigm as an integral design procedure composed of
various levels. Orchestrating this complex requires an advanced CAD tool, compatible with the entire
design flow, equipping the contemporary designer with a fast and accurate synthesis and analysis tool. It is
an integral system with flexible capabilities for generating and customizing signals for current as well as
upcoming systems.
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Chapter two provides a historical perspective for the evolution of contemporary mobile communication
systems. The switch from analog to digital technology is a fundamental and probably an irreversible
decision that defines the second generation of cellular systems. One of the most attractive aspects of digital
transmission techniques is that they function better in high-interference environments and have a higher
potential capacity than their analog counterparts. The large data-rate handling capacity of third and fourth
generation personal communication systems will alter and expand the capability and the functionality of
delivered services. Local area service will provide the customer with local information and advertising.
Wireless broadband access facilitates the use of Internet services such as E-mail, bank transactions, hotel
and flight reservations etc. In the very near future the handset may replace our deck of credit cards. Global
real time route planning will become a daily activity thanks to the combination of wireless broadband
personal communication systems and GPS. Bluetooth-like protocols will ease questions of data
compatibility and portability. The increasing use of broadband wireless services highlights, however, still
to be resolved issues concerning the security of wireless connections. The unprecedented accessibility to
available information offered by personal communication systems presents a non-trivial and complicated
challenge to what has become known as information glut.
Chapter three discusses existing design methods and their shortcomings for RF circuits in relation to
system performance. Furthermore, the diversity of contemporary and upcoming digital mobile
communication systems has significantly intensified the need for new, fast and accurate CAD tools. The
CAD environment we describe is based on the quasi steady state of memory-less network blocks, i.e. RF
power amplifiers, and represents an important breakthrough in freeing the contemporary RF designer so as
to ensure more effective concentration on the design flow. Employing this method, system performance
measures become accessible to the designer in a manner similar to conventional quantities such as voltages
and currents. This method facilitates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The RF design process with a fast as well as accurate link between the RF circuit domain and system
specifications,
Quantification of the impact of the RF circuit blocks' characteristic on system performance.
Pinpointing system performance for a certain output power level.
Simultaneous evaluation of different mobile communication standards.
Processing a special data stream to feed a set of arbitrary wave generators.
Quantification of the impact of AM-PM on system performance.
Co-simulation with a device simulator.
Employing the available optimization tools to enhanced the system performance.

Chapter four discusses the architectures of two mobile communication systems, CDMA IS95 and EDGE
GSM. The first is representative of a more conventional implementation method for generating and
processing system information. The second is representative of a newly introduced alternative approach.
The realized RF-system simulator is used to study the system response of the RF circuit blocks to EDGE
stimuli. The impact of the transceiver filter on the Error Magnitude Response is studied using this
approach . The results indicate that the ETSI filter is neither a matched nor an ISI removal filter. EVM,
when calculated in accordance with the ETSI protocol, does not represent the BER behavior of the system
under consideration. A combined matched and zero-forcing filter, when compared with a stand alone zeroforcing filter, is less responsive to noise due to maximization of the signal noise ratio and is more sensitive
to component non-linearity due to its larger span.
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Furthermore, results presented in chapter four emphasize the impact of one of the most important intrinsic
properties of modern wireless system signals on the response of RF circuit blocks. These results underline
the impact of the large fluctuation of the wireless signal's envelope which:
•
•
•

Tries the linearity of RF circuit blocks leading to spectral re-growth.
Continuously shifts the operating condition and input reflection coefficient of RF circuit blocks.
Can shift the operating condition into a less desirable region of the fT characteristic of semiconductor
devices.

Simulation results indicate that:
•
•

•

The envelope's instantaneous dynamic range for CDMA Reverse, GSM Edge and CDMA Forward
signals are 6.8 dB, 15.3 dB and 40 dB respectively.
The upper limit of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's crest factor are 5.5 dB and 3.2 dB
respectively. Although the maximum dynamic range of the CDMA Reverse and GSM-Edge signal's
crest factors are practically the same, the CDMA Reverse signal has a higher CCDF value making it
more sensitive to AM-AM and AM-PM distortion.
Part of the GSM-Edge power envelope is concentrated 2 dB above average. Temperature dissipation
of active devices in GSM Edge applications is therefore altered with respect to more conventional FM
applications.

Results presented in chapter four emphasize the impact of the transfer function's derivative on system
performance, particularly the AM-PM distortion, which implies that calculation methods based on TOI
characteristics have limited validity. Combining linearity demands with physical constraints (output power
saturation level) facilitates the determination of the maximum feasible system performance with respect to
the saturation point. This information can be used to define a new quality measure, the “Improvement
Margin”. The ultimate goal of the RF designer is to reduce that margin. The results compare the saturated
and theoretically obtainable output power levels associated with the predetermined ACPR norm. This
definition plus the product factor definition provides the designer with objective criteria with which to
judge the performance achieved.
Chapter five is devoted to a study of the capabilities and restrictions of two methods of linearization,
feedforward error control and pre-correction. Employing the systematic design technique simplifies the
identification and formulation of the key parameters dominating the performance of a given method of
linearization. The results indicate that digital implementations of pre-distortion have higher complexity
than feedforward and offer better spurious signal suppression, but DSP bandwidth constraints are a
limiting factor. Despite relatively high cost and complexity, feedforward error control offers a linearization
strategy that does not threaten stability while simultaneously offering wide bandwidth and good spurious
signal suppression.
Chapter six discusses in detail the introduced Rf-system simulator and the role of harmonic source and
load tuning on the system performance of mixed mode n-port RF circuits. An alternative harmonic load
and source tuning simulation based on the vectorial determination of the voltage / current at the input and
output of the semiconductor devices is demonstrated. This method enables a sharp distinction to be drawn
between operating power gain, transducer gain and input mismatch gain. The use of the same input data
stream at the software and hardware level and analogous simulation and measurement techniques forms a
complementary framework for the study and verification of large signal behavior as well as system
performance assessment of semiconductor devices.
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The concept of “pseudo input mismatching” is described. Based on the measured source immittance of the
RF circuits, this is used to terminate the source immittance with a conjugate value of the DUT input
immittance value associated with a specific output power 1dB compression level. This results in an input
mismatch gain function with an overshoot at around the 1dB output power compression level. Since the
operating power is not influenced by the locus of the source reflection coefficient, the input mismatch gain
can be used to adjust the shape of the transducer gain function improving linearity.
The introduced design guideline is based on:
•
Nonlinear semiconductor components.
•
Linear data-set based n-port components characterized only at operating frequencies and harmonics.
•
Conceptional linear inter-stage two-ports.
It enables the designer to:
•
Concentrate on the non-linear behavior of the design process,
•
Make unimpeded use of the manipulation capability of the design paradigm.
•
Monitor the impact of load, source and inter-stage tuning on the system performance.
•
Determine and evaluate the ideal performance of a DUT early on in the design process.
Due to the nonlinear character of the semiconductor devices transfer function, evaluation of the system
specifications for a given output power level requires an iterative process. Excessive computational time
and convergency problems impede the use of the circuit envelope simulator. Use of the probability density
function of the stimulus in conjunction with the CAD environment introduced here facilitates a fast
evaluation of system specifications for a certain output power level. Furthermore, the systematic study of
CDMA based systems reconfirms the primary impact of the linearity of the transfer function on the ACPR.
These results facilitate system performance improvement based on large signal behavior modeling. A
direct link between a harmonic balanced simulator and the La Grange interpolation method has created an
alternative CAD environment where an appropriate and fast assessment of the system performance
becomes reality.
Chapter seven illustrates the applicability of translinear circuits to modern communication systems.
Simulated and measured results indicate that the translinear circuit concept can meet the severe linearity
constraints imposed on second and third generation mobile communication systems with performance that
is only 1.5 dB from the maximum, theoretically feasible, upper-limit. This is a margin improvement of 1.5
dB and emphasizes the highly linear performance capability of the translinear circuit concept.
Chapter eight reflects recent developments in CAD/CAM applications linking the circuit level to device
process technology. System performance formulated in terms of spurious emission power level, better
known as adjacent channel power ratio or ACPR, is shown to be easily determined. This demonstrates the
feasibility of optimizing complex system performance such as CDMA based on multi epilayer thickness
engineering. The method chosen facilitates system performance appraisal for different process
technologies.
In fact, the most efficient use of available technology for the realization of analog RF circuit blocks in
current and future communications systems can only be achieved through a thorough understanding of the
interplay of system specifications and device characteristics.
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Chapter nine illustrates a unique measurement system that has been tailored for use by contemporary
MMIC designers. The variety of the instruments employed enables an integral extraction of semiconductor
device properties including DC, small signal and large signal parameters under single or multi-tone
excitation. This measurement technique, based on vectorial measurement, forms a conceptional alternative
to conventional load pull methods.
The generality of the approach enables the performance assessment of all balanced and unbalanced mixed
configurations embodying devices with four, three or two-port mixed mode scattering matrices.
Theoretical as well as practical results suggest that the use of an input matching network during the
performance assessment of the operating power gain of semiconductor devices is often dispensable.
The use of externally generated communication signals, for example CDMA based signals, enables the use
of the same stimuli at the hard and software levels, which, in turn, ensures commensurability of the
measured and simulated results obtained. The above in turn, enables the RF designer to process various
CDMA signals combined with noise, phase noise or pre-correction information.
In other words, the flexibility required to adequately respond to the dynamics of the mobile communication
business is inherent in the approach.

The Future Is In The Motion
The CAD tool we describe essentially meets the needs of the contemporary RF designer. However, future
wireless systems will consist of an integral combination of high speed optical communication, indoor, out
door and satellite communication systems. The synthesis and analysis of such sophisticated systems
demand an advanced CAD tool providing at a very minimum:
•
•
•
•
•

A transparent data flow between various levels including system, circuit.
Consideration of the interplay between different levels and components.
Calculation of the system response of the indicated block individually.
Calculation of the system response of the indicated block as influenced by the other blocks and levels.
A transparent data flow to the measurement gear in order to verify the simulation results as well as for
collecting data to be used by the CAD tool.

The author of this thesis hopes that in the future he will play an active role in the realization of this
advanced CAD tool.
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Appendix A
This appendix is devoted to expressing in detail the method of calculation introduced in Sec. 5.1.1. The
method is based on the following assumptions:
•
The system operates under perfect match.
•
The three & four ports possess the properties which have been described in Sec. 5. 1.
•
The group delay is the same for all intermodulation products and the phase shift, introduced by the
main amplifier, is a linear function of the frequency and is valid for all intermodulation products.
•
Generalization of the required calculation has been accomplished by introducing a spurious signal.

A. 1 Derivation Procedure
Suppose that the input signal can be written as:
(A.1)

Vi n = V in • exp ( j2πft + jφ in )

Then the voltages at the points A1 and B1 are:
VA 1 = V in S121 • exp ( j2πft + j( ∠ S1 21 + φin ) )

(A.2)

VB 1 = V in S131 • exp ( j2πft + j( ∠ S1 31 + φin ) )

(A.3)

Voltages at the points A2 and B2 are by inspection:
V A2 = V i n S1 21 GAmp1 • exp ( j2πf (t + T Amp 1 ) + j ( ∠S1 21 + φ A m p1 + φ i n ))

(A.4)

+ ℑ Amp1 • exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1) t + jφℑ A m p1 )

(A.5)

V B2 = V i n S1 31 • exp (j 2π f ( t + T d1 ) + j ( ∠S131 + φ 1 ) )

IN

A1
1

(A.6)
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where:
•
|GAmp1 |, φAmp1 and TAmp1 are the magnitude, phase and time delay of the main-amplifier’s ideal
constant voltage gain.
•
|mAmp1 |, φmAmp1 and ∆fmAmp1 are the magnitude, phase and frequency shift ascribable to nonlinearity of
the main-amplifier.
•
Td1 and φ1 represent the time delay and phase shift in the lower path.
Based on this information, the voltages at points C1 and D1 are:

V C 1 = Vi n S121 S221 GAmp1 • exp ( j2π f (t + T A m p1 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠ S2 21 + φ Amp 1 + φ in ) )

(A.7)

+ S2 21 ℑAmp 1 • exp ( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1 )t + j( ∠ S2 21 + φℑ A m p 1 ) )
V D 1 = Vi n S121 S241 GAmp1 • exp ( j2π f (t + T A m p1 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠ S2 41 + φ Amp 1 + φ in ) )

(A.8)

+ Vi n S131 S243 • exp ( j2πf ( t + T d1 ) + j ( ∠S131 + ∠S243 + φ 1 ))
+ S2 41 ℑAmp 1 • exp ( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

Amp1

)t + j( ∠ S2 41 + φℑ

Amp1

))

Substituting identity Appendix A. 2 enables the actual voltage level at the point D1 to be reformulated as:
V D 1 = V in S121 S241 GAmp 1 MD 1 • exp ( j2πf ( t + T A m p1 ) + j (∠ S1 21 + ∠S241 + φ A m p1 + φi n + Φ D1 ))
+ S2 41 ℑAmp1 • exp ( j2π (f + ∆f ℑ

Amp1

)t + j( ∠ S241 + φ ℑ

A m p1

(A.9)

))

where M D 1, ΦD1 and ∆T1 are defined as:
A

= S1 21 S2 41 GA m p1

(A.10)

α

S1 31 S2 43
= -----------------------------------------------S1 21 S2 41 GAmp1

(A.11)

δΦ 1 = ( ∠ S1 31 + ∠S243 + φ 1 ) – ( ∠S 1 21 + ∠S241 + φ A m p1 )

(A.12)

∆T 1 = T d1 – TA m p1
M D1 =

(A.13)

2

α + 2α cos( δΦ1 + 2π f∆T1 ) + 1

(A.14)

α sin (δΦ 1 + 2πf∆T1 ) 
Φ D1 = atan  --------------------------------------------------------------1 + α cos ( δΦ1 + 2πf∆T 1 )

(A.15)
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Finally, the actual voltage levels at points C2 and D2 can be formulated as:
V C 2 = Vi n S121 S221 GAmp1 • exp ( j2π f (t + T A m p1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠ S2 21 + φAmp 1 + φ 2 + φ in ) )

(A.16)

+ S2 21 ℑAmp 1 • exp ( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1 ) ( t + T d 2 ) + j ( ∠S221 + φ 2 + φ ℑ A m p1 ))
V D 2 = Vi n S121 S241 GAmp1 GA m p2 M D1 • exp (j2πf ( t + T Amp 1 + TAmp 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S241 + φ Amp1 + φ Amp2 + φ in + ΦD 1 ) )

(A.17)

+ S2 41 GA m p2 ℑ A m p1 • exp (j2π ( f + ∆ fℑ

Amp1

) ( t + T A m p2 ) + j ( ∠S2 41 + φAmp 2 + φ ℑ

Amp1

))

+ ℑAmp 2 • exp ( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 2 )t + jφ ℑ A m p2 )

where:
•
|GAmp2 |, φAmp2 and TAmp2 are the magnitude, phase and time delay introduced by the auxiliary
amplifier’s ideal constant voltage gain.
•
|mAmp2 |, φmAmp2 and ∆fmAmp2 are the magnitude, phase and any frequency shift ascribable to
nonlinearity in the auxiliary amplifier.
•
Td2 and φ2 represent the time delay and phase shift in the main path.
The output voltage can then be calculated as:

V out =

Vin S121 S221 S321 GAmp 1 •
Ideal signal
via upper path

exp (j2πf ( t + T A m p 1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S2 21 + ∠S3 21 + φ A m p1 + φ 2 + φ in ) )
+ S2 21 S3 31 ℑ Amp 1 •

Spurious signal
via upper path

exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1) ( t + T d2 ) + j (∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ A m p1 ) )
+ V in S1 21 S2 41 S3 32 GAmp1 G A m p2 MD 1
exp (j2πf ( t + T A m p 1 + TAmp 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S241 + ∠ S3 32 + φ A m p1 + φ Amp2 + φin + Φ D1 ) )

Ideal signal
via lower path

+ S2 41 S3 32 G A m p2 ℑ A m p1 •
exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

) ( t + T Amp2 ) + j ( ∠S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 + φ ℑ

Amp 1

+ S3 32 ℑ Amp2 • exp (j 2π (f + ∆f ℑ

A m p2

)t + j( ∠ S332 + φℑ

A m p2

))

Amp1

))

Spurious signal
via lower path

Spurious signal
via lower path

(A.18)

Employing the identities Appendix A. 2 and Appendix A. 3 the actual output voltage level can be
reformulated as:

V out =

Ideal signal

Vin S121 S221 S321 GA m p1 MD 2 •
exp (j2πf ( t + T Amp 1 + Td 2 ) + j ( ∠S121 + ∠S2 21 + ∠S3 21 + φ Amp1 + φ 2 +φ in + ΦD 2 ) )

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

+ S221 S3 21 ℑ A m p1 MD 3 •
exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p1 ) ( t + T d2 ) + j ( ∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ A m p1 + ΦD 3 ) )
+ S332 ℑ A m p2 • exp (j2π ( f + ∆f ℑA m p 2 )t + j( ∠ S332 + φ ℑ A m p2 ) )
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Spurious signal
caused by auxiliary amplifier

(A.19)

where:
C

= S2 21 S3 31

(A.20)

δC

= S2 21 S3 21 – S2 41 S332 GAmp2

(A.21)

δΦ 2 = ( ∠ S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 ) – (∠ S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 )

(A.22)

∆T 2 = T A m p2 – T d2

M D3 =

(A.23)

2
 1 + δC
-------  + 2  1 + δC
------- cos (δΦ 2 + 2πf∆T2 ) + 1

C
C

(A.24)

Φ D3

  1 + δC
------- sin ( δΦ2 + 2πf∆T2 ) 
 

C
= atan  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1 +  1 + δC
-------  cos( δΦ2 + 2π f∆T2 )


C

(A.25)

D

= S2 21 S3 21

(A.26)

E

= S2 41 S3 32 GA m p2 M D1

(A.27)

δΦ 3 = ( ∠ S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 + ΦD 1) – ( ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φ 2 )

(A.28)

∆T 3 = T A m p2 – T d2

M D2 =

Φ D2

(A.29)

2
E
--- + 2 -E
--- cos( δΦ3 + 2π f∆T3 ) + 1
 -D
D

(A.30)

  -E
--- sin ( δΦ3 + 2π f∆T3 ) 
  D

= atan  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
 1 +  -E
-  cos ( δΦ 3 + 2πf∆T3 )

D

(A.31)

Implementation of the spurious suppression condition, MD3 =0 , in the above equations leads to:
δΦ 3 = δΦ 2 + Φ D1 = π + Φ D 1

(A.32)

∆T3 = ∆T 2 = 0

(A.33)

M D2 =

2

MD 1 + 2MD 1 cos ( π + ΦD1 ) + 1 =

2

MD1 – 2MD 1 cos( Φ D1 ) + 1

(A.34)

Substituting Eq. A.34 into Eq. A.19 leads to the following relations:
Vout =

V in S1 21 S2 21 S3 21 GAmp 1 M D2 •
exp( j2πf ( t + T A m p1 + Td2 ) + j (∠ S1 21 + ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φA m p 1 + φ 2 + φ in + ΦD 2 ))
+ S221 S321 ℑ Amp1 M D3 MD4 •
exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p 1) ( t + T d 2 ) + j ( ∠S221 + ∠ S3 21 + φ 2 + φ ℑA m p 1 + Φ D3 + ΦA ))
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Ideal signal

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

(A.35)

where:
M D4 = S2 21 S3 21 ℑAmp 1 MD 3

(A.36)

S332 ℑ A m p2
= -----------------------------------------------------------S2 21 S3 21 ℑA m p 1 MD 3

(A.37)

γ

(A.38)

δΦ 4 = ( j2π ( ∆ fℑ A m p 2) t + j ( φℑ A m p 2 )) – ( j2π ( ∆f ℑA m p1 )( t + T Amp2 ) + j (∠ S2 41 + φ A m p 2 + φ ℑ A m p1 ) )
M D4 =

(A.39)

2

γ + 2γ cos (δΦ 4 ) + 1

γ sin (δΦ 4 ) 
Φ D4 = atan  -----------------------------------1 + γ cos( δΦ )

(A.40)

4

Employing identities Appendix A. 2 and Appendix A. 3, the actual output voltage level is reformulated as:
V in S1 21 S2 21 S3 21 GAmp1 M D2 •

Vo u t =

exp( j2πf ( t + T A m p1 + Td2 ) + j ( ∠S1 21 + ∠S221 + ∠S321 + φA m p1 + φ 2 + φ i n + Φ D2 ) )
+ S221 S321 ℑ Amp1 •
exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ

A m p1

) ( t + T d 2 ) + j ( ∠S221 + ∠ S3 21 + φ 2 + φ ℑ

Amp1

Ideal signal

Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

))

+ S241 S332 GA m p2 ℑA m p1 MD 5 •
exp( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p1 ) ( t + T Amp 2 ) + j ( ∠S241 + ∠S3 32 + φ A m p 2 + φ ℑA m p 1 + Φ D5 ) )

Spurious signal
caused by auxiliary amplifier

(A.41)

where:
F

= S2 41 G A m p2 ℑ A m p1

(A.42)

β

ℑ A m p2
= ----------------------------------------------------S2 41 GAmp2 ℑ Amp1

(A.43)

δΦ 5 = ( j2π ( ∆ fℑ

) t + j ( φℑ

Amp2

Amp2

)) – ( j2π ( ∆f ℑ

A m p1

)( t + T Amp2 ) + j (∠ S2 41 + φ A m p 2 + φ ℑ

A m p1

))

(A.44)

∆T 5 = T A m p2 – T d2
M D5 =

(A.45)

2

β + 2β cos( δΦ5 ) + 1

(A.46)

β sin (δΦ 4 ) 
Φ D5 = atan  ------------------------------------1 + β cos ( δΦ5 )

(A.47)

Finally, substituting identities Appendix A. 2 and Appendix A. 3, the actual output voltage level is
reformulated as:

V out =

V in S121 S221 S321 GA m p1 MD2 •
exp ( j2πf ( t + T A m p 1 + Td2 ) + j ( ∠ S121 + ∠S221 + ∠ S3 21 + φ Amp1 + φ 2 + φ in + ΦD 2 ) )

Ideal signal

+ S221 S321 ℑ A m p1 MD6 •
exp ( j2π ( f + ∆f ℑ A m p1 ) ( t + T d2 ) + j ( ∠S2 21 + ∠S321 + φ2 + φ ℑ A m p1 + Φ D6 ) )
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Spurious signal
caused by main amplifier

(A.48)

where:
H

= S2 21 S3 21

(A.49)

δH

= S2 21 S3 21 – S2 41 S332 GAmp2 MD5

(A.50)

δΦ 6 = ( ∠ S2 41 + ∠S332 + φ Amp2 + ΦD 5) – ( ∠S221 + ∠S3 21 + φ 2 )
∆T 6 = T A m p2 – T d2

M D6 =

Φ D6

A. 2

(A.51)
(A.52)

2
 1 + δH
-------  + 2  1 + δH
-------  cos ( δΦ6 + 2πf∆T6 ) + 1

H
H

(A.53)

  1 + δH
------- sin( δΦ 5 + 2πf∆T6 ) 
 

H
= atan  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1 +  1 + δH
-------  cos ( δΦ5 + 2πf∆T6 )


H

(A.54)

Identity A1

(A ⋅ exp (j ⋅ Φ ) ) + ( A + δA ) ⋅ exp (j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ δΦ ) =
δA
= A ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) ⋅ 〈 1 +  1 + ------ exp ( j ⋅ δΦ )〉
A
= A ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) ⋅   1 +  1 + δA
------ cos ( δΦ ) + j ⋅  1 + δA
------ sin( δΦ )
A
A
= ( A ⋅ ς ) ⋅ exp (j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ Θ )

(A.55)

where:
ς =

2
 1 + δA
------ + 2  1 + δA
------  cos (δΦ ) + 1

A
A

Θ

  1 + δA
------ sin ( δΦ) 
 

A
= atan ----------------------------------------------------- 
 1 +  1 + δA
------ cos ( δΦ )


A

A. 3

(A.56)

(A.57)

Identity A2

C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) + D ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ δΦ ) =
= C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ) ⋅  1 +  D
-- ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ δΦ)  
C
D
D
= C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ) ⋅   1 + -- cos ( δΦ ) + j ⋅ ---- sin (δΦ )
C
C
= ( C ⋅ ς ) ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ Θ )

(A.58)

where:
ς =

Θ

(A.59)

2
D
---  + 2  D
--  cos (δΦ ) + 1
 -C
C

 D
--  sin ( δΦ ) 
  C

= atan ----------------------------------------- 
1 +  D
--- cos ( δΦ )

 -C

(A.60)
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A. 4

Identity A3

Assuming condition D = C*α in the previous identity leads to:
C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) + C ⋅ α ⋅ exp (j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ δΦ ) =
= C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) ⋅ ( 1 + ( α ⋅ exp (j ⋅ δΦ) ))
= C ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ ) ⋅ ( ( 1 + α cos ( δΦ )) + j ⋅ α sin (δΦ ))
= ( C ⋅ ς 1 ) ⋅ exp ( j ⋅ Φ + j ⋅ Θ1 )

(A.61)

where:
ς1 =

(A.62)

2

α + 2α cos( δΦ ) + 1

α sin ( δΦ )
Θ1 = atan  ----------------------------------- 
1 + α cos ( δΦ )

(A.63)
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Appendix B
B. 1

Mixed Mode Four-Ports

Fig. B.1 illustrates a four-port linear network that can be described by a four by four frequency dependent
complex matrix. Impedance, admittance and scattering matrix representations come to mind. Employing
the floating port concept, one can distinguish two representations of the mixed mode four-port (see Fig.
B.1):
• A mixed mode four-port with two floating terminal pairs represented as differential and common mixed
modes (type A).

•

A mixed mode four-port with two grounded ports and one floating terminal pair represented as
differential and common mixed mode (type B).

Mixed Mode Four-Port (Type A)
The first configuration represents a fully balanced circuit where the network’s four nodes form two
floating terminal pairs (see Fig. B.1).

i1

i3

i1

idiff

idiff_1

idiff_2

u1

u3

u1

udiff

udiff_1

udiff_2

i2

i4

i2

icom

icom_1

icom_2

u2

u4

u2

ucom

ucom_1

ucom_2

Conventional
four-port

Fig B.1:

A mixed mode
four-port

A mixed mode
four-port

Left: A four-port with four grounded ports.
Middle: A mixed mode four-port with two grounded ports and one floating terminal pair excited
differentially and in common mode (conceptional tool).
Right: A mixed mode four-port with two floating terminal pairs excited differentially and in
common mode (conceptional tool).
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To specify the related mixed mode scattering matrix, one can substitute Eq. 6.28 and Eq. 6.29 in the conventional four-port scattering matrix:
----1--- ( bc 1 + b d1 )
2
s11
1
------- ( bc 1 – bd 1 )
s
2
= 21
s31
----1--- ( bc 2 + b d2 )
2
s41
---1---- ( bc 2 – bd 2 )
2

s12 s13 s14
s22 s23 s24
s32 s33 s34
s42 s43 s44

---1---- ( ac 1 + a d1 )
2
1
------- ( a c1 – ad 1 )
2
1
------- ( ac 2 + a d2 )
2
1
------- ( a c2 – ad 2 )
2

(B.1)

Further calculation leads to:
( bc 1 + b d1 )
( b c1 – bd 1 )
( bc 2 + b d2 )

s11 – s 12 s13 – s14 s11 + s12 s13 + s14 ad1
=

( b c2 – bd 2 )

s21 – s 22 s23 – s24 s21 + s22 s23 + s24 ad2
s31 – s 32 s33 – s34 s31 + s32 s33 + s34 ac 1

(B.2)

s41 – s 42 s43 – s44 s41 + s42 s43 + s44 ac 2

bd 1

( s11 – s12 ) – ( s21 – s22 ) ( s13 – s14 ) – ( s23 – s24 ) (s 11 + s12 ) – ( s21 + s22 ) ( s13 + s14 ) – ( s23 + s24 ) ad 1

bd 2
bc1

( s – s ) – ( s41 – s42 ) ( s33 – s34 ) – ( s43 – s44 ) (s 31 + s32 ) – ( s41 + s42 ) ( s33 + s34 ) – ( s43 + s44 ) ad 2
= 1-- 31 32
2 ( s – s ) + ( s – s ) (s – s ) + ( s – s ) ( s + s ) + ( s + s ) ( s + s ) + ( s + s ) a
11
12
21
22
13
14
23
24
11
12
21
22
13
14
23
24
c1

bc2

( s31 – s32 ) + ( s41 – s42) (s 33 – s34 ) + ( s43 – s44 ) ( s31 + s32 ) + ( s41 + s42 ) ( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s 44) a c 2

(B.3)

The above equation can be reformulated as:
b d1
b d2
bc1
bc2

a d1
=

Sdd

S dc

a d2

Sc d

Sc c

ac 1

(B.4)

ac 2

where:
1 ( s – s ) – ( s21 – s 22)
Sdd = -- 11 12
2 (s – s ) – (s – s )
31
32
41
42

( s13 – s14) – ( s23 – s24 )

( s – s ) + ( s21 – s22 )
S c d = 1-- 11 12
2 (s – s ) + (s – s )
31
32
41
42

( s13 – s14 ) + ( s23 – s24)

( s33 – s34) – ( s43 – s44 )

( s33 – s34 ) + ( s43 – s44)

1 ( s + s 12) – ( s21 + s22 )
S dc = -- 11
2 (s + s ) – (s + s )
31
32
41
42

(s 13 + s14 ) – ( s23 + s24 )

( s + s 12) + ( s21 + s 22)
Scc = 1-- 11
2 (s + s ) + (s + s )
31
32
41
42

( s13 + s14 ) + ( s23 + s 24)

(s 33 + s34 ) – ( s43 + s44 )

( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s 44)

(B.5)

where mixed mode two-port matrices Sdd, Scc , Sdc and Scd represent respectively the differential, commonmode and the conversion of differential mode waves to common mode and common mode waves into
differential mode (see Sec. B. 3).
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Mixed Mode Four-Port (Type B)
This type of mixed mode four-port consists of two grounded conventional ports and one floating terminal
pair (see Fig. B.1). To specify the related mixed mode scattering matrix, one can substitute Eq. 6.28 and
Eq. 6.29 in the conventional four-port scattering matrix:.
b1

s 11 s12 s13 s14

b2

s 21 s22 s23 s24

a1
a2

1
1
------- ( bc + b d ) =
------- ( a c + ad )
s 31 s32 s33 s34
2
2
1
s
s
s
s
1
41 42 43 44 ------- ( a – a )
------- ( b c – bd )
c
d
2
2

(B.6)

Further calculation leads to:
b1

s11 s12 s 13 – s14 s13 + s14

b2

s21 s22 s 23 – s24 s23 + s24

a1
a2

---1---- (b c + bd ) =
---1---- ad
s31 s32 s 33 – s34 s33 + s34
2
2
1
s
s
s
–
s
s
+
s
1
41 42 43
44 43
44 -------a
------- ( bc – b d )
c
2
2

(B.7)

b1

s11

s12

s13 – s14

s13 + s14

b2

s21

s22

s23 – s24

s23 + s24

=

2bd

s31 – s41 s32 – s42

2b c

s31 + s41 s32 + s42

b1
b2
bd

a2

1
-------a
d
(s 33 – s34 ) – ( s43 – s44 ) ( s33 + s34 ) – ( s43 + s 44 )
2
( s33 – s 34 ) + ( s43 – s44 ) ( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s44 ) ---1---- a
c
2

s 11

s12

s 21

s22

1 (s – s )
------31
41
2
----1--- ( s31 + s41 )
2

1 (s – s )
------32
42
2
---1---- ( s32 + s 42)
2

=

bc

a1

---1---- ( s13 – s14 )
2
1
------- ( s23 – s24 )
2

---1---- ( s13 + s14 )
2
1
------- ( s23 + s24 )
2

(B.8)

a1
a2

1-- ( ( s – s ) – ( s – s )) 1-- (( s + s ) – ( s + s ) ) ad
43
44
34
43
44
2 33 34
2 33
ac
1-- ( (s – s ) + ( s – s ) ) 1-- ( ( s + s ) + ( s + s ) )
43
44
34
43
44
2 33 34
2 33

(B.9)

or
s11
b1
bd
b2
bc

=

---1---- ( s13 – s14 )
2

1 ( s – s ) 1-- (( s – s ) – ( s – s ) )
------31
41
34
43
44
2 33
2
1
s21
------- ( s32 – s42 )
2
---1---- ( s31 + s41 ) 1-- ( ( s33 – s34 ) + ( s43 – s44) )
2
2

1 (s + s )
------13
14
2

s12

1 ( s – s ) 1-- ( (s + s ) – ( s + s ) )
------32
42
34
43
44
2 33
2
1
s22
------- ( s23 + s 24 )
2
---1---- ( s32 + s42 ) 1-- ( ( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s44 ) )
2
2
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a1
ad
a2
ac

(B.10)

The above equation can be reformulated as:
b1
bd
b2

a1
=

Sdd

sd c

ad

scd

sc c

a2

bc

(B.11)

ac

where

S dd =

Sc d =

s11

---1---- ( s13 – s 14)
2

---1---- (s 31 – s41 )
2

1-- ( ( s – s ) – ( s – s ) )
43
44
2 33 34

s21

---1---- ( s23 – s24 )
2

---1---- (s 31 + s41 )
2

1-- (( s – s ) + ( s – s ) )
43
44
2 33 34

Sdc =

Scc =

s12

---1---- ( s13 + s14 )
2

---1---- ( s32 – s42)
2

1-- (( s + s ) – ( s + s ) )
34
43
44
2 33

s22

---1---- ( s23 + s24 )
2

---1---- ( s32 + s42 )
2

1-- ( ( s + s ) + ( s + s ) )
34
43
44
2 33

(B.12)

where mixed mode two-port matrices Sdd, Scc, Sdc and Scd represent respectively the differential,
common-mode and the conversion of differential mode waves to common mode and common mode waves
into differential mode (see Sec. B. 3).

B. 2

Mixed Mode Three-Port

Fig. B.2 illustrates a conventional three-port network and its equivalent mixed mode configuration. This
configuration consists of a mixed mode three-port with one grounded port and one floating terminal pair
represented as differential and common mixed modes. Analogous with the previous section, one can
reformulate the mixed mode three-port scattering matrix as:

s11

b1
bd =
bc

---1---- ( s31 – s41 )
2
1
------- ( s31 + s41 )
2

1 (s – s )
------13
14
2

1 (s + s )
------13
14
2

a1
1-- (( s – s ) – ( s – s ) ) 1-- ( ( s + s ) – ( s + s ) )
ad
43
44
34
43
44
2 33 34
2 33
a
1-- ( ( s – s ) + ( s – s ) ) 1-- ( (s + s ) + (s + s )) c
33
34
43
44
33
34
43
44
2
2

(B.13)

One can consider the mixed mode three-port to be a mixed mode four-port (type B) with one of its input
ports properly terminated. Comparing Eq. B.10 with Eq. B.13 confirms this. Assuming S33 = S44
and S34 = S43 , one can rewrite the above equation as:

b1
bd
bc

s11

----1--- ( s13 – s14 )
2

---1---- ( s13 + s14 )
2

a1
1
1
= ------- (s 31 – s41 ) -- ( ( s33 – s34) – ( s43 – s44 ))
0
ad
2
2
ac
1
1
------- ( s31 + s41 )
0
-- ( ( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s44 ) )
2
2
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(B.14)

The above matrix can be partitioned into two mixed mode two-port matrices namely:
Su n – d =

Su n – c =

s11

1 (s – s )
------13
14
2

----1--- ( s31 – s41 )
2

1-- ( ( s – s ) – ( s – s ) )
43
44
2 33 34

s11

1 (s + s )
------13
14
2

---1---- ( s31 + s41 )
2

1-- ( ( s + s ) + ( s + s ))
43
44
2 33 34

(B.15)

where Sun-d and Sun-c refer respectively to the unbalanced to differential mode and the unbalanced to
common mode.

.
i1

i3

u1

u3

i1

idiff

u1

udiff

i2

i com

u2

ucom

Conventional
three-port

Fig B.2:

A mixed mode
three-port

Left: A three-port with three grounded ports.
Right: A mixed mode three-port with one grounded port and one floating terminal pair represented as differential and common mixed modes (conceptional tool).
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B. 3 Mixed Mode Two-Port
A mixed mode two-port matrix can be considered to be a special representation of mixed mode four and
three-port matrices where the floating ports are operating in a single mode (differential or common). In this
case we may consider six equivalent mixed mode two-port matrices (Fig. B.3):
•
Four of them possess floating input and output ports (Eq. B.5).
•
Two of them are composed of one grounded port and one floating one (Eq. B.15).

i1

i2

u1

u2

i1

i diff

idiff_1

i diff_2

u1

u diff

u diff_1

u diff_2

Conventional
two-port

A mixed mode
two-port

A mixed mode
two-port

i1

i com

icom

i diff

u1

u com

ucom

u diff

A mixed mode
two-port

A mixed mode
two-port
i diff

i com

u diff

u com

A mixed mode
two-port
i com_1

i com_2

u com_1

u com_2

A mixed mode
two-port

Fig B.3:

Left: A two-port with two grounded ports.
Middle: Mixed mode two-ports with one grounded port and one floating terminal represented
as differential or common mixed mode (derived from mixed mode three-port).
Right: Mixed mode two-ports with two floating terminals represented as differential or common mixed mode (derived from mixed mode four-port).
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B. 4 Mixed Mode One-Port
A mixed mode one-port is, in fact, a floating port or terminal pair which is operating in either differential
or common mode as shown in Fig. B.4.

Conventional
one-port
Fig B.4:

i1

idiff

icom

u1

udiff

ucom

A mixed mode
one-port

A mixed mode
one-port

Left: A one-port with one grounded port.
Middle: A mixed mode one-port with one floating terminal pair represented as differential mixed
mode (conceptional tool).
Right: A mixed mode one-port with one floating terminal represented as common mixed mode
(conceptional tool),
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B. 5 180° Hybrid as a Mixed Mode Two-Port Matrix
A 180°-hybrid is an example of a mixed mode four-port component; a functional diagram is depicted in
Fig. B.5. Depending on the excitation at input nodes 1 or 2, the output signal at the nodes 3 and 4 will be in
phase (common mode) or out of phase (differential mode). Due to the high isolation between nodes 1-2
and 3-4, their transfer function can be considered to be zero. Furthermore, based on symmetry:
s12 ≈ s21 ≈ s34 ≈ s43 ≈ 0
s14 ≈ s41 ≈ –s13 ≈ – s31
s24 ≈ s42 ≈ s23 ≈ s32

(B.16)

s33 ≈ s44

Substituting in Eq. B.12 leads to:

Sd d =

---1---- ( s13 + s14 )
2
S dc =
1-- ( s + s )
2 33 44

s11
---1---- (s 31 + s41 )
2
≈0
≈0

Scd =

≈0
≈0

Scc =

≈0
≈0

≈0
≈0

s22

---1---- (s 23 + s24 )
2

1
------- ( s32 + s 42)
2

1
-- ( ( s33 + s34 ) + ( s43 + s 44 ) )
2

(B.17)

or:
b1
bd
b2
bc

=

s11

2s13

2s13

s33

0
0

0
0

0
0

a1

0
0

ad

s22

2s23

a2

2s23

s33

ac

(B.18)

The above expression illustrates that:
•
Cross conversion of the differential and common mode is imperceptible.
•
Excitation of the 180°-hybrid from one of its inputs, with the other one properly terminated
forces the 180°-hybrid to operate in only one mode.
The latter option enables the 180°-hybrid component to operate as a mixed mode two-port. In this case the
two-port possesses one grounded port and one floating terminal. This property lets the 180-hybrid serve as
a medium between the non-floating and floating terminals (see Eq. B.1 middle). Making use of the above
equation in conjunction with Eq. C.1 leads to:
2S 13 S31
Γ indiff = S11 + ----------------------------------1
--------------------– S 33
Γ DUTdiff

(B.19)

2S23 S 23
Γ indiff = S 22 + ------------------------------------1
----------------------– S33
Γ DUTCom

(B.20)

where ΓDUTdiff and ΓDUTCom are expressed in Eq. 6.30 and Eq. 6.31.
The ideal scattering matrix for a passive lossless 180°-hybrid can be found by combining Eq. B.18 with
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losslessness as expressed in Eq. D.1, yielding:
0
0
S=
-–----1-2
1
------2

–1
0 ------2
1
0 ------2
1
------- 0
2
1
------- 0
2

1
------2
1
------2
0

(B.21)

0

Subsituting the above equation in Eq. B.19 and Eq. B.20 leads to:
Γ indiff = ΓD U T d i f f

(B.22)

Γ indiff = Γ D U T C o m

(B.23)

node 3

0o

s11

0o

S H y b r i d=
node 1

node 2
180

o

0o

0

s31 s23 s33

0

– s13 s23 0

s33

node 4

Fig B.5:

A representation of a 180° hybrid and its scattering matrix.
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0 s13 –s13
s22 s23 s23

Appendix C
The reflection coefficient at the plane C (see Fig. C.1) can be formulated as:
S 12 S21
Γ in = S11 + ---------------------------1
------------- – S22
ΓD U T

(C.1)

where S11 , S12 , S21 and S22 are the scattering matrix components of the input block consisting of tuner and
probe. The matching condition at the plane A implies that Γin must be 0. Substituting this condition in Eq.
C.1 leads to:
(C.2)

S11 [ 1 – S 22 ΓD U T ] + S12 S 21 Γ DUT = 0

Substituting Eq. D.6 in Eq. C.2 leads to:
S21 ( S22 )∗
– -----------------------[ 1 – S 22 ΓD U T] + S 12 S21 Γ D U T = 0
( S12 )∗
– ( S22 )∗ + ( S22 )∗ S 22 ΓD U T + ( S12 )∗ S 12 ΓDUT = 0
– ( S22 )∗ + [ ( S22 )∗ S22 + (S 12 )∗ S12 ]Γ D U T
–( S22 )∗ + [ S22

2

2

+ S 12 ]Γ D U T

= 0

(C.3)

= 0

Substituting Eq. D.3 in Eq. C.2 in conjunction with the reciprocal nature of the network leads to:
ΓD U T = ( S22 )∗

(C.4)

In other words, a lossless two-port matching network that is conjugately matched at its input implies
conjugate match at its output.
Measurement Plane A

Measurement Plane B

Measurement Plane C

Device under test

Γ in
Signal Generator

Fig C.1:

Input block, inc. tuner and probe

Measurement planes at the input of DUT.
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Appendix D
Lossless Condition
A two-port is a loss-less network if the sum of the incident power is equal to the sum of the scattered
power:
2

a 1 + a2

2

2

= b1 + b2

(D.1)

2

For a two port network:
= a1 ⋅ S11 + a 2 ⋅ S 12 + 2a1 S11 ⋅ ( a 2 S12 ) ∗

(D.2)

b2 2 = a1 ⋅ S21 + a 2 ⋅ S 22 + 2a1 S21 ⋅ ( a 2 S22 ) ∗

(D.3)

b1

2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

Substituting Eq. D.2 and Eq. D.3 in Eq. D.1 leads to the following equations:
2

2

2

2

S 11 + S21
S 12 + S22

(D.4)

= 1

(D.5)

= 1

S21 ( S 22 )∗
S 11 ⋅ ( S12 ) ∗ + S 21 ⋅ ( S22 )∗ = 0 ⇒ S11 = – -----------------------( S 12 )∗

(D.6)

The above equations relate the scattering parameters of a loss-less two-port network.
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Appendix E
E. 1 De-embedding Method A
Fig. E.1 illustrates two cascaded linear two-port networks for which the following equations are valid:
(E.1)
b1 p
b2 p
b1 q
b2 q

=

=

S11 p S 12p a1p
S 2 1p S 22p a2p

(E.2)

S 11q S 12q a1q

(E.3)

S 2 1q S 22q a2q

b 2p

= a 1q

a 2p

= b 1q

(E.4)

Substituting Eq. E.3 and Eq. E.4 into Eq. E.1 and Eq. E.2, respectively, leads to:
1

a1 q = -----------------------------( S a + S22p S12q a2q )
1 – S 22 p S 11q 2 1p 1p
a1q = S21 p a 1p + S 22 p a 2p 
⇒
a2p = S11 q a 1q + S 12 q a 2q 
1
a2 p = -----------------------------( S S a + S 12q a2 q )

1 – S22p S11q 11 q 21p 1 p

(E.5)
(E.6)

Substituting Eq. E.5 and Eq. E.6 into Eq. E.1 and Eq. E.2, respectively, leads to:



S12p ⋅ S21p 
S 12 p ⋅ S 12q
b 1p =  S11p + -------------------------- a1 p + ------------------------------a
1
1
– S 22p S 11 q 2q


---------- – S 22p


S 11 q
b 2q

(E.7)



S 21p ⋅ S 21q

S12q ⋅ S 21 q 
= ------------------------------a 1p +  S 22 q + ---------------------------  a 2q
1 – S 22p S 11q
1 –S 

---------11q 

S 22p

(E.8)

Eq. E.7 and Eq. E.8 taken together represent the scattering matrix of the whole system. This relation can be
rewritten as:

S pq =

S11 pq S 12p q
S 2 1pq S 22p q

=

S12 p ⋅ S21p
S11p + --------------------------1 –S
---------22 p
S 11q

S12 p ⋅ S12 q
-----------------------------1 – S22 p S11 q

S21 p ⋅ S21q
-----------------------------1 – S22p S11 q

S12 q ⋅ S21 q
S22 q + --------------------------1 –S
---------11 q
S 22p
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(E.9)

which formulates the scattering matrix of the whole system in terms of the individual scattering matrices of
the networks P and Q. Using this equation one can determine the scattering parameters of network P or Q
as follows:
∆

q

= ( S22 q ⋅ S11q ) – ( S12 q ⋅ S21 q )

∆

p

= ( S22 p ⋅ S11p ) – ( S12 p ⋅ S21 p )

∆

pq

= ( S22 pq ⋅ S 11p q ) – ( S 12p q ⋅ S21pq )

ℵq

= ( S22 pq ⋅ S 11q ) + ( S12 q ⋅ S21q ) – ( S22 q ⋅ S11q )= ( S22 p q ⋅ S11 q ) – ∆

q

ℵp

= ( S11 pq ⋅ S 22p ) + ( S12 p ⋅ S21p ) – ( S22 p ⋅ S11p )= ( S11 p q ⋅ S22 p ) – ∆

p

S11p S 12p
S21 q S 22p
S11p S 12p
S21 p S 22p

1 S (∆
= ------- 11 q
ℵq
S

pq

– S 11p q∆ q) S12p q ⋅ S 21 q

21 pq

⋅ S1 2q

(E.10)

S 22 pq – S22q

S 12p q ⋅ S21p
1 S11 pq – S 11p
= ------ℵp S
21pq ⋅ S 1 2p S 22p ( ∆ p q – S22 pq ∆ p )

(E.11)

In other words, the scattering matrix of either P or Q can be found directly from the composite scattering
matrix Spq plus the scattering matrix Q or P, respectively

a1p
50
Ω

P

b1p

a2p

a1q

b2p

b1q

AC

Fig E.1:

Q

a2q

50
Ω

b2q
AC

Two cascaded twoport.
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E. 2 De-embedding Method B
Fig. E.2 illustrates three cascaded two-port networks for which the following equations are valid:
b1p
b2p
b1q
b2q
b 1T

=

S 11 p S12p a 1p

=

S 11 q S12q a 1q

=

b 2T

(E.12)

S 21p S22p a 2p

(E.13)

S 21q S22q a 2q

(E.14)

S 11 T S12T a1T

(E.15)

S 21 T S22T a2T

b2 p

= a 1T

a2 p

= b 1T

a1 q

= b 2T

b1 q

= a 2T

(E.16)
(E.17)

Analogous with the previous section one can express the scattering matrix S t as a function of S P, Sq and Sm
(the scattering matrix defined between planes A and A’, see Fig. E.2) as follows:
2

2

2

2

χ1 =

– ( S11p S22p ) ( S 11q S22q ) + S12p S11q S 22 q + S 11 p S 22p S12q – S 12p S12q

χ2 =

S 11 m S 22 p S 11 q S22 q + S22m S11p S22p S11q – S11m S22m S22p S 11 q

χ3 =

– S11m S22p S12q – S22m S12p S11q + S 12 m S 22 p S 11 q

χ=

χ1 + χ2 + χ3

2

2

2

(E.19)
2

2

χ4=

– S11p S11q S22q + S 11 p S 12 q + S 11 m ( S11q S22q – S12q )

χ5 =

S22m S 11 p S 11 q – ( S 11 m S 22 q – S 12 m )S 11q

S 11 t =

( χ3 + χ4) ⁄ χ

2

2

(E.20)

2

χ6 =

– S11 p S22p S22q + S12 p S 22 q + S 22 m ( S 11p S22p – S 12p )

χ7 =

S11 m S22p S22q – ( S11m S22q – S12m )S22 p

S 22 t =

( χ6 + χ7 ) ⁄ χ

S12 t =

( – S12 m S12 p S 12q ) ⁄ χ

2

(E.21)

(E.22)

Plana A'

Plana A
a1p
50
Ω

P

b1p

a2p

a1T

b2p

b1T

T

a2T

a1q

b2T

b1q

Q

a2q
50
Ω

b2q

AC
AC

Fig E.2:

Three cascaded two-ports.
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Appendix F
F. 1 Operating Power Gain
The measurement system shown in fig 1 facilitates the determination of:
•
•
•

The transducer gain GT of the system shown between plane A and A' (see Fig. F.1).
The available power gain of the input block P (input tuner inclusive probe), GA_P (in conjunction with
the input reflection coefficient at the plane B, Γin2 , see Fig. F.1).
The operating power gain of the output block Q (output tuner inclusive probe), GP_Q .

Determination of the operating power gain is complicated by the fact that we may initially multiply or
divide the available power gain of the various stages.
Using Eq. 6.36, the measured transducer power gain of the total system, GTPDQ, is initially converted into
the available power gain between planes A and A'.
G A – P D Q = ( G T P D Q ⋅ K o u t P D Q)

(F.1)

where:
GTPDQ = S21P D Q

(F.2)

2

Ko u t P D Q = G Mismatch_Gain( Γ out3 , Γl )

Γl = 0

1
= -------------------------------( 1 – Γ out 3 2 )

(F.3)

The available power gain of the DUT and output block Q taken together can then be formulated as:
GA –P D Q GTPDQ ⋅ KoutPDQ
GA –D Q = -------------------= ------------------------------------------GA – P
GA – P
GA –P
Γ out1

Γs = 0
Γs = 0

(F.4)

S21P 2
S21P 2
= -------------------------------=
-----------------------------2
2
( 1 – Γout1 ) ( 1 – S22P )

(F.5)

= S22P

(F.6)

Alternatively:
GA – DQ = ( GA – D ⋅ GA –Q )

(F.7)
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Using Eq. 6.36 and Eq. 6.38 we can calculate the available power gain of the output block as a function of
its operating power gain:
KoutQ
GA – Q = GP – Q -------------K inQ

(F.8)

KoutQ = GMismatch_Gain ( Γo u t3 , Γ l )

Γl = 0

1
= -------------------------------2
( 1 – Γ out3 )

(F.9)

1 – S 11 Q ⋅ Γo u t2 2
Ki n Q = G Mismatch_Gain( Γ out 2 , Γin 3 ) = --------------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – Γ out 2 ) ( 1 – S11Q )

(F.10)

Γ i n3

(F.11)

Γl = 0

= S 11Q
2

GP – Q

Γl = 0

S 21 Q
= ------------------------------(1 – S 11 Q 2 )

(F.12)

Substituting Eq. F.8 in Eq. F.1 leads to:
G TPDQ ⋅ KoutPDQ
GTPDQ K o u t P D QK inQ
GA – D= ------------------------------------------= ----------------------------------------------------------K outQ GA –P GP –Q
KoutQ
GA –P GP – Q -------------Ki n Q

KoutPDQ = KoutQ

GT P D Q
= ---------------------------K
GA – P GP – Q i n Q

(F.13)

The above equation describes the available power gain of the DUT as a function of the DUT's output
reflection coefficient, which in this case is unknown. To surmount this problem we can formulate the
operating power gain of DUT as a function of its available power gain:
KinD
GP – D = GA –D -------------KoutD

(F.14)

K inD = GMismatch_Gain ( Γout1 , Γ in2 )

Γl = 0

1 – Γ i n2 ⋅ Γ out1 2
= -------------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – Γout1 ) ( 1 – Γin 2 )

(F.15)

2

1 – Γ in 2 ⋅ S 22P
K inD = -----------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – S22P ) ( 1 – Γin 2 )
Γ o u t1

Γs = 0

(F.16)

= S22P
2

1 – S 11Q ⋅ Γ o u t2
K o u t D = GMismatch_Gain( Γ out 2, Γ in 3 ) = --------------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – Γ out 2 ) ( 1 – S11Q )

(F.17)

Substituting Eq. F.14 in Eq. F.13 leads to:
GTPDQ Ki n Q Ki n D
GP – D= ------------------------------------- -------------G A – PG P – Q
KoutD

K i n Q = Ko u t D

GT P D Q
= --------------------------K
GA – P GP – Q inD

2

G TPDQ
1 – Γ in 2 ⋅ S 22 P
= -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
GA –P GP –Q (1 – S
)( 1 – Γ
)
22 P

i n2

2

S 21PDQ
1 – Γin 2 ⋅ S22P 2
= ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2
2
S 21P
S 21Q
( 1 – S 22 P )( 1 – Γ i n2 )
-----------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – S 22P ) ( 1 – S 11Q )

(F.18)

The above equation formulates the operating power gain of the DUT as a function of:
•
•
•
•

The transducer gain of the system GT .
The available power gain of the input block P GA_P .
The operating power gain of the output block Q (output tuner inclusive probe), GP_Q.
The input reflection coefficient of the DUT.
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From Eq. F.18 one can infer that:
•
•
•

DUT operating power gain performance is not affected by source mismatching.
The operating power gain assessment does not require a variable input matching network.
When conjugately matched, Eq. F.18 reduces to:
2

GP – D

S 22 P =

GTPDQ
S21 P D Q
= --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
GT –P GP –Q
Γ i n2∗
S 21 P
S 21 Q
-----------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – S 22 P ) ( 1 – S 11 Q )

(F.19)

which is usually implemented in commercial software.
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F. 2 The Input And Output Power Level
In order to determine the output power delivered at plane C’ (Fig. F.1) we need to know the transducer
power gain of the input block and the DUT. Analogous to Eq. F.1 we can write:
GA –P D Q G TPDQ ⋅ KoutPDQ GTPDQ
GA – PD = -------------------= ------------------------------------------- = -----------------Ki n Q
GA –Q
KoutQ
G P– Q
G P – Q -------------K inQ
GA – PD GT P D Q Ki n Q
GT – P D= ----------------= ----------------- ----------------K outPD
G P – Q Ko u t P D

KinQ = KoutPD

(F.20)

(F.21)

GT P D Q
= ----------------GP – Q
2

(F.22)

1 – S11Q ⋅ Γ out2
KoutPD = GMismatch_Gain ( Γo u t2 , Γ i n3 ) = --------------------------------------------------------------2
2
( 1 – Γo u t2 ) (1 – S 11 Q )

Using Eq. 6.35 and Eq. F.21 the following expression is derived:
GTPDQ
P Deliverd to the Load= P Power available from the Generator ----------------GP – Q

(F.23)

In the same way we can formulate the input power level at the plane C (Fig. F.1) as follows:
P Deliverd to DUT = P Power available from the Generator GA – P K inD

Γs

(F.24)

Γ out1

Γout2

Input Block
P

Γ out3

Output Block
Q

DUT
VG
ZL

ZG

Γin1

Plane A

Fig F.1:

Γin2

Plane B

Plane C

The block diagram of the measurement system.
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Γin3

ΓL

Plane C'

Plane A'

Appendix G
G. 1 Determination Of The Overall Quality Factor
Suppose that xi , y1i and y 2i are the reference signal, the response of instrument A to reference signal x i, and
the response of instrument B to y1i .
It is possible to formulate y1i and y2i as follows:
(G.1)

y1 i = G1 ⋅ xi + γ1 i

(G.2)

y 2 i = G2 ⋅ y 1 i + γ2 i = G2 ⋅ ( G1 ⋅ xi + γ1i ) + γ2i

where:
G1

∑ y 1i ⋅ x i∗
k
= ------------------------2
∑ xi

G2

k
= ---------------------------2
∑ y1 i

γ1i

= y 1 i – G1 ⋅ x i

γ2 i

= y 2i – G2 ⋅ y 1 i

k

∑ y2 i ⋅ y 1i∗
k

∑ γ 1i ⋅ x i∗ = 0

∑ γ 2i ⋅ y1 i∗ =

k

0

k

Based on orthogonality and assuming that:

∑ x i ⋅ γ 1i∗ =

(G.3)

0

k

∑ γ2i ⋅ γ1 i∗ =

(G.4)

0

k

we can derive the following relations:

∑ y1 i

2

k

∑ y2 i
k

= G21 ⋅ ∑ x i 2 + ∑ γ1 i 2
k

2

= G22 ⋅  G21 ⋅ ∑ x i 2 + ∑ γ1 i 2  + ∑ γ2 i 2


k

∑ y 2i ⋅ y 1i∗ =
k

∑ y2 i ⋅ x i∗ =
k

(G.5)

k

k

(G.6)

k

2
2
2
G2 ⋅  G1 ⋅ ∑ x i + ∑ γ1 i 
k

G2 ⋅ G1 ⋅ ∑ x i

(G.7)

k

(G.8)

2

k
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Using the above equations we can derive the quality factors as follows:
2
G21 ⋅  ∑ x i 2
1
k
k
ρ 1 = ----------------------------------------= --------------------------------------------------------------------------------= -------------------------------------2
2
2
2
2
2
2

∑ y 1i ⋅ ∑ x i
∑ γ 1i
 G 1 ⋅ ∑ xi + ∑ γ 1i  ⋅ ∑ x i
k
k
k
k
k
k
1 + ---------------------------2
2
G1 ⋅ ∑ x i

∑ y 1i ⋅ xi∗

2

(G.11)

k

2
2  2
 G ⋅ G2 ⋅
 2  1 ∑ x i + ∑ γ1 i 
k
k
k
ρ 2 = ------------------------------------------= ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2  2
2
2
2  2
2
2

∑ y 1i ⋅ ∑ y 2i
 G2 ⋅  G1 ⋅ ∑ x i + ∑ γ 1i  + ∑ γ 2i  ⋅  G1 ⋅ ∑ x i + ∑ γ1i 

∑ y2 i ⋅ y 1i∗

k

2

k

k

k

k

k

(G.12)

k

1
1
ρ 2 = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------= -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
∑ γ2 i
∑ γ1 i
1 ⋅ ---------------------------1
k
k
1 + ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 + -----⋅ -------------------------------------2
2
2
2
2  2
2
2
G2 G1 ⋅ ∑ xi
G 2 ⋅  G 1 ⋅ ∑ x i + ∑ γ1 i 
∑ γ1 i
k
k
k
k
1 + ---------------------------2
2
G1 ⋅ ∑ x i
k

1
ρ 2 = -----------------------------------------------------------2
γ1 i
∑
1 ⋅ ---------------------------k
1 + -----⋅ ρ1
G 22 G21 ⋅ ∑ x i 2

(G.13)

k

Eq. G.13 can be rewritten as:

∑ γ1 i
1
1 1
k
------2 ⋅ ---------------------------= -----  ----- – 1
2
2
ρ
1 ρ2
G2 G 1 ⋅ ∑ xi
2

(G.14)

k

The overall quality factor is then:
ρ overall

2
2
2 2
G2 ⋅ G1 ⋅  ∑ x i 
k
k
= ----------------------------------------= --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2
2  2
2

∑ y2 i ⋅ ∑ x i  G2 ⋅ G1 ⋅ ∑ x i + ∑ γ1 i 2 + ∑ γ2 i 2 ⋅ ∑ x i 2

∑ y 2i ⋅ x i∗

k

2

k

k

k

k

k

1
1
ρ overall = -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------= --------------------------------------= ρ1 ⋅ ρ2
2
2
1
1
1 – 1
----- + ----- ----∑ γ 1i
∑ γ 2i
ρ1 ρ1 ρ2 
k
k
1 + ---------------------------+ --------------------------------------2
2
2
2
2
G1 ⋅ ∑ x i
G1 ⋅ G 2 ⋅ ∑ xi
k

(G.15)

k

It is evident that this result can be extended to n-instruments so that the overall quality factor is:
ρ overall =

∏ ρn

(G.16)

n
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Summary
The desire to be free from cable connections to communication networks and the companion desire for
mobility in communications are perhaps the clearest constituents of all the aspects of wireless
communications. These passions drive the growth in mobile communication networks and channel the
development of mobile communication technology. The recent large-scale introduction of second
generation mobile communication systems in the USA, Japan and Europe was concomitant with the end of
the cold war era. This has permitted the unhindered commercialization of advanced military technology,
which has been an enormous stimulus to the implementation of wireless facilities. The switch from analog
to digital technology is a fundamental and probably an irreversible decision that defines the modern
generation of cellular systems. The most attractive aspect of digital transmission techniques is that they
function better in high-interference environments and have a higher potential capacity than their analog
counterparts.
The diversity and the complexity of contemporary and upcoming wireless communication systems have
rendered inadequate traditional division of the design paradigm into system, analog RF and IF circuit
blocks, device technology, etc. In fact, the most efficient use of available technology for the realization of
analog RF circuit blocks in current and future communication systems can only be achieved through a
thorough understanding of the interplay of all levels involved in the design flow. Designers are confronted
with the non-trivial task of rapidly responding to the vagaries of the mobile communication business.
Complex digital communication signals with relatively large bandwidth and varying envelope power have
rendered inadequate traditional design methods based on S-parameters. The attendant demands on cost,
efficiency and system constraints and the growing use of balanced circuits in broadband wireless
applications have changed and complicated the design paradigm. To satisfy the need for both rapid
response and long-term research capability a flexible facility for customizing, processing and test signal
generation encompassing the entire physical layer of the OSI reference model is required. This complexity
emphasizes the necessity of a multi-disciplinary approach. The method introduced here considers the
entire design paradigm as an integral design procedure composed of various levels. An advanced CAD
tool compatible with the entire design flow orchestrates this complex process, facilitating transparent data
flow between the simulation and measurement environments.
Existing RF design methods based on the third order intercept point, TOI, are indicative concerning system
performance. Furthermore, excessive demands on simulation time and arithmetical capacity prevent
iterative synthesis and analysis of the RF circuit blocks consisting of linear and nonlinear components. In
order to carry out performance verification, one can make use of commercially available instruments. The
signals generated are, however, not readily accessible to the simulator in use and form a significant
bottleneck to ensuring commensurability of the measured and simulated results obtained. In general, these
instruments provide a limited set of standard signals, providing an inadequate response to the dynamics of
the mobile communication business.
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The RF-system-measurement system we propose embodies the essence of the required CAD tool. Based
on quasi steady state large and small signal behavior of memory-less RF circuit blocks, the RF-system
provides the contemporary RF designer with the required synthesis and analysis tool.
Initially, a single tone harmonic balance simulator is used to characterize the RF circuit block's transfer
function. This is used in combination with the LaGrange interpolation method to calculate RF circuit block
response to instantaneous power levels of a large variety of wireless communication stimuli. Use of the
nonlinear components quasi steady state property, in conjunction with the stochastic nature of wireless
signals facilitates:
•
•
•
•
•

Real time evaluation of system specifications, avoiding the use of imprecise methods based on the
TOI.
Simultaneous evaluation of system specifications for various wireless systems.
The use of available optimization tools to enhance the results achieved.
Co-simulation with device simulators.
Processing a large variety of wireless data steams, combined with noise or distortion as well as predistortion suitable for feeding arbitrary wave generators.

Inherent fluctuation in the power envelope of modern communication stimuli tries the linearity of the
magnitude as well as the phase of the transfer function. Non-uniform amplification of the signal's envelope
impairs the signal's spectrum, which is incompatible with multiple access use of the system leading to
spectral re-growth. Theoretical as well as simulated results indicate that wireless system specifications are
dictated primarily by the stochastic distribution of the signal's instantaneous power level and the derivative
of the transfer function of the RF circuit block in use.
Projection of system demands to the circuit level and, more recently, to the device level is of increasing
importance to the designer's daily tasks. The relation between the RF circuit blocks' transfer function and
the implemented circuit topology, input/output termination, interstage blocks, packaging, biasing, etc.
complicates the process of linearization. To comprehend this complex process, the design flow can be
considered to be composed of two design paradigms. The first centers on the use of nonlinear simulators,
the second on the use of linear ones. The first phase studies a variety of biasing and circuit topologies
characterizing possible interstage component implementations. The second phase considers realization
possibilities and limitations for the previously characterized interstage components. Employing this design
method, in conjunction with the CAD tool introduced here, facilitates an effective design strategy in
trading-off linearization techniques for a large variety of circuit topologies, i.e. translinear circuits,
variable load line techniques such as the Doherty configuration, etc.
The attendant complexity of the system constraints and the growing use of balanced circuits in broadband
wireless applications have increased the need for accurate modeling and characterization of the nonlinear
behavior of active devices. Since the input and output terminations of these devices dictate their large
signal behavior, complete RF circuit block characterization including the determination of constant output
power contours requires the use of source and load tuning. The measurement technique introduced here is
tailored specifically for use by RF designers. The variety of the instruments employed enables an integral
extraction of semiconductor device properties including DC, small signal and large signal parameters
under single or multi-tone excitation. This measurement technique, based on vectorial measurement, is
superior to conventional load pull methods. The generality of the approach enables the performance
assessment of all balanced and unbalanced mixed configurations embodying devices with four, three or
two-port mixed mode scattering matrices.
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